Waste Reduction Awards Program (WRAP)

WRAP Winners Listing for 2001
The Waste Reduction Awards Program (WRAP) was administered by CalRecycle (formerly the California Integrated Waste
Management Board) from 1993-2011. WRAP provided an opportunity for California businesses and nonprofit organizations to gain
public recognition for their outstanding waste reduction efforts and lets the community know the business takes waste reduction
seriously. WRAP evaluated the waste reduction, procurement, and education activities in the internal business practices of the
applicant, not its services or products.
WRAP Winners Statewide during 2001
10-Minute Oil Change
10-Minute Oil Change replaces old oil with new. They replace oil filters, grease fittings and replace or clean related items to help
each vehicle run cleaner thereby reducing the emissions in the air. 10-Minute Oil Change recycles 100% of the oil from customers'
vehicles and all oil received from the public at large. All oil filters are drained, crushed, and recycled. All oil bottles are drained and
separated, although presently, recycling of this material does not occur at the Nevada County transfer station. 10-Minute Oil Change
takes pride in performing nine separating efforts: oil (from customers and from the public), filters, cardboard, oil bottles, newspaper
and magazines. Costs outweigh the savings, but the rewards to future generations through a cleaner environment with less waste,
cleaner air, and fewer resources needed are worth it.
Years Awarded: 2001
712 S. Auburn St.
Grass Valley, CA 95945
20th Century Fox Film Corp
Reduce, reuse, recycle! That's what Fox continues to do everyday. Fox continued its high rate of landfill diversion by accomplishing
a 77% diversion rate. This number is the result of numerous recycling programs in addition to an intranet lot-wide announcements
page that has allowed the studio to drastically reduce the amount of paper consumed on the lot. The studio will attempt to further
reduce the amount of paper consumed by implementing an electronic invoice payment system in the finance area. Keep an eye on
Fox as they try for another blockbuster year.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2007, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1994
10201 W Pico Blvd MS 99/531
Los Angeles, CA 90035
3M Unitek
3M Unitek is a subsidiary of the 3M Corporation. 3M Unitek is a manufacturer of orthodontic products that are used throughout the
world. In 2000, 3M Unitek recycled more than 90 tons of waste materials. 3M Unitek credits this to the 3M Corporation's 3P Program
(Pollution Prevention Pays). The 3M Corporation has challenged all of its facilities to meet its waste reduction goals. Money made
from 3M Unitek's recycling programs has more than offset any costs associated with recycling vendors that separate our solid waste
materials.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001
2724 S Peck Rd
Monrovia, CA 91016-5097
AB&I Foundry
AB&I Foundry, a third generation family-owned business, is the largest manufacturer of cast iron soil pipe and fittings in the Western
United States. All products manufactured and sold by AB&I are 90% from recycled material and profits are re-invested to improve
processes, products, safety, worker comfort, and the environment. Even though AB&I recycle most of the waste produced, efforts to
recycle 100% of all waste produced is a high priority. AB&I also have plans to recycle heat from the melting process to use in other
areas or to generate electricity.
Years Awarded: 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1995, 1994
7825 San Leandro St
Oakland, CA 94621-2515
ABC Window Company
ABC Window Company is a mid-sized company that manufactures aluminum and vinyl windows. ABC is constantly searching for
better ways/methods to reduce, reuse, or recycle waste materials at their site. Employees are continuously reminded of their roles

within the company's waste reduction efforts. To encourage participation, half of the revenue generated through recycling programs
are deposited into an employee fund for the employees to spend however they choose. Through their waste reduction efforts, ABC
Window Company has saved approximately $3,500 per month in solid waste disposal fees alone. They hope to set a good example
for other companies. Recognition for their recycling efforts is always appreciated.
Years Awarded: 2002, 2001, 2000
621 S Bon View
Ontario, CA 91761
ACH Food Companies, Inc.
ACH Foods Companies, Inc. is one of the largest manufacturers of food ingredients and retail store brand products in the United
States. It produces high value food and nutritional ingredients for food processors, pharmaceutical and industrial manufacturers, and
manufacturers and market food products for the foodservice and retail store brand channels. Its employees are residents,
consumers and suppliers to the food industry including the organic and non-genetically modified markets and have a vested interest
in providing good stewardship of the land, air and water resources in California. In 2000, ACH Food Companies, Inc. diverted over 4
million pounds of waste from landfills through a concerted effort of developing new products from by-products, recycling and
modifying packaging materials, and donating surplus food equipment.
Years Awarded: 2001
351 Hanson Way
Woodland, CA 95776
Adapt Consulting, Inc.
Adapt Consulting, Inc. was founded in 1993 as a products and services company offering customized promotional and advertising
specialty products made with recycled materials and assistance with non-hazardous waste disposal. Adapt Consulting, Inc. has had
many challenges over the years. Adapt Consulting, Inc. most unique challenge was the recycling of tons of pallets and wood waste
for a major aircraft product manufacturer. A five-acre lot was converted from unusable pallets and crates to usable compost. Adapt
Consulting, Inc. encourages the manufacturer of products from recycled materials and has sold almost a half-million dollars worth of
Ad Specialty products made with recycled content.
Years Awarded: 2001, 1994
13618 Lemay St
Van Nuys, CA 91401-1114
Adcock Manufacturing Corporation
Adcock Manufacturing Corporation is a "precision slitting" facility. The company slits substances such as paper, film, foils, plastics,
polycarbons, and other materials. The materials processed are used in a wide variety of manufacturing requirements. Every one of
our clients uses plastic made with post-consumer content for their product. Adcock Manufacturing Corporation has been in business
for over 46 years and in the past three years, taken strides to recycle the majority of the waste produced from the manufacturing
process. Adcock has recently acquired a plastic recycler who is transporting nearly 100% of the plastic scrap generated during
processing. Another 70 tons per year in tag and office paper is recycled along with nearly four tons of cardboard and 10 tons of
rolled tab end paper. That is a lot of recycling for a company of less than 40 employees!
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1999
1550 W 132nd St
Gardena, CA 90249
Advanced BioTech LLC
Advanced Bio Tech develops and markets unique product formulations for improving soils, plants and crops. The firm's biotech
products have helped farmers around the world bring higher quality food to consumers. Products are also available for home and
garden via the Internet at www.adbio.com. Re-useable tanks and large volume packaging in conjunction with an on going in-house
recycling program of plastic product containers and other supplies have saved Advanced Bio Tech approximately 14% annually in
new packaging costs.
Years Awarded: 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995, 1994
8244 W Hillsdale Ct
Visalia, CA 93729-9489
Advanced Marketing Services, Inc.
Advanced Marketing Service, Inc. is a book distribution center in Woodland, Ca. Recycling hundreds of tons of cardboard and paper
annually is an impressive example of the programs in place, but more importantly, other waste prevention activities are making a big
impact as well. Online reports and other computerized information systems have reduced paper consumption by nearly 60%. Pallets
are repaired on-site (nearly 300-500 each week) and several tons of plastic packaging is reused each year. These are examples of
resource conservation at its finest.
Years Awarded: 2001
1680 Tide Court

Woodland, CA 95776
Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.
AMD is a global supplier of integrated circuits for the personal and networked computer and communications markets with
manufacturing facilities in the United States, Europe, Japan and Asia. AMD, a Fortune 500 and Standard & Poor's 500 company,
produces microprocessors, flash memory devices, and support circuitry for communications and networking applications. Their
values commit them, as individuals and as employees, to actions that enhance the quality of life and protect the environment of the
communities in which they do business. AMD's Environmental, Health and Safety (EHS) Program reflects the companies
commitment to these values. AMD has one set of universal standards that govern their practices worldwide. Waste reduction and
recycling is rooted in the AMD culture as evidence by AMD's practices of donating surplus computer equipment, furniture, and
supplies to non-profit organizations, recycling paper, cardboard, plastics, wooden crates and pallets, beverage containers, scrap
metal, dry cell batteries and other materials, and sending landscape waste for composting. In 2000, AMD's California site diverted
over 1,127 tons of materials from landfills, which represents a 30% increase from the previous year (870 tons of materials were
diverted in 1999).
Years Awarded: 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995
One AMD Place, MS 5
Sunnyvale, CA 94088-3453
Advanced Sterilization Products
Advanced Sterilization Products (ASP) is the global leader in sterilization techniques and manufacturer of medical equipment for
disinfecting and reprocessing of surgical instruments. As a division of Ethicon Inc. and the Johnson & Johnson family of companies,
ASP is committed to the environment and promoting waste and packaging reduction. ASP's values are consistent with the J&J
Credo that says, "We must maintain in good order the property we are privileged to use, protecting the environment and natural
resources". Advanced Sterilization Product's accomplishments and achievements are a reflection of every employee's contribution
to recycling and continual improvement of pollution prevention goals. J&J expects the highest standards of professionalism, honesty
and integrity by establishing environmental management programs that assign responsibility and demand accountability regarding
environmental objectives and targets. Financial, physical, human resources, and training needs are identified to achieve these goals
and action items assigned to ensure their completion. By going beyond compliance, Advanced Sterilization Products create a
competitive advantage for sustainable growth. Economic growth provides the conditions in which protection of the environment can
best be achieved, and environmental protection, in balance with other human goals, is necessary to achieve growth that is
sustainable.
Years Awarded: 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998
33 Technology Dr
Irvine, CA 92618
Advertisers Mailing Service
AMS Response is a full service direct mail company, providing its customers both creative and mailing services. AMS Response
operates resource efficient equipment, and donates un-needed equipment and materials to non-profit organizations and schools. To
conserve energy, AMS Response has established a graveyard shift so that heavy equipment can be operated during off peak hours.
As a testimony to its commitment to the environment, AMS Response recycles or reuses approximately 90% of the material it
generates.
Years Awarded: 2001
16105 Gundry Ave
Paramount, CA 90723
Agilent Technologies
Agilent Technologies, with campuses in Santa Rosa and Rohnert Park, is a leading manufacturer of high performance test and
measurement equipment for the fast growing worldwide telecommunications industry. The company is also a leader in the
management of resources and has implemented highly successful reuse and recycling program for solid waste materials. The
company has established recycling centers at each of its two major campuses in the county. The local operations have implemented
a successful desk side-recycling program that makes it easy for employees to recycle materials. During 2000, the local operations
diverted over 1,574 tons or 62% of the solid waste generated from its manufacturing operations from the Sonoma County landfill.
Some of this material was donated to local nonprofit organizations. The company would have spent at least an additional $218,000
in landfill disposal costs during 2000 if they did not have this diversion program in place.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000
1400 Fountaingrove Pkwy
Santa Rosa, CA 95403
Multiple locations for this applicant
Agilent Technologies California Avenue Site
Agilent Technologies California Avenue Site conducts research, development, and manufacturing of analytical chemical systems
and software development for lab network server systems. Agilent Technologies CAS donated 24,500 lbs. of excess and by-product
materials to the Resource Area For Teachers (RAFT) program in San Jose in 2000. They also achieved substantial source

reduction and a $250,000 per year savings by replacing software manuals with CD-ROM's. Agilent Technologies CAS had a
diversion landfill rate of 69% by recycling 155 tons of excess material in 2000. This accounts for a $38,000 savings in waste hauling
fees.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995
1601 California Ave
Palo Alto, CA 94304
Agilent Technologies, Inc. - Newark
The Agilent Technologies facility in Newark has seen drastic changes in the manufacturing operations over the past year. With
incredible upswing to the grinding halt of the production, the recycling of solid waste continues on course. Agilent has added desk
side recycling to this facility, and segregates construction debris to minimize the use of landfills. This facility was recently awarded
an ISO 14001 certification for the performance of its environmental management system.
Years Awarded: 2001
39201 Cherry Street
Newark, CA 94560
Agilent Technologies, Inc. - Santa Clara - Bowers Avenue Site
The Agilent Technologies facility in Santa Clara has gone to lengths to minimize the solid waste generation. With a substantial
transition from mostly manufacturing to mostly office environment, the group increased the diversion rate from 47% in 1998 to 74%
in 2000. Desk side recycling, equipment recycling, the utilization of MRFs for other waste streams, and the dedication of our
employees made this possible. This facility was recently awarded and ISO 14001 certification for the performance of its
environmental management system.
Years Awarded: 2002, 2001
3175 Bowers Avenue
Santa Clara, CA 95054
AHF Ducommun, Inc.
Ducommun Aerostructures manufactures airplane parts, which includes wings. They have recently received a U.S. government
contract to manufacture C-17 cargo planes. The facility recycles 158,000 lbs of paper per year, 3,029,840 lbs of mixed metal per
year and 324,000 lbs of wooden crates and pallets per year.
Years Awarded: 2001
268 East Gardena Boulevard
Gardena, CA 90247-0310
Multiple locations for this applicant
Albertson's, Inc.
Albertson's, Inc., is one of the largest retail food and drug chains in the United States. Based in Boise, Idaho, the company currently
operates 2,539 retail stores in 36 states across the United States, including the 1,049 retail stores in California operating under the
Albertson's Food & Drug, Super Saver Food and Sav-on Drug Store banners. Albertson's, Inc. stands behind its environmental
commitment by continuing to recycle 50% of its waste stream including 318,134 tons of old corrugated cardboard, 4,788 tons of
plastic grocery bags and pallet wrap. This is achieved by spearheading innovative new packaging designs such as the standard
footprint produce box and wax-less meat, fish and poultry boxes, and by encouraging both employees and consumers to explore
new avenues and new concepts to reduce/reuse/recycle.
Years Awarded: 2005, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998
Corporate Office
250 Park Center Blvd
Boise, ID 83706
Multiple locations for this applicant
All Laser Service
All Laser Service repairs laser printers and remanufactures toner and inkjet cartridges, OPC drum units, and other laser printer
supplies. Customer savings through waste reduction is a major focus with emphasis on reusing rather than discarding. Nearly all
parts and packing materials in All Laser Service products are reused or recycled. Each remanufactured toner cartridge represents
as much as five pounds of nonbiodegradable waste diverted from landfills and provides as much as a 50% cost savings to the end
user. Their 'eInks' division offers refilled ink cartridges.
Years Awarded: 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995, 1994
1168 Aster Ave Ste N
Sunnyvale, CA 94086-6856
Allergan, Inc.
Allergan is a global provider of specialty therapeutic products, and is headquartered in Irvine, California. Allergan participates in a

number of recycling efforts, ranging from paper and plastic to the ink toner cartridges used in computer printers and copiers.
Allergan also recycles materials from its research labs and donates excess chemicals and used research equipment to local high
schools and colleges for their chemistry classes. Currently, Allergan recycles more than 200 tons of paper per year from the Irvine
location.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995, 1994
2525 Dupont Dr
Irvine, CA 92612
Allied Food Distributors, Inc.
Allied Food Distributors, Inc. is one of the largest buyers and sellers of canned and pre-packaged food products in the United States
and Atlanta, Georgia. Allied Foods transports a substantial variety of food products throughout the 48 contiguous states. Allied Food
Distributors strives to be the premier purchaser and provider for packaged food merchandise in the U.S. Their goal is to acquire bulk
food products at discount rates, impute value to merchandise through our elaborate cleaning, sorting and private labeling activities,
and then sell the products at reduced prices for end users. Allied Food Distributors recognizes environmental management as one
of its highest priorities. During the last four years, they have taken unprecedented steps to significantly reduce garbage shipments to
landfill sites. Through their aggressive and creative conservation and recycling efforts, Allied Food Distributors has diverted 2,116
tons of paper, can, tires, plastic, and oil from landfill sites during the past year. Such efforts have saved the company in excess of
$250,000.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000
1225 California Avenue
Pittsburg, CA 94565
American Honda Motor Co Inc
American Honda Motor Co., Inc., is the U.S. sales, marketing, and distribution arm for Honda and Acura automobiles, Honda
motorcycles and all terrain vehicles, Honda marine engines, and Honda power equipment. American Honda's waste
reduction/recycling program includes the regular donation of surplus and used equipment to nonprofit organizations and a
comprehensive recycling program. Though the company's long standing commitment to the environment and the dedicated efforts
of its associates, American Honda recycled 503 tons of paper, plastic, glass and cardboard and 635 tons of wood pallets and metal
crates at the headquarters facility in 2000.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999
1919 Torrance Blvd MS 540-1N-3A
Torrance, CA 90501-2746
AmeriCold Logistics/Kraft Foods
The Kraft Foods/AmeriCold Logistics (Dry D.C.) distributes Kraft and General Foods products to Southern California, Phoenix, Las
Vegas, Utah and 22 export countries, and is committed to reducing the environmental impact of its activities. When food products
cannot be sold to customers because of code date requirements, the Kraft Foods/AmeriCold Logistics will donate the product to the
Food Bank instead of taking it to the landfill. When the product cannot be donated, it will be sent to a hog farm for feed whenever
possible.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1998
700 Malaga St
Ontario, CA 91761
Amici's East Coast Pizzeria
Amici's East Coast Pizzeria is committed to minimizing waste and maximizing resource efficiency as primary components of its
program to be a model of good corporate citizenship. Amici's will continue to incorporate practices dedicated to the protection of the
environment and conservation of valuable resources into the structure and culture of the company at every level.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2007, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997
69 E. Third Avenue
San Mateo, CA 94401
Multiple locations for this applicant
Anderson Valley Brewing Company
The Anderson Valley Brewing Company has realized great savings by reusing and recycling a number of different products and
materials. Over $20,000 have been saved by this practice over a period of one year and "As the company expands," states owner
Dr. Kenneth Allen, "our savings will increase as well." Just under fifteen tons of materials have been recycled and over eighty tons
of spent grain was donated to local ranchers' livestock or has been composted. All of the water used at the brewing facility is to be
reclaimed for wastewater treatment, then used for irrigation on the brewery's own property.
Years Awarded: 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2001, 2000
17700 Hwy 253
Boonville, CA 95415

Anemostat, A MESTEK COMPANY
Anemostat manufactures metal windows. The company recycles and reuses 391,072 pounds of metal annually. In addition, on
thousand pounds of glass is also recycled each year.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000
1220 Watsoncenter Rd
Carson, CA 90745
Angelus Sanitary Can Machine Company
Angeles Sanitary Can Machine Company manufactures canning machines. The facility recycles 422,000 lbs. of metals and 18,000
lbs. of oil annually. By reusing cardboard boxes, ASCMC source reduces 10,000 lbs. per year of paper.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1999
4900 Pacific Blvd
Vernon, CA 90058
Anheuser-Busch, Inc., Fairfield Brewery
The Anheuser-Busch, Fairfield Brewery produces over four million barrels of beer. Located along I-80 in Fairfield, Solano County,
the brewery was designed with pollution prevention in mind by recycling 98.8% of its waste and by-products (over 102,000
tons/year) during the year 2000. The brewery saves over 100 billion BTU's of energy recovered from a closed loop heat recovery
system. The Fairfield Brewery is the only brewery within the U.S. to be certified ISO 14001. Examples of recycling and reclaiming
include over 310,000 gallons of ethanol was produced from waste/recovered beer, over 99,980 tons of grain was recovered and
used for livestock feed, and over 270 tons of beechwood chips were collected for off-site composting or energy recovery.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995, 1994
3101 Busch Drive
Fairfield, CA 94534
Appeal-Democrat
Appeal-Democrat recognizes their role in waste reduction. With the installation of energy sensors and moving forward with digital
cameras instead of film, as well as through their news reporting, the Appeal-Democrat hopes to educate and enlighten readers of
the significant role each person holds in protecting the environment and preserving it for the future.
Years Awarded: 2001
1530 Ellis Lake Dr
Marysville, CA 95901
Apple, Inc - Corporate Headquarters
Apple Recycles operates a comprehensive integrated recycling and waste management program at Apple's corporate offices in
Cupertino. The program oversees the diversion of recyclable commodities from California's landfill spaces and the secure
destruction and environmental disposal of materials containing confidential information and proprietary electronic material.
Additionally, Apple Recycles manages internal programs that redistribute useable office supplies and computer equipment. The
program provides an estimated yearly cost savings to Apple of $500,000 and diverts an estimated 1,000 tons from landfill annually.
Integrating sound environmental, health, and safety management practices into all aspects of its business, Apple is committed to
offering technologically innovative products and services while conserving and enhancing resources for future generations.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001
10300 Bubb Rd
Cupertino, CA 95014
Apple, Inc.
Apple's manufacturing facility, located in Elk Grove, has a core team of employees and volunteers that coordinate the recycling
efforts for the site. Because of their heightened awareness, the team was able to assist in capturing recyclable materials in a more
efficient and cost-effective manner. With the ever-changing volumes and variety of materials that come from the manufacturing
process, the team is constantly looking for ways to improve their overall recycling percentage. Apple Elk Grove recycled 10.3 million
pounds of waste and achieved an 89% recycle rate in fiscal year 2000. Had Apple Elk Grove not recycled materials, they would
have incurred several hundred thousand dollars in additional costs for trash handling.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995
2511 Laguna Blvd
Elk Grove, CA 95758
AppleOne
AppleOne, an employment service in Livermore, CA, has an environmental committment so strong that this company's recycling
program began with an employee taking this branch's used paper home to be recycled in her curbside recycling bin. Now with the
help of a free recycling bin and service from their local hauler, Livermore Dublin Disposal, their recycling program has persisted and

is thriving. Through this small and active office of five people, they alone have recycled at least half a ton of paper a year! However,
their paper recycling program is only the beginning. From using reusable mugs to saving and taking peanuts to their local
Mailboxes, etc., this branch has definitely incorporated an environmental committment into their business.
Years Awarded: 2001
327 W. Broadway
Glendale, CA 91204-1301
APW Electronic Solutions - Poway Facility
APW Electronic Solutions is a medium-sized company that manufactures computer components, electronic systems packaging and
is sold into other electronic and manufacturing environments. The most unique of successful waste reduction and recycling activities
of APW are the KAIZEN "5's" stand for Sort/ Straighten/ Shine/ Standardize/and Sustain.
Years Awarded: 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000
14100 Danielson Street
Poway, CA 92064-6898
Armstrong World Industries
Armstrong World Industries, Inc.'s South Gate Plant produces both commercial and residential floor tile products in Southern
California. Last year, the plant saved approximately $100,000 in regulatory and waste disposal fees due to operational changes,
increased use of assembly line scrap, and recycling. Armstrong World Industries now has an environmental team that visits their
plants across the country to share information and assist in implementation of programs that address air, water and resource
conservation. Corporate plans for the next decade include addressing issues such as sustainable development, global climate
change, water quality and public access to environmental data.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999
5037 Patata St
South Gate, CA 90280-3555
Arrowpak, Inc.
Arrowpak, Inc., a division of Baralan International Sales, is a leading global cosmetic packaging company. They specialize in
supplying standard and customized packaging designed to meet their clients' needs. The Arrowpak warehouse in Carson recycles
7,800 lbs. of cardboard and office paper annually.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1998
1016 Burgrove St
Carson, CA 90746
Artmond Louie, D.D.S., Inc.
Artmond Louie's dental office is proud to participate in the WRAP award program for the fourth year in a row. The entire staff
participates in their waste reducing efforts. They work closely with their local recycler who keeps them informed of new ideas and
companies that are globally conscious. The front office produces a great amount of paper waste that has been significantly reduced
due to its "Office Recycling Policy." They print on both sides of all paper before recycling. They reuse large manila envelopes that
are mailed to them. Cardboard received in the office is recycled. Artmond Louie's office purchases as many items as possible made
from recycled products. On very hot days, the employees work with low lighting, including an overhead chair light allowing Dr. Louie
to do his work. An estimate of $3,200 average savings may increase with additional savings during the power crisis.
Years Awarded: 2008, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998
1309 Tennessee St
Vallejo, CA 94590
Asian Health Services
Asian Health Service is a non-profit organization that is dedicated to coordinating and providing health services to Asian Americans
in Northern California. Asian Health Services is doing its best to reduce all paper waste in our offices and elsewhere. They are also
dedicated to keeping waste in the lunchroom to a minimum by encouraging all employees to use washable and reusable
dinnerware. Recycling all cans and bottles is also making a large difference.
Years Awarded: 2001
818 Webster St.
Oakland, CA 94607
Associated Soils Engineering, Inc.
Associated Soils Engineering, Inc. is a consulting company of foundation engineers located in Long Beach. Associated Soils is very
conscious of the amount of waste generated, a concern demonstrated by their recycling of cardboard and paper, as well as their
donation of old computers, furniture, etc. to charity. Associated Soils reuses and recycles asphalt, paper, cardboard, wax, aluminum
pans and other materials whenever possible. Asphalt alone diverts over 80 tons per year.
Years Awarded: 2002, 2001

2860 Walnut Ave.
Signal Hill, CA 90755-1834
AT&T Real Yellow Pages
Pacific Bell Directory is one of the nation's leading publishers of telephone directories, supplying one of the most recognizable and
utilized references in 15 million California homes and businesses, the Pacific Bell SMART Yellow Pages. Pacific Bell Directory's
environmental efforts start with manufacturing directories that are completely recyclable and contain a high percentage of
postconsumer waste, and end with annual coordination with hundreds of communities across the state to make phone book
recycling convenient for residents and businesses. Most outdated Pacific Bell SMART Yellow Pages are recycled into new
telephone book paper, as well as remittance envelopes used for Pacific Bell phone bill payments, household insulation, breakfast
cereal boxes, cardboard boxes, agricultural packaging, stationery and more.
Years Awarded: 2006, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997
Ste 518
101 Spear St
San Francisco, CA 94105
Auric Blends
Auric Blends is committed to the manufacture of a superior line of fragrance products that enhance and excite the senses and
encourage self-expression and individuality. The goal is to sustain a mutually beneficial partnership with their co-workers,
customers, vendors and associates. They are proud to offer the public the opportunity to share in the essential pleasure experience
of their unique collection of products for the body, spirit, and soul. This wholesale manufacturing company currently ships over 250
packages per week around the U.S. and abroad. Auric Blends generates a very small amount of garbage and actively uses recycled
packaging materials in their shipments. This has been a very successful campaign for them and in just one year of time, the
company has saved thousands of dollars. This helps them to keep their products competitively priced, as well as keep handling
charges nominal.
Years Awarded: 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000
2900 Bowen St
Graton, CA 95444
Avalon Glass and Mirror Company
Avalon Glass and Mirror Company manufactures and distributes glass and mirrors. The company's clients include several Las
Vegas resorts including the MGM Grand, Mirage, Rio and Treasure Island. The facility recycles 1,440,000 pounds per year of glass
and 12,000 pounds of wooden crates. 396,000 pounds of wooden crates are repaired and reused annually.
Years Awarded: 2001
642 East Alondra Boulevard
Carson, CA 90746-1004
B & T Enterprises
B & T Enterprises continues to be a multi-faceted electric business, selling electronic supplies, RV supplies, small engine supplies
and reusable recycled items, in addition to being a state certified recycling center and processor. B & T Enterprises provides and
maintains authorized recycling accounts for local businesses, organizations, churches and schools which assists them in cutting
down on their waste stream. Trips to the local station continue to be dramatically reduced by conscientious recycling and the use of
reusable materials at B & T Enterprises.
Years Awarded: 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997
111 N Washington St
Weaverville, CA 96093
B. Braun Medical Inc.
B. Braun Medical, Inc. is a major manufacturer of intravenous solutions and solution containers. They have been recognized for
their uses of non-PVC plastic in the IV containers and for demonstrating that a company can be environmentally responsible while
at the same time being a profitable enterprise. In the last 12 months, B. Braun has reduced waste destined to be landfilled by 2,856
tons and saved more than $105,600 by diverting this waste. They have realized $102,000 for the reuse and recycling of material
that did not go to the landfill. In addition to their extensive recycling and waste reduction program, B. Braun generates 85% of the
electricity it uses and is involved in continuous evaluations of energy usage.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2009, 2006, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995, 1994, 1993
2525 McGaw Ave
Irvine, CA 92807
Ball Metal Beverage Container Corp. (Fairfield)
Ball Metal Beverage Container located in Fairfield, manufactures 12-ounce aluminum beverage cans for the west coast beer and
soft drink market. Ball Fairfield makes extra efforts to promote and participate in as many different kinds of pollution prevention and

waste minimization activities as possible. Although Ball Fairfield was exempt from the US EPA's Universal Waste Rule, they
voluntarily began compliance. They began using non-hazardous Phillips Alto T-8 florescent bulbs and began collecting all types of
batteries used in the plant. The "used" batteries were collected and sent for processing by an approved recycling company. This
program prevented 750 pounds of potentially hazardous products from being disposed in landfills. During December 2000 and
January 2001, Ball employees learned the value of back-up battery electrical supply as the plant complied with the Interruptible
Curtailment Load Reduction Program of Pacific Gas and Electric Company. Making a can from recycled aluminum uses 95% less
energy than making a new one. Everyone can reduce the demand for electricity by doing their part - RECYCLING.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998
2400 Huntington Dr
Fairfield, CA 94533
Bank of America - The Vineyard Branch #1225
Bank of America in Lodi, California displays concern for environmental management through superior waste reduction practices.
Bank of America is able to incorporate paperless transactions with the use of online technology. To further reduce waste, Bank of
America recycles 60 pounds of toner cartridges and 1,920 pounds of white paper per year. The same amount of white paper is also
reused by this branch.
Years Awarded: 2001
700 W. Kettleman Lane
Lodi, CA 95240
Bank of America Environmental Network - Orange County
Bank of America is one of the nation's largest coast-to-coast financial institutions. The Brea Loan Center, previously the National
Consumer Assets Group, operates within the City of Brea with approximately 3,000 associates. New employee orientation begins
the education for their employees regarding the "Reuse, Reduce, Recycle" awareness campaign. There is motivational signage
throughout their site, both adjacent to the recycle bins in each work area and in the coffee/break rooms. Since its inception, the Brea
Green Team is lauded as being the role model for the Bank of America's Environmental Policy. The team is published as the
Environmental Network Action Kit cover picture and is established as a consultant for other Green Teams.
Years Awarded: 2003, 2001, 2000, 1998, 1997, 1996
275 Valencia Ave
Brea, CA 92823-6340
Bank of Stockton
Bank of Stockton is a large-sized company that provides financial service to the individual and the commercial. In regards to their
waste reduction program, Bank of Stockton is the leading financial institution that promotes & implements a highly - intensive usage
of paperless/online network system between its branches and its consumers. This includes check - imaging system, e-mailed
monthly statements, online transfer of funds, providing information on CD-ROMS, using two-way envelope, and no-fee Direct
Deposit. In addition, Bank of Stockton provides drinking-mugs to all of its employees, and donating old computers and furniture to
local school and charities. They return all toner cartridges for recycling to reuse, and sell their recyclable materials like white paper,
CPO, shredded paper, even junk-mails, and scrap metals. Having a green building design is also another way that Bank of Stockton
does for resource conservation. By doing these, in the year 2000 Bank of Stockton diverted 73 tons of waste from going to landfill.
Years Awarded: 2001
415 E. Miner Ave.
Stockton, CA 95201
Baxter BioScience
NO PROFILE AVAILABLE
Years Awarded: 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995, 1993
1978 W Winton Ave
Hayward, CA 94545
Baxter Bioscience
Baxter Healthcare, Bioscience, Thousand Oaks manufactures Recombinate Antihemophilic Factor used for the treatment of
Hemophilia A. The facility recycled nearly 87,000 pounds of waste in 2000. The facility increased production three fold from 1999,
but due to an emphasis on recycling, the quantity of waste sent to the landfill per unit decreased. Baxter Heathcare continually looks
at ways to reduce, reuse, and recycle.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997
1700 Rancho Conejo Blvd
Thousand Oaks, CA 91320-1424
Baxter BioScience, Los Angeles Plant
Baxter BioScience, Los Angeles Plant, is engaged in manufacturing of purified blood derivatives through fractionation of human

plasma. Although highly regulated by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) which limits the capability of the facility to recycle and
reuse most of the raw materials, packaging materials, and recyclable wastes, the facility has successfully managed to operate a
recycling center that captures and collects all recyclable material imaginable. This recycling center collects junk mail, phone books,
cardboard, tyvek suits, glass, all types of paper, toner cartridges, and scrap metals. The facility also disposes of wooden pallets,
fiber drums, metal drums and fluorescent bulbs to recycling companies for reuse. The Los Angeles Plant Recycling program brings
in an annual income of $15,000 per year and cost avoidance of approximately $60,000 for waste that otherwise could have gone to
the landfills. Last year's recycling program collected more than 500 tons of recyclable materials and saved approximately $100,000
for the company.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000
4501 Colorado Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90039
Bayer HealthCare Pharmaceuticals, LLC
Bayer Corporation, Berkeley, manufactures biologically based pharmaceuticals and conducts research on life-threatening illnesses.
The Berkeley site has been certified under the rigorous ISO 140001 international standard of environmental management. In 2000,
Bayer recycled over 208 tons of waste through the on-site recycling program which created an annual savings of over $41,000 and
prevented approximately 300 tons of carbon dioxide from entering the atmosphere.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997
800 Dwight Way
Berkeley, CA 94701
Bazaar Del Mundo, Inc.
Nestled in the heart of Old Town, the Bazaar Del Mundo has been a San Diego celebration for 20 years. The complex of 16
specialty boutiques, five restaurants and year-round cultural activities offers a taste of Mexico this side of the border. Bazaar Del
Mundo's annual community events, weekly free folkloric entertainment and award-winning Mexican restaurants celebrate Old
Town's rich Hispanic heritage.
Years Awarded: 2003, 2002, 2001, 1994
2754 Calhoun St
San Diego, CA 92110
Beaulieu Vineyard
Beaulieu Vineyard has been in the premium wine business for over 100 years producing approximately one million cases annually.
Beaulieu Vineyard is very proud to be an eight-time winner of the WRAP award. With tremendous employee support and input into
the recycling and environmental programs, Beaulieu Vineyard continues to find ways to reduce, reuse and recycle waste. Through
Beaulieu Vineyard's efforts and attitudes of being "environmentally aware," recognition has been received from local and state
agencies which is welcome and appreciated in a very competitive market. Beaulieu Vineyard generated $16,500 for 2000 from their
recycling program.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995, 1994, 1993
1960 St Helena Hwy
Rutherford, CA 94573
Belvedere Vineyards and Winery
Belvedere Vineyards and Winery is a medium-sized winery that produces about 70,000 cases of wine a year consisting of
Chardonnay, Pinot Noir, Zinfandel, Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, and Syrah. Over the course of the past year, the winery has
received the Sonoma County Green Business Certification and is currently making efforts to reduce energy and water usage as it
works towards achieving the next level of conservation, the Bay Area Green Business Certification. Over the course of the year
2000, the winery diverted at least 67% of its waste to recycling. In addition, the Administration offices currently recycle 80% of their
waste which consists mainly of office paper. The winery has also begun to work with suppliers to reuse the capsule trays from their
bottling procedures, consolidate overall purchasing, and offer corks for reuse purposes. Currently, the winery is using treated
wastewater for its irrigation and is looking into solar energy for the heating of water.
Years Awarded: 2001
4035 Westside Rd
Healdsburg, CA 95448
Benny's Oil Filter Recycling, Inc.
Benny's Oil Filter Recycling picks up oil filters from hundreds of Southland auto shops, garages, and retail businesses. The material
is transported back to our facility where the filters undergo a unique and simple process which squeezes the filter to remove the
residual oil and then crushes small amounts of filters into cubes that weigh approximately 35 pounds. These cubes are donated
weekly to Tamco so they can be put into rebar. This past year, Benny's Oil Filter Recycling diverted 768,000 lbs of used motor oil
filters from the landfill. In addition, 84,000 gallons of oil were extracted from these filters that would have otherwise been dumped in
the landfill. Benny's Oil is responsible for both diverting waste and reducing the amount of hazardous waste from landfills.
Years Awarded: 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001

6040 Walker Ave
Maywood, CA 90270
Berger & Jones Insurance Agency Inc.
Berger & Jones Insurance Agency is a locally owned and operated Independent Insurance Agency providing insurance services to
their clients. Berger & Jones has been in business in the East Bay since 1924. They have worked to reduce the amount of waste
their office produces. Berger & Jones either reuses or recycles office paper. Berger & Jones supports businesses in the area that
use environmentally sound practices. Office supplies are purchased from a company that packs their products in paper, not plastic.
The employees of Berger & Jones have encompassed recycling into their personal lives. They take canvas bags to the grocery
store and use them to transport things back and forth to the office. Paper products and other recyclable items are sorted and
recycled at home as well as at the office.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998
2694 Bishop Drive, #104
San Ramon, CA 94583
BFI San Mateo
BFI San Mateo is practicing what it preaches by implementing comprehensive recycling and waste reduction policies. The waste
and recycling hauler has reduced its own waste by almost 50%. With the implementation of a worm composting bin for the kitchen
scraps, encouraging doublesided copies, printing drafts with reusable paper, as well as participating in the recycling services the
company offers to the commercial customers at no additional charge. Additionally, BFI San Mateo has taken steps to decrease
energy use by installing timer and/or sensor motion lighting and reducing heating and cooling usage.
Years Awarded: 2002, 2001
225 ShoreWay Rd
San Carlos, CA 94070-2708
BioWorld Products Inc.
BioWorld Products LLC is a woman-owned business that provides unique biotechnology formulated products for pet care, odor
control, wastewater treatment and environmental cleanup. These products are sold to governmental facilities, food processors,
dairies, golf courses and residential users. In 1994, the company initiated a waste reduction program to reuse plastic product
containers returned to them by customers. Each container costs nearly eight dollars. A substantial cost savings has been realized
the past several years and the amount of new containers needed has decreased considerably. The company has a minimum
packaging approach when marketing the products for retail customers. BioWorld continues to have cost savings through an
aggressive reduce, reuse, and recycle policy.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2005, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995, 1994, 1993
8244 W Hillsdale Ct
Visalia, CA 93291-9489
Blue Shield of California Customer Service & Claims Processing Center
Blue Shield of California operates both a Customer Service and Processing Center and an Automated Mail Center in Woodland. In
2000, the two facilities recycled over 1,531,000 pounds of mixed office paper and electronic systems and saved over 31,000 pounds
of office paper.
Years Awarded: 2001
435 6th St
Woodland, CA 95695-4109
Multiple locations for this applicant
Box USA
No profile available
Years Awarded: 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999
3030 S Atlantic Blvd
Vernon, CA 90040
BP Amoco Carson Refinery
BP Amoco Carson Refinery manufactures petroleum products. Also known as Arco, they recycle 277,800 pounds of cardboard and
paper per year and also recycles over 1,095,000 pounds of pallets annually. Old oil is reused to "start" new batches and thereby
replaces the need of over 500,000 pounds of new oil annually.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998
1801 East Sepulveda Blvd
Carson, CA 90745-6121
BriarPatch Co-op

Briar Patch Community Market is a medium-sized natural foods co-operative with 1,700 owner-members. Briar Patch reuses and/or
recycles 96% of the materials generated in store operations, saving $17,000 per year in waste disposal fees. Cardboard boxes
account for much of the waste diversion: 24,804 lbs. of wax-coated and 11,440 lbs. of regular cardboard boxes are reused each
year and 20,833 lbs. of cardboard are recycled. Each year, they also give 5,460 lbs. or produced waste to farmers and gardeners
for compost or chicken feed, and even collect empty egg cartons for reuse. Packing materials such as styrofoam and bubble wrap
are reused by customers or a local mailing service. The Briar Patch Community Market will continue to find innovative ways to
reduce what it contributes to the waste stream.
Years Awarded: 2007, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001
290 Sierra College Dr
Grass Valley, CA 95945
BSH Home Appliances Corporation
BSH Home Appliances Corporation is a medium size company that manufactures built-in kitchen appliances for the home. In 2000,
the BSH Home Appliances Corporation reduced waste destined to be landfilled, by 49 Tons and saved more than $65,000 by
modifying the manufacturing process to reduce the amount of oily water within the air compressor, that would otherwise require
waste disposal. The BSH Home Appliances Corporation continues the drive to help protect the environment by recycling materials
such as waste oils, cardboard, rags, gloves and scrap metals.
Years Awarded: 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999
5551 McFadden Ave
Huntington Beach, CA 92649-1317
Buckhorn Cafe & Bar
Buckhorn Cafe and Buckhorn Catering are a restaurant and catering company. The facilities recycle over 50,000 pounds of
cardboard and 18,800 pounds of glass per year. The restaurant was recently renovated and now has a state-of-the-art food
compactor to decrease food disposal. A thousand pounds per month of food is donated to Abbey House, a local charity assistance
organization.
Years Awarded: 2001
2 Main Street
Winters, CA 95694
Multiple locations for this applicant
Byers LeafGuard Gutter Systems
Byers' LeafGuard Gutter Systems is a full service contractor that installs custom-fit seamless aluminum gutters. An example of their
efforts is the network they created with another local business. Their cardboard boxes are reused which simply eliminates the need
to throw them away. As they cover all of Northern California, their low emission/fuel efficient sales vehicles are a perfect example of
saving both kinds of "green." In addition, they have set up a firm to take the metal gutters removed from their client's homes and
deliver them to a large recycling plant. An impressive 140 tons of metal, scraps and cardboard are diverted from Nevada County's
environmentally precious landfill. An equally attractive figure of $15,000 in savings is what Byers' LeafGuard Gutter Systems has to
show for their efforts in the past year alone.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001
11773 Slow Poke Ln
Grass Valley, CA 95945
C & M Aluminum Foundry, Inc.
C&M Aluminum Foundry, Inc. is a manufacturer of cast aluminum for architectural lighting, off road products, and for the automotive
after market. C&M Aluminum recycles or reuses all by-product material as well as packaging and office supplies, reducing disposal
to a negligible amount. Through its resource efficient manufacturing process, approximately 1,300 tons of aluminum are diverted
from landfills each year.
Years Awarded: 2001
15554 Minnesota Ave
Paramount, CA 90723
C.M.I. Freight-Trans, Inc.
C.M.I. Freight-Trans, Inc. is the market leading intermodal distriubtion services company for the metals industry. The company
provides customized metals distribution services on the West Coast for the Midwest and Eastern metal producers. CMI has
continually provided its services with conscience towards the environment. CMI has strove to either eliminate or minimize
disposable packaging waste with the reusable 'Load and Roll Pallet'. Further, CMI has created unique partnerships with producers
and reciever to re-position reusable packaging material to the mills and setup recycle programs to avert landfill disposal. CMI takes
pride in it's role as a partner with used beverage can collection companies to transport their products to remelt facilities thus making
it more economical to recycle aluminum. CMI and their partners are acheiving near 95% reclaimed and/or reusable transportation
bi-products.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1999

4900 S Boyle Ave
Vernon, CA 90058
Cagwin & Dorward, Landscape Contractors
Winner of water management and environmental awards, Cagwin & Dorward landscape contractors provide services throughout
Northern California. Recycling is essential to their operations as they generate and recycle over 24,000 cubic yards of green waste,
900 gallons of used motor oil and 1200 pounds of paper products annually. Cagwin & Dorward provides their customers with water
conservation and management programs, including converting irrigation to use reclaimed water where available. Additionally, the
company is focused on using and developing electronic media such as Website work order forms and e-mail to correspond with
customers. They have a form on their website for people who would like free wood chips generated from their new tree care
services. These efforts save the company over $25,000 annually and their customers up to several thousands in water expenses.
Years Awarded: 2008, 2007, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996
1565 S Novato Blvd Ste B
Novato, CA 94947
Multiple locations for this applicant
Cal Poly Corporation, Campus Dining
Campus Dining provides 10,000 meals each day for students, faculty and staff in over a dozen locations on the Cal Poly campus.
Recycling efforts began several years ago with a cardboard recycling program, which has expanded to include glass, metal, plastic
and vegetable scraps. This total waste reduction program strives to balance cost savings from waste stream reduction with the
costs of purchasing recycled and recyclable products. Trash hauling has been reduced by more than 50%, yielding some cost
savings. The primary focus is to employ source reduction, recycling and purchasing recycled products to reduce total waste without
increasing overall costs.
Years Awarded: 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995
Dining Hall Receiving Dock
San Luis Obispo, CA 93407-0466
Cal West Seeds
Cal West Seeds is a medium sized business in Woodland, California that packs seeds for local farmers throughout California. The
company donates or sells empty seed bags to other companies to use as disaster relief "sandbags" for a minimum cost at over
64,000 lbs. per year. Seed screens, parts of seeds or plants, are donated to a local compost mushroom farmer at over 270,000 lbs.
per year. Cal West Seeds has reduced waste by finding places for unwanted materials and by reusing all pallets at 2,5000 lbs. per
year reducing costs for materials. Cal West Seeds has saved tens of thousands of dollars in waste hauling costs and material costs
over the years while helping the environment at the same time.
Years Awarded: 2001
P O Box 1428
Woodland, CA 95776
Calgon Carbon Corporation Blue Lake Plant
The Calgon Carbon Corporation's Blue Lake facility produces various grades of reactivated granular and powdered carbons. The
nature of the business depends on recycling, through thermal reactivation of the incoming feed material. The reactivated carbon
performs a vital role in the filtration of our water and air resources. This past year, the company has increased the pallet recycling
program through a rebate program with one of its' major customers. Not only does Calgon Carbon win, but its customers and the
environment also. Additionally, all reactivated by-product was recycled within the past year. Between these two programs, the
company has netted in excess of $100,000 in improved financial performance.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2004, 2002, 2001, 2000
501 Hatchery Rd
Blue Lake, CA 95525
California Builder Distributor
California Builder Distributor is a small sized-company that distributes appliances and home theaters. In regards to waste reduction
program, California Builder Distributor is an almost zero usage of resources. As distribution is its major type of work, there aren't any
packing/shipping materials, i.e. plastic packaging or pallets, which could be found at its shipping department with the exception of
cardboard boxes, which are mainly used for customers. Besides, the company's highly intensive usage of online network system
has successfully reduced a large amount of paper consumption. With this type of operation, California Builder Distributor saves
more than 2 tons of waste from landfill, and is a model of a very resource-conservation corporation.
Years Awarded: 2001
5730 Brisa Street, Suite B
Livermore, CA 94550
California Glass & Screen

California Glass Co. - Lodi is a small, family operated company with six full time employees. The company is in the retail glass and
screen business, supplying products for residential and commercial clients. California Glass Co.-Lodi recycles all waste paper and
cardboard packing, along with aluminum and other scrap metals. The company donates used windows and screens to local nonprofit organizations for use in the community.
Years Awarded: 2001
201 East Kettleman Lane
Lodi, CA 95240
California Institute of Technology
The California Institute of Technology (Caltech) is a small, independent university that carries on instructions in science and
engineering. With an outstanding faculty, including several Nobel Laureates, Caltech has become one of the world's major research
centers and is probably best known for the media stampede that occurs after an earthquake. Caltech's comprehensive waste
reduction, recycling and procurement efforts add up to an inclusive and successful integrated management system. Their program
offers in-house recycling for staff and faculty; a drop-off recycling center open to Pasadena residents, and an aggressive
procurement program to purchase items that can be recycled. In 2000, Caltech's efforts kept 863 tons of material out of landfills,
saved in disposal costs, and brought revenue to the organization from the items recycled.
Years Awarded: 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1994, 1993
1200 E California Blvd
Pasadena, CA 91125
California Portland Cement Company - Colton Plant
California Portland Cement Company Colton (CPCC) plant is a leading manufacturer of Portland cement in the state. Last year,
CPCC used 88,329 tons of waste by-products and discards from industries and the public in its cement manufacturing process.
Reuse of these materials not only saved precious landfill space, but also resulted in a significant cost savings to CPCC over buying
virgin raw materials. Many of these materials such as sued tires not only clog-up our local landfills, but can become an eyesore
when improperly disposed. CPCC used some 871,000 waste tires as fuel in 2000 creating a market for this difficult to mange waste.
Using tires also saves resources reducing coal use by 10,000 tons last year. Beginning in July 2001, the CPCC will use waste
steam to generate electricity for the plant. Any excess plant generated electricity will be added to the local power grid to assist with
California's power crisis.
Years Awarded: 2001
695 So Rancho Ave
San Bernardino, CA 92324
Cam's Corner
Cams Corner is a Mobile service station and convenience store. They also have a shipping store operation to service the public in
mailing. They have recycle bins on their island for the public to recycle and bins in the mail store for recycling paper. Packing
materials such as peanuts and boxes are recycled. They have reused 4000 lbs of packing materials saving approximately
$25000.00.
Years Awarded: 2001
74-478 Hwy. 111
Palm Desert, CA 92260
Camino Real Foods, Inc.
Camino Real Foods, Inc. is a medium sized company that produces frozen foods. Camino Real Foods, Inc. reduced waste destined
to be land filled by 38 tons in 2000. They saved more than $30,000 by replacing Hydrogenated Vegetable Shortening, packed in
corrugated cartons and plastic liners, with Liquid Vegetable Shortening, which is packed in reusable plastic totes. They also reduced
waste by selling recyclable materials such as waste paper.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000
2638 East Vernon Avenue
Vernon, CA 90058
Camp Gold Hollow
Located 3 miles from the historic gold mining town of Nevada City, Camp Gold Hollow is situated on a private lake. It has been
owned and operated since 1945 by Camp Fire Boys and Girls. Their high standards and commitment to building caring, confident
youth and future leaders include responsibilities such as recycling and paper and mulch reuse.
Years Awarded: 2001
401 Amador St
Vallejo, CA 94590-6320
CAN-GRO, Inc. dba J & W Auto Wreckers
J & W Auto Wreckers is the boutique of Jeep dismantling. The vehicles final "ouch" is recycled to become reusable parts for happy

Jeep owners. Parts are wrapped and shipped nationally and worldwide, saving energy and pollution. J & W Auto Wreckers offers
their customers a savings of 40 to 60% on quality OEM parts. Every year, the company recycles in excess of 300,000 lbs. of car
bodies and metals. Next year, the metal returns as a sleek new vehicle! The auto dismantling industry rethinks, reuses and recycles
on a daily basis. J & W Auto Wreckers is pleased to be a leader as an original environmentalist.
Years Awarded: 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1993
8626 Antelope N Rd
Antelope, CA 95843-3930
Candy Snickles Interiors
Candy Snickels, a retail interior design shop, is a small company located in La Canada-Flintrige, California, servicing the customers
of the area. The company donates unwanted goods, like samples of fabric pieces, to local schools for art projects. Candy Snickles
reuses, recycles and makes it easy for other to recycle unwanted recyclables. This helps others and while helping the company
divert waste. Candy Snickles also performs good business practice while saving money by reusing packaging material.
Years Awarded: 2001
1367 Foothill Blvd.
La Canada Flintridge, CA 91011
Cardinal Health
The Allegiance Healthcare Corporation in the city of Ontario is a 650,000 sq. ft. facility and is the largest distribution center they
operate on the West Coast. The Allegiance Healthcare Corporation employs over 300 people and is a central focus of medical
component, hospital supplies, and surgical pack distribution in the Southern California region. In 2001, the Allegiance Healthcare
Corporation donated over $300,000 in excess and returned inventory to non-profit charities. The Allegiance Healthcare Corporation
recycled 1,719,371 lbs. of cardboard and saved more than $130,000 by selling recyclable materials such as waste paper, scrap
metals, and plastics.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997
4551 E Philadelphia St
Ontario, CA 91761
Chanlar Spring Company
Chanlar Spring Company manufactures high quality metal springs. Chanlar Spring Company is an environmentally responsible
manufacturer that seeks new ways to reduce waste such as recycling their metal scraps. In the year 2000, Chanlar Spring Company
recycled 2000 lbs of steel. The waste reduction practices of this company are an exemplary model for other businesses. Chanlar
Spring Company advocates recycling in their community by encouraging friends and neighbors to follow their example.
Years Awarded: 2001
2325 First Street
La Verne, CA 91750
Chevron Business and Real Estate Services
The Chevron Richmond Technology Center provides petroleum research for Chevron Corporation's downstream companies. Their
onsite Recycle Center sorts out all recyclable waste from non-hazardous industrial and office waste. In 2000, they recycled more
than 222 tons of material, paper, cardboard, aluminum cans, plastic, metals, and copper wire, reducing the amount of material going
to the landfill by 65%.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997
100 Chevron Way
Richmond, CA 94802-0627
Chevron El Segundo Refinery
Since 1911, the Chevron El Segundo Refinery has been producing a variety of petroleum products which today include gasoline, jet
fuel and diesel. Initiating a recycling program at the refinery was a unique challenge in that the business operates 24 hours a day, is
occupied by around 1,100 employees and is spread out over approximately 1.5 square miles. The Refinery Recycle Team was
formed in 1990 to address this challenge. Thanks to the effort of the Team and the enthusiastic participation of the employees, the
refinery diversion rate has increased from 3% in 1990 to about 57% in 2000.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2007, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995, 1994
324 W El Segundo Blvd
El Segundo, CA 90245
Childtime
Childtime is a children's center in Moreno Valley with a staff of eighteen employees. As with most centers, there is always a buzz of
activities as the children learn, play and eat each day. However, Childtime stands out among other centers as they make the extra
effort to recycle (paper, cardboard, glass, tin and plastics), reuse (magazines, phone books, packing materials and containers), and
reduce (serving snacks in reusable cups and offering old toys to parents). The children also get involved in recycling often by saving

earnings from the aluminum can drives for pizza parties.
Years Awarded: 2001
14700 Perris Blvd
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Chile Cauldron
The Chile Cauldron is a family owned business in Yuba City. Their success is a result of their responding to the needs of their
customers. Recycling and waste diversion activities are a daily cost-effective way to help conserve natural resources.
Years Awarded: 2001
421 Center St
Yuba City, CA 95991-4505
Chipman Corporation
Chipman Corporation is a moving and storage facility. The company recycles 8,000 lbs of cardboard and 11,000 lbs of mixed metals
per year. Electronic systems and cardboard box reuse conserve 572 lbs per year.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000
2250 S Yale St #B
Santa Ana, CA 92704-4427
Cisco Systems, Inc.
Cisco Systems is the worldwide leader in networking for the Internet. Cisco's networking solutions connect people, computing
devices, and computer networks that allow people to access or transfer information without regard to differences in time, place, or
type of computer system. Cisco's vision is to change the way we work, live, play and learn and its most unique forms of waste
reduction are E-commerce and E-learning. Easy to use, interactive, Web-based E-commerce applications enable more efficient
processes for conducting transactions online with suppliers, customers, business partners, and employees, thereby reducing costs
for sales, customer service and resources for support functions. Cisco's use of E-learning is also another unique waste reduction
activity. In addition to saving on training and productivity costs, E-learning also reduces the amount of printed training materials that
need to be generated in the standard training format. In the period from June 2000 to May 2001, Cisco's San Jose waste reduction
program diverted 47% of the waste stream or 4,670 tons of material. Through the restructuring of the waste program and improved
diversion rate, the cost savings are $785,777.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1994
10 West Tasman Drive
San Jose, CA 95134
City Distribution Services/Tri-Modal
City Distribution Services/Tri-Modal is a distribution center. The facility recycles over 5,000 lbs of cardboard per year and through
electronic systems have conserved considerable amounts paper. CDS/TM also recycles over one ton of metal per year.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000
1411 East Watson Center Road
Carson, CA 90745
Clark Construction Group - California, LP
Clark/Gruen Design/Build, Inc., is a California corporation established in 1998 to manage, design and build large-scale, public and
private projects in the design-build delivery method. The design-build entity is collaboration between the architectural firm of Gruen
Associates and the general contracting firm of The Clark Construction Group, Inc. Managed by Clark/Gruen, Gruen Associates and
Clark Construction carry the architectural and general contracting responsibilities respectively, supported by consultants and
subcontractors. From the start of the Capitol Area East End project in February 2000 through December 2000, Clark/Gruen diverted
over 9,000 tons of material from landfills through its reuse, recycling, and composting efforts. In addition, an extensive list of
recycled-content construction products, energy conservation methods, photovoltaic arrays and other sustainable materials and
procedures have been incorporated into the design and construction of the project. The project includes four buildings and a parking
structure totalling approximately 1.5 million square feet and has budgeted at $225 million.
Years Awarded: 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001
3100 Bristol St Suite 100
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
Classy Lady, Inc.
Classy Lady is a medium sized company that manufactures women's apparel. The manufacturing company reduced waste destined
to be land filled by redesigning its use. For example, scraps of fabric can be re-used for testing garments and actual production of
garments. Classy Lady also participates in recycling plastic bags and hangers, selling waste paper, cartons and also aluminum
cans. The Classy Lady saves and shares the profits from recycling with its employees.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000

4368 Bandini Blvd
Vernon, CA 90023
Clorox Products Manufacturing Company
The Clorox Product Manufacturing Company manufactures and markets household products, both domestic and international, and
products for the institutional market. The Vernon facility manufactures Clorox household bleach for the southwest region. Whenever
possible, The Clorox Product Manufacturing Company donates surplus equipment and products to non-profit organizations. Today's
gallon bottle is a 3.5-ounce lightweight with 25% post-consumer recycled plastic, mainly milk jugs. Clorox uses enough postconsumer recycled plastic in its packaging to produce 144 million gallon-sized bleach bottles. In 2000, the Clorox Product
Manufacturing Company in Vernon reduced waste destined to be landfilled by 319 tons by reducing package size and selling
recyclable materials such as waste paper and scrap plastic materials.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000
4333 Bandini Blvd
Vernon, CA 90023-4775
Clougherty Packing Company/Farmer John Meats
Clougherty Packing Company is the largest pork producer on the West Coast. They operate under the brand name of Farmer Johns
Meats and process well over 1,000,000 pounds of fresh product everyday. C.P.C's MIS department donates surplus and obsolete
equipment to various schools, and has recycled many electronic machines replacing them with the latest energy efficient types.
C.P.C's Research and Development works closely with the Quality Assurance Group to design packaging and shipping boxes that
allows them to maximize the types and amount of different products distributed. C.P.C recently invested over $100,000 on a new
stretch-wrap machine and pallet conveyor in the distribution center. Being the premier pork producer in the West, Clougherty
Packing Company is always on the cutting edge of new innovations in the industry and will remain committed to increasing
everyone's environmental awareness.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1999
3049 East Vernon Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90058
Co-Opportunity-Santa Monica's Homegrown Natural Food Grocer
Co-Opportunity is a full service natural food store specializing in gourmet/organic produce, vitamins & supplements, natural body
care products, macrobiotics, bulk foods, herbs & environmentally friendly products. They also feature a full service deli, including
organic coffee and juice bars with fresh fruit smoothies and fresh squeezed wheat grass. Through recycling paper, plastic, and glass
waste generated by the employees, the company saves $300 a month. Annual savings for the Co-op are approximately $9,600 a
year. The Co-Opportunity also encourages its employees to use other modes of transportation, rather than driving, by paying
employees $1 for each day they use a different mode of transportation.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995, 1994
1525 Broadway
Santa Monica, CA 90404
Coastcast Corp
Coastcast Corporation is a proven leader since 1980. Coastcast has become one of the largest premier manufacturers of
investment cast titanium, steel and other advanced alloy products for the industrial, commercial and consumer Markets. Formed on
a strong foundation of experienced Aerospace investment cast professionals, Coastcast offers quality manufacturing experience
investment casting and finishing technology. Coastcast Corporation manufactures and supplies a variety of high quality investmentcast products for O.E.M market in golf, medical and specialty products fields.
Years Awarded: 2001
3025 East Victoria
Rancho Dominguez, CA 90221
Coen Company, Inc.
Coen Company is a small firm that engineers and manufactures sophisticated, clean-burning combustions systems for power
generation and industrial steam generation. At the primary manufacturing facility in Woodland, Coen Company has established an
aggressive recycling program that includes cardboard, paper, lumber, scrap metal, and solvents. The material being sent to landfill
from that site has been cut by more than 30% in the past four yours. With lower scavenger bills, as wee as income form the sale of
scrap metal and baled cardboard, the company is saving well over $10,000 a year.
Years Awarded: 2001
1510 Tanforan Ave
Woodland, CA 95776
Comak
Comak sorts 100,000 lbs of post-consumer mixed clothing per day. Thirty percent or 33,000 lbs of the clothing is cut into wiper rags.
The facility also recycles 1,000 lbs of baling wire per week.

Years Awarded: 2001
2550 South Soto Street
Los Angeles, CA 90023
Community Environmental Council
The Community Environmental Council (CEC) is the leading non-profit environmental organization in Santa Barbara County. They
consist of 10 programs and 5 centers, providing valuable community services such as managing recycling centers and collecting
hazardous waste from households and businesses. They are also a bridge builder and visionary, and base their organization's
philosophy on finding positive solutions that each of us can apply to our everyday lives. Waste reduction techniques are made a part
of every CEC program and activity. They save over 30% each year in utility costs due to the "green design" of their building.
Although CEC's Gildea Resource Center serves as their program's headquarters, much of their waste reduction activities happen
off-site. A prime example is their soon to be open South Coast Watershed Resource Center. The Center will be a hub for watershed
education, providing educational tours for school groups and the general public, state of the art exhibits demonstrating a healthy
watershed, a wet lab, and research library.
Years Awarded: 2005, 2004, 2003, 2001, 2000, 1999
26 W Anapamu St, 2nd Floor
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
Comp USA
Comp USA is a retail electronics store. The store recycles 832,000 lbs per year of cardboard and over 10,000 lbs per year of
wooden pallets. Reuse of cardboard boxes for shipping and electronic inventory systems conserve 3500 lbs per year of paper.
Comp USA also reuses over 1,000 lbs per year of styrofoam peanuts.
Years Awarded: 2001
1611 Hawthorne Blvd
Redondo Beach, CA 90278
ConocoPhillips Company Los Angeles Refinery, Wilmington Plant
Since 1919, Tosco's Los Angels Refinery has been transforming crude oil into valuable energy resources vital to California's
economy. Today, it supplies more than 140,000 barrels a day (each barrel equals 42 gallons) of clean burning transportation fuels
and other energy products for jets, trucks, and automobiles. Whenever possible, Los Angeles Refinery donates surplus equipment
and materials to nonprofit organizations and schools. In 2000, the refinery helped reduced waste sent to landfills by recycling or
reusing over 3,000 tons of materials, such as scrap metal, paper, bottles, cans, catalyst fines, and construction debris.
Years Awarded: 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000
1660 West Anaheim St
Wilmington, CA 90744
Conservation Corps North Bay
In 1982, the Marin Conservation Corps (MCC) became the first local non-profit Conservation Corps in the nation. Since then, MCC
has been dedicated to preserving Marin's natural resources while providing young adults with educational and employment
opportunities. MCC provides recycling and reuse education to thousands of children, performs numerous conservation activities
throughout Marin, and provides recycling collection services to public lands through the county, while maintaining an organizational
wide waste reduction policy. MCC recycling related programs divert over 5,000 lbs. of waste from landfill each year for reuse, while
recycling over 250,000 lbs. of materials throughout Marin County. MCC manufactures recycling bins entirely from recycled and
reused materials. The initial cost is more expensive but the reduced time assembling, painting and making repairs saves thousands
of dollars in labor costs.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995, 1994, 1993
27 Larkspur St
San Rafael, CA 94949
Multiple locations for this applicant
Consolidated Container Company
Mayfair Plastics manufactures plastic bottles. The facility recycles 5200 lbs per year of cardboard and paper 102,000 lbs per year of
plastics are recycled and 624 lbs per year of mixed metals are recycled.
Years Awarded: 2002, 2001, 2000
#121
1201 E Cerritos Ave
Anaheim, CA 92805
Consolidated Fabricators Corporation
Consolidated Fabricators Corporation has been manufacturing equipment for the refuse and recycling industries since 1974. They
use steel to manufacture their products. All scrap steel that is left over from the formation of their product is then recycled.

Consolidated Fabricators uses prime steel, much of which is produced from recycled materials. In addition to Consolidated's core
recycling efforts, Consolidated has also bonded with the community in assisting with the year 2001 Landfill Waste Reduction Effort.
This effort has reduced its waste hauling expense and volume substantially.
Years Awarded: 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998
901 Simmerhorn Rd
Galt, CA 95632-8501
Multiple locations for this applicant
Contessa Food Products
The Contessa Food Product company is the largest importer of cooked shrimp in the USA and producer of many delicious meal kits
sold to retailers, club warehouses and food service distributors. Contessa Foods is very proud to participate in WRAP. Whenever
possible, the company donates surplus equipment and food products to non-profit organizations such as the Christian Food Center,
LIFE and local schools. Contessa Foods has recycled tons of paper products as well as scrap metals for over nine years. Contessa
Foods is involved in the preservation of Sea Turtles in Central America as well as the conservation and restoration in protecting the
Mangroves throughout the Far East.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000
3340 Fruitland Avenue
Vernon, CA 90058
Cooper Crouse-Hinds/Myers Hubs
Myers Hubs is a company that manufactures electrical products for international distribution. One of the greatest successes of
Myers Hubs recycling methods is the reduction of coolant/lubricant by 52%, equivalent to savings of $7,672. They also have a
2,010-gallon reduction in hazardous waste. This year, Myers Hubs reduced waste going to the landfill by 597.98 tons, a 97%
reduction.
Years Awarded: 2003, 2001
1130 South Vail Ave
Montebello, CA 90640
Cottura Ceramic Art Imports
Cottura Ceramic Art Imports is the largest importer in the United States of the finest handmade, hand painted Italian ceramics.
Cottura has 3 retail stores, a nationwide catalogue, a web site and a wholesale division that sells to 300 stores nationwide. Cottura
reuses and recycles thousands of corrugated boxes that enter their Los Angeles warehouse each year. Cottura recycles as much of
the packing supplies that surround these fragile ceramic and glass items as possible. Since not every ceramic item arrives in one
piece, Cottura exchanges the broken pottery with artists that make mosaic mirrors, tables, planters and vases. Cottura then buys
these items from the artists and sells them in their retail stores in Los Angeles, Newport Beach and in their newest Caesars Palace
store in Las Vegas. Each store has one-of-a-kind Cottura sign that is made completely of broken pottery and shards of the very
items that Cottura sells all over the United States. In fact, Cottura recently had an offer by an enthusiastic customer to purchase one
of these signs for their home! Each of the signs is permanently attached to the walls of each store!
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995
2900 Rowena Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90039
Cox Communications
Cox Communications provides cable, telephone, Internet, and business services to the San Diego area. Though their main focus is
in communications, they have also implemented a recycling program throughout all levels of their company. Cox Communications
warehouse personal are required to recycle every box from the manufacturing companies and their field service technicians stress
on-site recycling programs. Collectively through their efforts, they have recycled 14,000 lbs and saved $450 each month. Cox
Communications strives to be a recycling leader in the communications industry and will continue to provide reliable and
environmentally-friendly service to their 750,000 customers in San Diego.
Years Awarded: 2010, 2008, 2001
5159 Federal Blvd
San Diego, CA 92105
Cracchiolo's Market
Cracchiolo's Market is a small to medium sized company that is located in Woodland, CA., which has a deli and caters for parties.
The market donates some food and most un-usable displays. Food donations to chicken farms equal 11,000 pounds per year, and
food that goes to a food bank at a local mission equals over 3,500 pounds per year. Cracchiolo's recycles all cardboard at 17,000
pounds per year and bones and fat at 32,000 pounds per year. The retail market reduced waste destined for landfills and abridged
waste hauling costs by a minimum of a few thousand dollars per year.
Years Awarded: 2001
1320 E. Main St.

Woodland, CA 95776
Cranston Brothers Ace Hardware
Cranston Brothers Ace Hardware is a retail hardware store in downtown Woodland, California. In 2000, the store recycled 10,400
lbs of cardboard and by asking distributors to switch to Gaylord pallets, they now receive five Gaylords instead of 100 regular pallets
per week. Cranston Brothers Ace Hardware also participates in a mixed paper exchange with the Fine Arts Center whereby paper
supplied by the business is made into scratch pads and given back to the business.
Years Awarded: 2001
618 Main Street
Woodland, CA 95695
Creative Office Systems, Inc.
Creative Office Systems, Inc. is a full service furniture dealership specializing in recycled /remanufactured office systems furniture.
COS promotes the use of hundreds of recycled /remanufactured products for the design and building of 'green' offices, such as
environmentally friendly paint, glue, and fabric applications. COS constantly looks for new ways to reduce waste and protect the
environment. In fact, COS just added a monitor riser to the product line which is manufactured out of parts that previously were
considered as waste material. The company estimates that during the last 4 years they were able to recycle and save approximately
70,000 tons of waste from landfill. Furthermore, COS produces office panel systems that are five times more energy efficient than
the manufacturing of new components. This adds up to average energy savings of 74 kWh per remanufactured workstation. This
amounts to a monthly conservation of 14,800 kWh, enough to provide baseline power to 1,072 homes for a day. In other
conservation efforts, COS has reduced it's own power consumption by 32% compared to last year. COS has also shifted its hours of
production to end before PG&E's peak power period. Every year COS donates large quantities of used office furniture to local nonprofit organizations and schools. A company-wide recycling collection program has almost completely eliminated glass, cardboard,
aluminum, office paper, and PET plastics from the company's waste receptacles.
Years Awarded: 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997
2470 Estand Way
Pleasant Hill, CA 94523
Crown Poly, Inc
Being a California Corporation, CROWN POLY INC. takes environmental responsibility for the health of the planet very seriously.
The inventor of the Pull-N-Pak ® Bagging System has elected to use high-density polyethylene for their product content, specifically
to reduce raw materials usage and energy consumption. Further, Crown Poly Inc.captures the scrap from the production of its bags
and recycles this refuse in order to produce the cylindrical core on which it presents the bags to the consumer. This ensures
maximum, efficient use of raw materials and eliminates any unused refuse. To complete their environmental goals Crown Poly Inc.
utilizes advertising to encourage consumers and the retailing industry to recycle and reuse its finished products. Thus, Crown Poly
Inc. products provide jobs for the U.S. economy, improve the quality of life for consumers domestically and internationally with the
consumption of its products and protectively ensure that the global environment is respected. Crown Poly Inc., through its actions
both internally within the corporation and externally through the public, supports the EPA's 3 R's: Reduce, Reuse, Recycle.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1998
5700 Bickett St
Huntington Park, CA 90255
Cultured Stone Corporation
Cultured Stone Corporation manufactures artificial stones for building construction. The company employs over 900 employees and
operates all shifts. Recently the company has installed process treatment water plants that will recycle 100% of the water and
recycle aggregates to manufacture their product. Thus, they don't discharge any process water to local POTW. The average amount
of water recycled per day is 500,000 gallons.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1998
Tower Road
Napa, CA 94559
DeMenno/Kerdoon
DeMenno/Kerdoon is the largest recycler of used oil, antifreeze and hydrocarbon contaminated water in California. The
DeMenno/Kerdoon company converts waste into high quality recycled products. DeMenno/Kerdoon supports local area schools by
donating surplus computer equipment, whenever possible. In December 2000, DeMenno/Kerdoon completed a program for
retrofitting all applicable company lighting which creates a savings of more than $1,100 a month.
Years Awarded: 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001
2100 N Alameda St
Compton, CA 90222
DFS Commercial
DuPont Commercial Flooring Systems is a single source for all commercial floor-covering needs from products and installation to

maintenance and reclamation. DuPont has led the industry in establishing the first nationwide, comprehensive system of its kind
called the DuPont Carpet ReclamationSM Program. In fact, whenever DuPont Flooring Systems removes and replaces commercial
carpet, the old carpet, regardless of manufacturer, fiber type or construction, is guaranteed not to end up in a landfill. The DuPont
Flooring Systems® network has more than 80 reclamation sites in the U.S. and Canada, which collect and recycle more than 55
million pounds of used carpet to date.
Years Awarded: 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999
330 Hatch Dr
Foster City, CA 94404
Diebold
Diebold, which assembles and distributes ATM machines, practices recycling and reuse as part of their business practice.
Employees not only recycle cardboard and wood products but also reuse packaging and packing materials whenever possible. As a
result, not only is the environment preserved through conservation, but costs are lowered, since the need to purchase those same
materials is averted and the need to pay for the disposal of these materials is avoided.
Years Awarded: 2001
5990 Gleason Dr. #100
Dublin, CA 94568
Disneyland Resort
The Disneyland Resort is celebrating its 46th year and the opening of a new theme park called Disney's California Adventure, the
new Grand California Hotel, plus Downtown Disney, a unique retail, dining, and entertainment center. The newest additions,
combined with the Disneyland Hotel, Disney's Paradise Pier Hotel, and Disneyland ""The Happiest Place on Earth"", provided a truly
unique vacation destination. The Disneyland Resort is committed to maintaining a high level of environmental standards and to
achieve this has produced and implemented a comprehensive Waste Management Plan for the operation of the new Resort. The
plan integrates waste minimization and recycling elements both into daily operations and new construction projects. Additionally,
environmental procedures are an integral part of new Cast Member orientation and site-specific training.
Years Awarded: 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1993
1313 S Harbor Blvd
Anaheim, CA 92833
Dispensing Technology Corporation
Dispensing Technology Corporation has been providing innovative equipment solutions for the pavement marking industry both
nationally and internationally for over 15 years. Simple, durable and accurate summarizes the design objective for their equipment.
These are the same formulas needed for environmental sustainability and their commitment is reflected by their consciencious staff.
In 2000, Dispensing Technology Corporation recycled paper, cardboard and beverage containers, replaced the use of polystyrene
peanuts with recyclable kraft paper packaging, and invested in a computer network which allows sales staff to be virtually paperless.
Years Awarded: 2001
5345 No Commerce Avenue
Moorpark, CA 93021
DNC Parks & Resorts at Yosemite
Yosemite Concession Services Corporation (YCS) is under contract with the National Park Service to operate facilities in Yosemite
National Park, including transportation, guest recreation, hotels, retail, food and beverage, and warehouse facilities. YCS recycled
25% and diverted 43.7% of their waste in 2000. YCS's waste diversion program incorporates recycling, reuse, organic waste
diversion, educational programs, sustainable building and green purchasing practices. Cost savings through their waste diversion
total over $106,000 annually. YCS's waste diversion program has made it possible for the National Park Service and YCS to
become leaders in waste reduction in California.
Years Awarded: 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995, 1994, 1993
9000 Village Dr
Yosemite, CA 95389
Dominican Hospital/CHW
"Dominican Hospital is a full-service community hospital in Santa Cruz. Since 1994 Dominican has operated ""DominAgain"" a
distribution center where materials that are still useful are collected and can have another life again. Everything in the store is free.
Its best ""customers"" are employees and those from the community associated with schools and day care centers, as well as those
interested in arts and crafts. Dominican also finds uses for larger cast-off items: excess and obsolete medical supplies and
equipment goes to clinics in Central America and Africa, while computer equipment and unneeded furniture are given to local
schools and government agencies. The hospital operates a full spectrum of recycling programs including glass, aluminum, batteries,
plastics, blue sterile wrap and stretch wrap. The sterile and stretch wraps will be used for siding for houses."
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997
1555 Soquel Dr

Santa Cruz, CA 95065
Domtar Cerritos Converting and Distribution
Willamette Industries Communications Paper Division manufactures paper products for the home and office. The company is the
largest business forms manufacturer in the United States. Willamette also manufactures roll-to-roll products. Every year the
manufacturing company donates its surplus of paper products to schools and churches. In 2000 the manufacturing company
reduced waste destined to be landfilled by 160 tons and saved approximately $140,000 by redesigning the way their products are
packaged and by implementing a waste reduction management team.
Years Awarded: 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1994
14100 Vine Pl
Cerritos, CA 90703
Dos Coyotes Border Cafe
Dos Coyotes Border Cafe is a busy restaurant that serves many customers. Even with such a high volume of business, Dos
Coyotes still finds time to take part in waste management. The restaurant makes conscious changes to improve environmental
practices. For example, pans are now covered by reusable covers and a self-serve salsa bar was installed to eliminate the
automatic dispense of containers to customers. In addition, OCC, paper, toner cartridges, grease, cans, and jugs are recycled. Dos
Coyotes plans to convert to recyclable plastic containers as well and would like to compost if city health regulations permit.
Years Awarded: 2001
1784 Picasso Ave., Suite B
Davis, CA 95616
Dumas' Diesel Injection
Dumas' Diesel Injection company is doing whatever it can to benefit the environment. As an automotive service business, there is a
lot of waste that needs to be dealt with. Many items that could be trashed are being either reused or recycled. This includes items
such as oil, tools, and old filters and pumps. As a company, they are trying hard to prevent waste and strive to do as much as
possible for the environment.
Years Awarded: 2001
646 West Esther Street
Long Beach, CA 90813
EarthSong Market and Cafe
EarthSong Market and Cafe is a small locally owned market and cafe which specializes in organic and low environmental impact
products. Through innovative resource reduction in recycling efforts, EarthSong Market and Cafe source reduces over 10,000
pounds per year and recycles over 28,000 pounds per year of paper products. EarthSong Market and Cafe donates over 30,000
pounds per year of food waste to the community. This figure includes 9,000 pounds per year being reused as pig feed by local
farmers. EarthSong Market and Cafe, in a role of environmental stewardship, promotes and sells durable reusable water and milk
containers to its community, thus effecting the waste stream beyond the facility.
Years Awarded: 2002, 2001
135-A Argall Way
Nevada City, CA 95959
East Shore RV Park
East Shore R. V. Park is a camping facility for the general public. Their 40 acres of lush turf are mowed weekly with the clippings
used as mulch for weed control. There are recycling bins located in the office area, as well as in trash enclosures throughout the
park for everyone to recycle glass, paper, magazines, cardboard, aluminum cans, plastic bottles, etc. East Shore's recycling
program and waste control practices have led to the reduction of the company's trash expense by over 30%.
Years Awarded: 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1995, 1994
1440 Camper View Rd
San Dimas, CA 91773-3924
Eco-Pop Designs
Eco-Pop Designs combines art, ecology, and invention to make public recycling collection containers and other environmentally
friendly products made from the highest amount of reused and recycled materials. For more than 10 years Eco-Pop Designs has
been recognized for its long-term commitment to the environment by incorporating the practice of reducing, reusing, and recycling
throughout the manufacturing of its products. Eco-Pop Designs also uses solar charged power tools in some aspects of the
manufacturing process.
Years Awarded: 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1994
860 Airport St
Moss Beach, CA 94038

EcoExpress Gifts
EcoExpress Gifts creates unique earth-friendly gift baskets featuring natural and organic gourmet food, bath, and relaxation items
and other environmentally conscious products. Providing a better and less wasteful alternative to traditional plastic wrapped gifts
baskets, EcoExpress uses recycled, recyclable, and reusable packaging and shipping materials, and biodegradable wrapping. To
further reduce waste generation, EcoExpress donates excess materials to local schools for art classes. EcoExpress also promotes
waste reduction to customers on a daily basis by encouraging use of products that support environmental preservation and reuse
and recycling of materials in all shipments. EcoExpress also accepts used shipping materials from the company for reuse.
Years Awarded: 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996
85 Galli Dr Suite E
Novato, CA 94949
EcoVantage Reprographics, Inc.
As a previous WRAP winner, Eco Vantage Reprographics, Inc continues to recognize the need for waste management and
environmental protection. As one of the main pioneers of the all plain paper reprographics concept in Southern California, they have
been providing a low cost, environmentally safe alternative to blueprints for several years. Because the direct bond printing process
does not use hazardous chemicals or ammonia, it does not introduce hazardous chemicals to the workplace or to landfills. They
specialize in printing on recycled paper, offer a complete recycling program to all of their clients and are encouraging the shift from a
paper-based document management environment to a "digital" based form of document management. As a result, paper is used
"on demand", not as a rule.
Years Awarded: 2005, 2004, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997
2201 Cherry Ave Ste 100
Signal Hill, CA 90755
Multiple locations for this applicant
EDCO
EDCO Disposal Corporation is San Diego's largest family owned and operated waste collection and recycling company, and
operates two of San Diego's largest privately owned Materials Recovery Facilities. EDCO promotes waste prevention, waste
reduction, recycling and buying recycled through the company's newsletter, The Environmental Times, distributed widely to
residential customers, commercial businesses and EDCO personnel. EDCO has expanded the use of computer data storage for
customer information, increased internal use of a voice-mail system, and expanded programs to substantially reduce office waste.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997
224 S. Las Posas Road
San Marcos, CA 92078
Multiple locations for this applicant
Edwards Lifesciences LLC
Edwards Lifesciences LLC develops and manufactures a comprehensive line of products and services to treat late-stage
cardiovascular disease. Edwards Lifesciences is headquartered in Irvine, and supplies its products and services to customers in
more than 80 countries worldwide. Successful pollution prevention and waste reduction efforts achieved at the Irvine operation is
attributed to Edwards' very strong "employee ownership" philosophy and culture. In 2000, the facility recycled about 175 tons of
materials, 30% of its waste stream which is equivalent to saving 3,400 pine trees or a 10-acre forest.
Years Awarded: 2010, 2009, 2008, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995, 1994
1212 Alton Pkwy
Irvine, CA 92606
Encore Ribbon, Inc.
Since 1976, Encore Ribbon, Inc. has been helping other businesses of all types and sizes to save money by recycling their printer
supplies. From dot matrix ribbons to ink jet and laser cartridges, Encore prevents thousands of pounds of plastics, metal, and inks
from going into landfill annually. In 2000, Encore saved one branch of a phone company over $8800 by recycling their printer
supplies and prevented approximately 500 pounds of plastics form going into landfills.
Years Awarded: 2001, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995
3721 B-1 Santa Rosa Ave
Santa Rosa, CA 95407
Environmental Builders
Mark V. Quigley, Owner of Environmental Builders, is uniquely qualified to promote an "environmentally friendly" approach to the
construction remodeling industry. He is a 1998 Graduate of the University of California Berkeley's reputable Conservation and
Resource Studies Program. Environmental Builders' resource management program is quite comprehensive including ecologically
sensitive products specification, careful recovery and donation of building materials, recycling (home/office/job sit) and reuse of old
materials among others. Perhaps the most noteworthy aspect of Environmental Builders Recycling Program is the fact that it is a
NOT FOR PROFIT adjunct to their business operation. Recovery and donation of building materials is Mr. Quigley's way of giving
back to the community who has been so supportive of his unique and sincere environmental vision.

Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998
931 Mustang Trail
Vacaville, CA 95687
Environmental Fleet Services
Environmental Fleet Services (EFS) provides EPA compliant SMART Maintenance (Simple Methods And Realistic Techniques)
solutions for eliminating engine pollution and toxic waste. It reduces operating costs as much as 30%, improves performance,
reduces labor draining maintenance practices and wipes out the need to stock inventories of disposable products. The acronym
SMART, consisting of five primary operating areas of engine function, fuel, oil, coolant, air intake and battery, with strict
requirements for these technologies, pay for themselves from use and have no offsetting tradeoffs.
Years Awarded: 2004, 2001
6326 Bertrand Ave
Encino, CA 91316-7140
Epson America, Inc. (Long Beach)
As the U.S. affiliate of Japan-based Seiko Epson Corporation, Epson America, Inc., is responsible for the sales, marketing,
distribution, service and support of a wide range of Epson branded technology products and system solutions for point-of-sale
through the Americas, including printers, projectors, scanners, digital cameras, liquid crystal displays (LCDs) and watches. Since
the beginning of their office-recycling program that began 10 years ago, they have diverted a significant portion of their waste
stream from the landfill. Just as important, however is their commitment to buying recycled products. Virtually all of the office
supplies they have purchase are recycled, with as much as 30% post-consumer content. They also print all Epson's merchandising,
documentation, and point of sale pieces on recycled paper. Epson has realized revenue through recycling paper and cardboard and
reduced trash hauling costs.
Years Awarded: 2006, 2005, 2004, 2002, 2001, 1999, 1993
3840 Kilroy Airport Way
Long Beach, CA 90806
Multiple locations for this applicant
Equity Office Properties
Spieker Properties manages many office buildings in the Orange County Area. They have dedicated themselves to conservation
and continue to find new and exciting ways to reuse their products. They recycle all paper, newspaper and cans. Spieker Properties,
since winning the WRAP Award last year, has cut their refuse fees nearly in half and has saved at least $600.00. Spieker Properties
won't stop there. They attempt to improve their waste reduction activity each month.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000
2600 Michelson Dr
Irvine, CA 92612-1550
Multiple locations for this applicant
Evergreen Nursery
Evergreen Nursery is San Diego County's largest, family owned, drive through nursery. Drive through beautiful fields of plants,
shrubs and trees, located within open space areas. Evergreen Nursery has a green waste composting facility at each of their three
San Diego locations, which makes the nursery convenient for landscapers to show up with a full truck of material for composting
and to leave with a full truck of plants and trees to beautify the County.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000
7150 Black Mountain Road
San Diego, CA 92130
Multiple locations for this applicant
F & F Multiprint
For the sixth consecutive year, F & F Multiprint has been awarded the California Waste Reduction Awards Program "WRAP" Award.
Initiated at the company level almost 9 years ago, F & F Multiprint has been recycling their own paper by making scratch pads and
giving their customers to opportunity to use the paper twice. In addition, over 7 years ago, they began promoting an exchange
program where people in the community could bring their scratch paper for recycling. All single-sided paper can be exchanged for
scratch pads, and their paper will, in turn, be made into scratch pads. Customers can also bring in any scratch paper (colored bond,
envelopes, telephone books, even junk mail, etc.) and F & F Multiprint will deposit it into their paper recycle bin. When F & F
Multiprint began offering UPS and Fed Ex Shipping Services, they also expanded their recycling program by accepting styro
peanuts, cardboard cartons, and packaging materials from the community. In the last three years they have salvaged over 575 cu.
yds. of packaging materials and kept it from ending up in the local landfill. For their efforts, F & F Multiprint has been acknowledged
by the California Integrated Waste Management Board with this WRAP Award. Keep It Up F & F Multiprint!
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2007, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996
414 4th Street, Suite E

Woodland, CA 95695
F. Gavina & Sons, Inc.
F. Gavina & Sons, Inc., is a custom coffee roaster company with approximately 235 full time employees. In addition to all the energy
savings programs they have in place to meet today's energy savings challenges, they have for the past few years donated to
several charity organizations all of the coffees that are returned each year. This donation amounts to approximately 25,000 pounds
of coffee per year.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1999
2700 fruitland ave
Vernon, CA 90058
F. Korbel & Bros. Inc.
Korbel Champagne Cellars is the largest producer nationally of methode champenoise and the fourth largest producer of brandy.
They have dedicated a Waste Control Technician to oversee and implement programs that have reduced landfill costs by 60% and
recycling of 1500 tons of cardboard, 200 tons of glass & stretch paper, 40-50 tons of scrap metal, office paper-phone books and
shredded paper, 42.5 tons of crown caps, and about 15 tons of plastic bidules annually.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997
13250 River Rd
Guerneville, CA 95446
Fadal Machining Centers
Fadal Machine Centers has been recycling their scrap metal for years. Fadal has continued their recycling programs to reduce their
waste by 1,4000 pounds a month, and generates a small profit from these common items such as newspapers, junk mail,
magazines, and phone books.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998
20701 Plummer St
Chatsworth, CA 91311
Family Stations, Inc.
Family Stations, Inc. is a non-profit Christian radio station and printing facility that conserves, recycles, and reuses in an attempt to
preserve this precious planet called Earth. As a result, last year alone, Family Stations, Inc. diverted almost 37 tons of paper fiber
from the landfills. Through their various other recycling and reuse programs, they have also kept wood, computers, and cans and
bottles out of the landfills, and through diverted disposal has saved at least $300 per month.
Years Awarded: 2001
290 Hegenberger Rd.
Oakland, CA 94621
Fender Musical Instruments Corporation
Fender Musical Instruments Corp. located in Corona, manufactures world-class electric guitars, bass guitars, and amplifiers.
Fender's commitment to waste reduction begins with employee education and awareness. In addition, they continuously test new
technologies and evaluate their manufacturing process. This ongoing program has allowed Fender to optimize the use of raw
materials as well as considerably reduce the amount of wood waste and wood processing products produced. Every Fender guitar,
bass, and amplifier is a first-rate product that is shipped in packaging made from 33 to 66 percent recycled material. The packaging
carries the WRAP logo to encourage the customer to recycle and reuse.
Years Awarded: 2005, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995, 1994, 1993
149 N Maple St
Corona, CA 92880
Fetzer Vineyards
Fetzer Vineyards is a grower, producer and marketer of premium wines in Mendocino County. Fetzer is the largest grower of
certified organically grown grapes on the North Coast and one of the largest in the world. In 1990, they began to keep records of
their waste to landfill 1,724 cubic yards that year. They took 106 cubic yards to the landfill in 2000, a 94% reduction over an eleven
year period, while the volume of wine produced increased by 75% in the same period. Fetzer Vineyards has a goal of Zero Waste
by the year 2010.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1995, 1994, 1993
12901 Old River Rd
Hopland, CA 95449
Fireman's Fund Insurance Company
Fireman's Fund Insurance Company, headquartered in Novato, is a Top Property and Casualty insurance provider. Fireman's Fund

has been involved in recycling since 1976. The company recycles its office and computer waste paper, print shop waste paper and
film sheets, and cardboard. The company also routinely donates used furniture and computers to local non-profit agencies. In 2000,
Fireman's Fund recycled over 184 tons of materials, saving a total of $15,584.80 in waste disposal costs.
Years Awarded: 2002, 2001, 1997, 1996, 1995, 1994, 1993
777 San Marin Dr C-65
Novato, CA 94998-1000
First Health Group
First Health Group in West Sacramento demonstrates best management practices in waste reduction in the field of insurance
companies. Computerization has played an important role in reducing paper usage which is common for this industry. E-mail, online
claims reporting, and file maintenance has reduced paper consumption significantly and reduction in photocopying alone has
reduced by 3-5% in the past 3 years in spite of company growth. In addition, this facility recycles white ledger paper, cardboard,
aluminum cans, computers and office supplies.
Years Awarded: 2001
750 Riverpointe Dr
Broderick, CA 95605
Flair Cleaners
Family owned and operated for over 45 years, Flair Cleaners is a leader in the dry cleaning industry with an unmatched reputation
for quality and service. They understand the importance of meeting their customers needs and are committed to providing prompt,
professional service at a reasonable price. At Flair Cleaners, they use the most advanced methods to bring new life back into
garments. Their professional staff meticulously inspects each garment to ensure the highest quality cleaning and pressing. Their
advanced computer system tracks orders and allows a more efficient personalized service. They also use state-of-the-art equipment
that helps to meet clean air and water standards. They also recycle plastic bags and wire hangers that are returned to them. Flair
Cleaners takes special pride in their efforts to keep the environment safe for future generations.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995, 1994,
1993
4060 Laurel Canyon Blvd
Studio City, CA 91604-2017
Multiple locations for this applicant
Fleet Pride
Fleet Pride is a truck parts distribution center. The facility recycles 63,600 lbs of cardboard and 670,000 lbs of mixed metals per
year.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000
17010 S Main Street
Gardena, CA 90248
Food 4 Less
Food 4 Less is a large size business in Woodland, CA. that sells food mostly in bulk. Some of the old food is given to a local pig
farmer for reuse. Food 4 Less is looking for more pig farmers or food banks to donate more food. Food 4 Less recycles cardboard at
over one million pounds per year, bones and fat from the meat department at 40,000 pounds per year and reuses pallets at 365,000
pounds per year. This company reduces waste, which cuts down on costs for hauling waste at a minimum of $25,000 a year and
also generates money from the sale of recyclables.
Years Awarded: 2001
451 Pioneer Avenue
Woodland, CA 95776
Fortifiber Corporation
Fortifiber Corporation is a medium sized company that manufactures products for the residential and commercial housing markets.
In 2000, Fortifiber reduced waste destined to be land filled by 64 tons and saved more than $30,000 by initiating a waste reduction
incentive program plan and saving recyclable materials such as waste paper and scrap metals.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000
4489 Bandini Blvd.
Vernon, CA 90023
Fortune Fashions Inc.
Fortune Fashions Inc. does embroidery, silk screening and applique work on t-shirts and sweatshirts for Disney and Hard Rock
Cafe. The facility recycles over 370,000 lbs of cardboard and office paper. Plastic and cardboard thread cones are rewound with
thread for reuse. Electronic systems conserve five reams of paper per week.
Years Awarded: 2001

4700 South Boyle Avenue
Vernon, CA 90058-3021
Foss Maritime
Foss Maritime of Long Beach offers marine transportation services including harbor services, ocean towing, environmental services,
and shipyard and terminal services. Foss Maritime makes waste minimization and resource efficiency a priority, recycling its
cardboard, paper, scrap metal, food waste, wood and tires. Foss Maritime diverts an estimated 20,000 pounds per year through
materials reuse and recycling.
Years Awarded: 2001
Pier D, Berth 35
Long Beach, CA 90801
Fremont Indemnity Company
Cushman & Wakefield is the nation's premier third-party property management company. As professional property managers, the
recycling programs that they have instituted at their client's buildings have helped to divert many tons of waste from going to the
landfill each year. Cushman & Wakefield encourage all the tenants in their buildings to recycle as much as they can and have
helped them to set up programs for white paper, newspapers, magazines, bottles and cans. They helped the cafés and restaurants
to compost their coffee grinds, food scraps, paper plates, napkins, paper cups, etc. They also assist tenants to donate or recycle
special items such as furniture and batteries. All of these efforts reduce their client's operation costs and help to preserve the
environment.
Years Awarded: 2003, 2002, 2001
C/o Cushman & Wakefield
255 California St 6th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94111
Friedrich-Houston Enterprises
Friedrich-Houston Enterprises is a husband/wife contracting team that specializes in commercial and residential maintenance and
remodeling. The company has diverted over five tons of waste through recycling efforts this past year. Wood is turned into mulch
and soil amendments, steel is recycled into cars and other consumer products, brass, aluminum, copper, paper, cardboard, and
plastics are all source separated and delivered to the proper recycling facilities. Usable appliances are donated to charitable
organizations and many plumbing and electrical fixtures find their way to the local adult school as teaching aids. As a home based
business Friedrich-Houston Enterprises puts out a small trash container every two weeks, everything else is recycled!
Years Awarded: 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995, 1994
2149 W 240th St
Lomita, CA 90717-1152
Frito Lay Modesto
The Frito-Lay Modesto facility manufactures Lay's, Ruffles, Doritos, Santitas, Tostitos, Cheetos, and Sunchips brand snack foods.
The Modesto "Green Team" exists to protect the environment and serve the community by maintaining a constant focus on sound
environmental practices. They have implemented a Pollution Prevention unit which encompasses Source Reduction, Waste
Minimization, and Resource Conservation. The Modesto facility removes starch from effluent process water for use in charcoal
production, and separates food waste for animal feed.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998
600 Garner Rd
Modesto, CA 95357
Frito-Lay
Frito-Lay's Kern County Manufacturing facility provides a wide variety of salty snack products for both Central and Southern
California. By following their Environmental Policy, and by aggressively pursuing internally and externally generated recycling
opportunities, the Bakersfield manufacturing facility has significantly minimized its impact on local landfills. Methods include the
recycling of cardboard shipping cases, recycling finished food waste into animal feed, and the recycling of starch as glue and paper
ingredients. Kern's waste reduction and recycling programs have allowed them to prevent the addition of approximately 6 million
pounds annually to local landfills, generating a savings of almost $500,000.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997
22801 Hwy 58
Bakersfield, CA 93314
Fuel Controls, Inc.
Fuel Controls Inc. is a fuel transportation company. FCI is one of the only transportation companies that are dedicated to hauling
only one product. This eliminates any type of contamination that could occur when the wrong product is dumped in the wrong
storage tank. This happens quite often in the fuel transportation industry. Fuel Controls keeps a large dumpster in the front of its
parking lot for recyclables. This dumpster is used by the FAA employees and the Federal Express employees. Fuel Controls keeps

a lock on the dumpster so that they can monitor what trash is dumped in it. From the mailing aspect alone, Fuel Controls has saved
thousands of dollars by using electronic data entry. The large manila envelopes are no longer needed nor multiple copies of bills of
lading.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000
3605 East Spring Street
Long Beach, CA 90806
Fujitsu IT Holding, Inc.
Amdahl Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary of Fujitsu Limited, provides integrated computing solutions that meet the needs of
many of the largest users of information technology in the world. Amdahl's formal recycling and reclamation programs began over
sixteen years ago with office paper, soda cans and bottles, and quickly expanded to include virtually every waste product that could
be reclaimed. Since the inception of the program, the company estimates that hundreds of tons of materials have been recycled. In
fiscal year 2000, the programs saved the company an estimated $180,000 in trash disposal costs by reusing surplus supplies and
equipment, and selling surplus items like computers and electronics, and scrap metals.
Years Awarded: 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995
1250 E Arques Ave
Sunnyvale, CA 94089
Full Spectrum Landscape
Full Spectrum Landscape is a small-sized company that creates beautiful and sustainable landscapes for residential and
commercial customers. Whenever possible, Full Spectrum Landscape donates labor materials, plants, and equipment to non-profit
organizations, schools, vendors, and customers. In 2000, Full Spectrum Landscape reduced waste destined to be land filled by 450
yards. And saved approximately $30,000 by reducing materials, and selling recycled materials such as plants, pavers, rocks, trees,
gravel, sand, and lumber.
Years Awarded: 2001, 1994
108-A Bryant Street
Ojai, CA 93023
Garden Hills Apartments
The Garden Hill Apartments recognizes environmental management as one of its highest priorities. The Garden Hill Apartments will
continue to establish programs and practices, that protects the environment and conserves valuable materials and resources, as
operations are conducted in a fair and responsible manner. The Garden Hill Apartments strives to continue to improve
environmental performance. They also implement any new ideas that are formulated to recycle materials and protect the
environment. One of their main goals is to help the residents take care of their environment. Education is the key to their program, in
that they are actively informing the residents of the benefits of recycling for future generations.
Years Awarded: 2001
182 Terry-Loop
Watsonville, CA 95076
Gardeners' Guild, Inc.
Gardeners' Guild, Inc. is a medium-sized commercial landscape management company that has built a strong environmental ethic
into its operations. The company and its dedicated staff recycle everything possible on and off the job. Though this commitment to
an integrated program, sales have grown 86% over the last seven years while the cost of recycling and debris has increased only
seventy -four percent. This is especially outstanding when the rising costs of recycling and debris charges are factored in. The
company's Sustainable Landscape Management Program or SLM is a pilot effort, which has been embraced by several companies
including Birkenstock and Agilent Technologies. Through this program, landscape inputs and outputs are carefully analyzed and
planned so that the environment is protected and the waste stream is reduced.
Years Awarded: 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995
2143 E Francisco Blvd
San Rafael, CA 94901
Gasket Manufacturing Company, Inc.
Gasket Manufacturing Company Inc. manufactures gaskets. The facility reuses 11,440 pounds of cardboard boxes and recycles
over 62,000 pounds of metals in the same amount of time.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000
18001 South Main Street
Gardena, CA 90248
Genco Distribution System
Genco Distribution System is a reverse logistics facility that services 300 Sears stores and 80 Orchard Supply stores. Genco
recycles 1,800,000 lbs per year of cardboard, 4,850,000 lbs per year of plastics, and 144,000 lbs of pallets and donates 4,000 lbs

per year of housewares and clothing to various charities including Kids in Distress, Gifts in Kind and United Way. Over 300,000
computers are returned to vendors when faulty, saving $5,000,000 annually. Reverse logistics is a system that should become a
model for all product distribution. Reverse logisitics provides management of a product from cradle to grave.
Years Awarded: 2001
350 Hanson Way
Woodland, CA 95776
GKM Corporation
GKM Corporation is a full service printing facility that offers hi-quality printing on a variety of state of-the-art multi-color presses.
They also have high speed duplicating equipment, which accurately handles over a hundred copies per minute. GKM Corporation
continuously strives to increase its environmental awareness including a program that recycles 500 lbs. of cardboard, 22,000 lbs. of
paper and 350 lbs. of plastic per month. The company recently instituted a recycling program whereby its ink and toner cartridges
are refilled, reused and recycled several times. The company encourages its employees to present new ideas for recycling waste,
and employs these practices wherever possible.
Years Awarded: 2002, 2001, 2000
152 Whitcomb Avenue
Colfax, CA 95713
GMS Lazer Works
GMS Lazer Works remanufactures toner cartridges for approximately 150 types of printers, copiers, inkjets, and faxes.
Approximately 90% of the toner cartridges can be reused to make a remanufactured cartridge, and remanufactured toner cartridges
will save the consumer roughly 40% over the cost of a new product. There are 6,000 remanufactures nationwide diverting more than
35,000 tons of waste a year.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1999
94 Gallie Dr Ste A2
Novato, CA 94949
Gold Mine Natural Food Company
Gold Mine Natural Food Company is a mail-order business that specializes in organic foods and environmentally friendly household
products. It is recognized for its ongoing recycling network with local businesses, where it picks up their clean, reusable shipping
boxes and packing materials to reuse in shipping mail orders. When shipping perishable items, the company reuses plastic juice
and sport drink bottles, filled with frozen water to keep items cold. One of its more successful connections this past year was to
donate nearly a hundred empty 55-gallon drums to the City of San Diego's Department of Parks and Recreation for reuse as trash
cans at city beaches. Through reuse and recycling, the company diverted an estimated 10 tons of materials from landfills and saved
approximately $33,000.
Years Awarded: 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995, 1994
7805 Arjons Dr Ste B
San Diego, CA 92126
Golden Gate Disposal & Recycling Company
Golden Gate Disposal and Recycling Company, a subsidiary of Norcal Waste Systems, Inc., is an employee owned garbage and
recycling collecting company. Golden Gate is committed to protecting the environment through an application of stringent standards
and by innovatively recycling more materials than other hauling companies. They recycle the basics (cans, bottles and paper) as
well as all food waste and non-recyclable paper (i.e.: food soiled paper, paper towels from the restroom, etc.). Reusing one-sided
paper for draft fax paper, recycling batteries, and providing ceramic mugs for employees is the company's standard practice. To
help close the recycling loop, Golden Gate purchased recycled content carpet tiles for their office. These tiles also promote waste
prevention since a single tile can easily be changed when stain occurs. Participating in these easy to follow programs has allowed
Golden Gate Disposal & Recycling Company to achieve an amazing 65% diversion rate!
Years Awarded: 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001
900 7th Street
San Francisco, CA 94107-1528
Golden Rain Foundation
Leisure World, Laguna Woods, a retirement community of approximately 18,000 residents, is located in Orange County. Since
1987, Leisure World has been an innovator in waste reduction and recycling efforts in California through its successful green waste
composting operation (newspaper, glass, aluminum, construction debris, and metal recycling programs) as well as the initiation of
new relandscaping techniques that source reduce the amount of green and yard waste produced. As a result, Leisure World,
Laguna Woods has achieved a solid waste diversion rate of over 56%. In county landfill tipping fees alone, approximately $264,000
was saved in 2000 through these recycling efforts, and revenues of over $330,000 was received.
Years Awarded: 2010, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995, 1994
24351 El Toro Rd

Laguna Woods, CA 92637
Golden West Refining Company
Golden West Refining is in a unique situation. It is in the process of deconstructing its petroleum refinery and related tank farms,
remediating the land and constructing a master planned business park. Every effort is being made at recycling.
Years Awarded: 2002, 2001, 2000
13116 Imperial Highway
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
Goleta Coffee Company
Goleta Coffee Company takes pride in protecting the environment and doing what is necessary to limit our excess waste.
Employees are trained to recycle ALL cardboard, paper, glass, and plastics. With community support Goleta Coffee will continue to
promote washable & re-usable products such as plates, cups, and silverware. Goleta Coffee will also continue to expand its
progressive recycling campaign and educate the public and other businesses on the importance of the environment and recycling.
Since Goleta Coffee opened in July 1997, it has learned how important recycling is for our environment. As a group, the staff has
aggressively started promoting recycling to its neighbors and the community. Goleta Coffee has cut its garbage intake by more than
one-half, and its recycling continues to improve as vendors are pressured to use recyclable containers. Goleta Coffee will continue
to work towards a cleaner environment.
Years Awarded: 2001, 1999
177 S Turnpike
Santa Barbara, CA 93111
Gottschalk's
Gottschalks, a retail merchandise company, sells soft and hard-line material in Woodland, CA. Gottschalks is a medium-sized
business with 48 full time employees. Gottschalks does donate old office materials while other damaged or old stock goods go to a
distribution center at a minimum of 2-3 boxes a month which are donated also. Gottschalks biggest recycle program is cardboard
that is collected at over 23,000 pounds per year, This retail merchandise company reuses hangers at over 6,500 pounds per year
and reuse plastic totes that displace cardboard boxes as over 3,400. Gottschalks has been able to save thousands of dollars in
waste hauling costs because of its recycling and reuse operations.
Years Awarded: 2001
1268 E Gibson Rd
Woodland, CA 95776
Grass Valley USA , LLC
The Grass Valley Group knows more about high quality video than anybody else-especially as video goes digital. The Internet, dataenhanced broadcasting, interactive television and Digital Cinema; the Emmy award-winning Grass Valley Group has the hardware,
software, and new media technologies to get content wherever it needs to go. The company is the leader in the transition from black
and white to color television, and from analog to digital. The Grass Valley Group product touch more than 80% of the world's
television signals and has over 3,000 customers worldwide. Grass Valley Group has focused on innovative techniques to reduce
solid waste including donations, waste exchange, and utilization of an e-waste broker and the implementation of a solid waste
consortium of local business to foster waste exchange and open a dialogue as a business community. Grass Valley Group
estimates that close to 129 tons of solid waste will be diverted from the landfills with a net savings of $21,000 for disposal and
related costs. In addition, Grass Valley Group has received over $100,000 in revenue since the beginning of 2001 from the e-waste
recycling program. Grass Valley Group will continue on the path of meeting solid waste reduction objectives that benefit the
company and our community as a whole.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 1993
400 Providence Mine Rd
Nevada City, CA 95959-7900
Great Bear Coffee Company
Great Bear Coffee Company, a coffee/pastry shop in Los Gatos, which has just celebrated its tenth year of operation has more than
just a birthday to celebrate. They can also celebrate the maturity and expansion of conservation, reuse, and recycling programs.
Behind its success is a philosophy of sustainability and integrity to its customers, employees, and, of course the environment. From
roasting its own coffee to working with a coffee broker that cares about quality coffee and the people that grow it to reusing plastic
containers and cardboard to using recycled products to recycling cardboard, milk cartons, bottles, cans and newspapers, Great
Bear Coffee Company has tried to develop a holistic approach to business and alone has diverted more than 12 tons of materials in
the last year!
Years Awarded: 2001
19 North Santa Cruz Ave.
Los Gatos, CA 95030
Great Western Malting Company

ConAgra's Malt, Americas (which includes Great Western Malting Company and Canada Malting Company, Ltd.) is a producer of
malt from barley for sale to local and overseas brewers, distillers and other customers. Total malting capacity in the North American
operations is about 750,000 metric tons of malt per year. Various efforts have been used to curtail waste at the Los Angeles, Great
Western Malting plant like reducing its chemical inventory, selling barley and malt byproducts to local feed companies and recycling
scrap metal.
Years Awarded: 2001
5945 S Malt Ave
Commerce, CA 90040
Hacienda Golf Club
The Hacienda Golf Club is a 2000-acre private golf course comprised of 100 acres of turf/green area and 100 acres of hillside trees
and shrubbery. The most significant reduction in waste is due to the use of a new mulching mower that has cut back on 1,982
tons/yr disposal. The use of a wood chipper saves 75 tons per year.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000
718 East Road
La Habra Heights, CA 90631
Hannibal Industries, Inc.
Hannibal Industries, Incorporated, produces welded steel tubing, slit coil and cut length sheet, roll formed sections, pallet racks and
other material handing products, and steel stampings. The Corporate Headquarters is located in Vernon, California, with four
production facilities in California. Hannibal Industries recycles in excess of 1,500 tons per year of steel scrap which is returned to the
producing steel mills for reprocessing into usable steel products. Computer paper is sold to recyclers, so revenue is generated in the
range of $45,000 to $50,000 per year.
Years Awarded: 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999
3851 Santa Fe Ave
Vernon, CA 90058
Hanson Aggregates Mid-Pacific Region & Hanson Permanente Cement
Hanson Aggregates Mid-Pacific Region & Hanson Permanente Cement is part of Hanson Building Materials of America. They are
the third largest aggregates producer in the US and the largest cement producer in Northern California. Hanson donates surplus
computer equipment to non-profit organizations. They also recycle 50 tons of paper in 2000 thus reducing the amount of waste
considerably. Their goal is to continue to recycle and to improve employee awareness in the upcoming year.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995, 1994
3000 Busch Rd
Pleasanton, CA 94566
Multiple locations for this applicant
Harmony Works
Harmony Works is a small, environmental gift shop/learning center. The entire store is a lesson in creativity and reuse. The displays
are made from recycled furniture, metal, and other materials and the merchandise is often made from recycled or reused discards,
and even the gift wrap reflects recycling and reuse. The bows are made from shredded paper and the boxes are made from
unbleached, post-consumer content chipboard. The store plays host to art shows and lectures that educate the community on global
environmental issues and holistic health. Always making the extra effort it takes to choose sustainable merchandise such as organic
cotton and natural sundries, Harmony Works is the epitome of art, environment and good business.
Years Awarded: 2001, 1995
1705 South Catalina Avenue
Redondo Beach, CA 90277
Hatcher Press, Inc.
Hatcher Press, Inc. is the largest trade printer in Northern California, producing high quality, multi-color products. Hatcher donates
excess paper stock to local schools and recycles equipment whenever possible. Through modifications made to the disposal
process (including purchase of a large compactor), Hatcher Press has saved thousands dollars per year in charges while reducing
contributions to area landfills.
Years Awarded: 2001, 1998
345 Shoreway Rd
San Carlos, CA 94070
Hensel Phelps Construction Co. (HPCC)
Hensel Phelps Construction Co. is nearly half way through construction of a $70 million office building in Sacramento, which has
been labeled as one of the most energy efficient buildings in the United States. Sensitivity to "Green Building" led to innovative uses
of a variety of materials in the construction of the project. The project features extensive use of natural light, recycled materials in

finishes and includes an under-floor air plenum. Energy conservation was critical to the owner, which is the State of California. The
design-build team's innovative solutions led to the creation of one of the most energy efficient building in the United States. We
intend to use past experience coupled with what we have learned on this project. It makes sense to do so, and it is our corporate
commitment to build with great sensitivity to our shared environment.
Years Awarded: 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000
226 Airport Pkwy # 150
San Jose, CA 95110
Herman Miller, Inc.
Herman Miller, Inc. creates great places to work by researching, designing, manufacturing, and distributing innovative interior
furnishings that support companies, organizations, and individuals all over the world. It has long been the belief of Herman Miller,
Inc. that the environment is a precious gift. In this case, because Herman Miller depends upon the earth's resources to design and
manufacture its products, they have an abiding responsibility to act wisely in the environmental choices we make, large and small,
every day. In it's daily commitment to Earth stewardship, Herman Miller, Inc. fulfills its company mandate of "Zero Landfill" by using
returnable packaging, reusing packaging materials and recycling.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995, 1994, 1993
333 Sunset Blvd
Rocklin, CA 95765
Hidden Villa
Hidden Villa is a non-profit organization that promotes sustainable use of material in the ways that food is produced, the offices are
managed and the buildings are constructed. All food is grown organically, recycling farm waste in the form of compost. All business
waste is recycled (paper 21,600 lbs., glass/aluminum cans 7,200 lbs. and cardboard 2,4000 lbs. per year). The new buildings are
models of sustainability in their construction materials design and functionality. Visitors and program participants are encouraged to
support these principles by packing out all of their personal garbage, as there are no collection facilities on site. Hidden Villa's most
valuable asset is our Septic Tanks for all our buildings. The water is recycled into the land.
Years Awarded: 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1998
26870 Moody Rd
Los Altos Hills, CA 94022-4209
Hilton - Costa Mesa
The Hilton Costa Mesa provides lodging, meeting rooms, and food and beverage services. Environmental consciousness, guest
service and employment security go hand in hand, as well as focusing resources in optimal ways. Cost-saving efforts do not
adversely affect hotel guests. Hilton's waste reduction and recycling programs reduce trash pickups and saves $22,000 annually
while diverting 612 tons of waste.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1996
3050 Bristol St
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
Hitachi Global Storage Technologies Inc.
IBM San Jose, is the worldwide headquarters for the Storage Technology Division (STD), focusing on development, manufacture
and marketing of leading storage technology products and storage solutions for IBM customers and original equipment
manufacturers (OEMs). IBM San Jose is committed to tackling all aspects of waste minimization. This sites' Solid Waste Program's
recycling efforts extend beyond the traditional materials (e.g., paper, glass, metals and plastics) to include clean polystyrene
cafeteria and packaging wastes to ink toner cartridges, clean construction debris, and sodium bicarbonate waste and glass disk
rejects from the wafer and disk manufacturing processes, respectively. In 2000, IBM San Jose recycled nearly 81% (4,638 tons) of
the solid waste generated at this site. The site also leads the STD Environmentally Conscious Products (ECP) program. With their
guidance, STD continues to decrease the use of non-reusable packaging in products. Other improvements include an increase in
the number of plastic parts marked for future recycling/reuse, from nine part numbers in 1999 to 40 in 2000, and the mass of
recycled plastic used in products (around 462,000 pounds in 2000). Through its ISO 14001-registered environmental management
system, IBM San Jose has committed to continual improvement of its waste reduction efforts.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1994
5601 Great Oaks Parkway / B109, Room 523
San Jose, CA 95119
Holiday Inn San Francisco/ Bay Bridge
Holiday Inn San Francisco/Oakland Bay Bridge is a full service hotel company servicing business and leisure travelers to the Bay
Area. They are committed to protecting the environment by implementing a variety of recycling and waste prevention programs.
They recycle the basics, as well as all food waste and non-recyclabale paper. They use the reverse side of used paper for draft fax
paper; provide ceramic dishes for employees, and compost all of the hotel's pre-and-post consumer waste. Participating in these
easy to follow programs has allowed the Holiday Inn San Francisco/Oakland Bay Bridge to save $3056 annually and has achieved

an amazing 45% diversion rate!
Years Awarded: 2001
1800 Powell St
Emeryville, CA 94608
HP (Roseville)
Hewlett-Packard (HP) is a worldwide manufacturer of computers and related equipment. Hewlett-Packard has designed and
implemented an extraordinarily successful Solid Waste Management Program, one of which has realized the recycle/reuse of an
outstanding 87.5% of total refuse generated at the HP Roseville, CA campus. This program no only recycles cardboard and paper
products and extends to reusing bubble wrap, recycling, polyethylene, and wood pallets. A grand total of 15.7 million pounds of
refuse materials were diverted from landfill during the past year, saving 1.68 million dollars in disposal costs and packaging
expenses for Hewlett-Packard.
Years Awarded: 2010, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995, 1994, 1993
8000 Foothills Blvd
Roseville, CA 95747-6553
Hyatt Regency Islandia
The Hyatt Regency Islandia is a 422-room hotel located on San Diego's beautiful Mission Bay and spread over eight acres of
landscaping. Being so close to nature, the Hyatt employees try to preserve the habitat by aggressively recycling of cardboard, glass,
plastic, batteries, grease and laundry coat hangers. By doing this, waste hauling has been reduced from eight to three pickups per
month saving both money and the environment.
Years Awarded: 2001, 1999, 1998
1441 Quivira Rd
San Diego, CA 92109
Hydroform USA, Inc.
Hydroform USA is a privately owned business located in the City of Carson. Hydroform USA is a Manufacture of Aircraft Detail
Frame Parts in the Aerospace Industry. Hydroform USA recognizes environmental management as one of its highest priorities.
Hydroform has established programs and practices for conducting operations in a fair and responsible manner that protects the
environment and conserves valuable materials and resources. Hydroform will strive to continue to improve environmental
performance. Hydroform USA's waste reduction, recycling, and reusing goals for the year 2001 is to divert 7.5 tons per year of OCC
and office paper by the means of recycling. They also plan to recycle 80.5 tons per year of Metal Scrap. Hydroform USA repairs,
reuses, and recycles 2.5 tons per year of wooden pallets, and will continue to do so into the future. The employees recycle
aluminum soda cans daily, totaling .70 tons per year recycled. Hydroform USA recycles about 1400 toner cartridges per year and
also recycles and reuses office furniture, equipment, and supplies. The company and its employees truly stand behind all efforts of
reducing, reusing, and recycling at work and at home. It is important for everyone to keep and maintain the City of Carson and the
State of California and the USA a clean, safe, and waste free environment. Through teamwork, awareness, education, and
implementing all efforts, Hydroform USA believes it can only contribute to the current efforts of minimizing waste and increasing
recycling.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998
2848 E 208th St
Carson, CA 90810
I.C. Solutions, L.L.C.
I.C. Solutions is a small company that manufactures an affordable ground cover material. The product is prepared from 100% of
manufactures' scrap laminated asphalt shingles. Since August of 1996, the company has diverted in excess of 102,000 tons of
scrap shingles from being land filled at an estimated savings of 2 million dollars. I.C. Solutions has an ongoing R &D Program
dedicated to the development of innovative new products derived from additional waste streams.
Years Awarded: 2005, 2004, 2003, 2001, 2000
4920 Stearman Ave
Shafter, CA 93263
I.M. David Furniture
I.M. David Furniture continues to be an outstanding example of a business practicing numerous activities to reduce waste, reduce
generation of hazardous materials and recycle and reuse through donations, while also participating in business-to-business waste
exchange and practicing overall good business sense. I.M. David Furniture is honored to have received the CIWMB's "Top 10
Businesses in 2000" WRAP award and continues to operate in as environmentally sound a manner as possible.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1999
1556 W 130 St
Gardena, CA 90249

IDEXX Veterinary Services, Inc.
IDEXX will continue caring for animals and caring for the environment. If one cares for animals in their home, they should care for
their environment by continously recycling.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997
2825 KOVR Dr
West Sacramento, CA 95605
Inspectorate America Corporation
Inspectorate America measures and performs analysis on petroleum products. They work for major oil companies and traders to
eliminate and reduce risk in petroleum transactions. Their most unique or successful waste reduction activities are recycling all of
their incoming samples or petroleum based products. The company has a contract with a waste recycling company to pick up their
accumulated waste for the purpose of recycling. In most cases, they perform an analysis to determine a flash point of the material.
Inspectorate America saves at least 2,640 gallons of petroleum products from being dumped. Although it has not saved them
anything, due to the fact that they have to pay to have it picked up, at least they are not wasting it.
Years Awarded: 2004, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1998
24426 S Main St Ste 703/704
Carson, CA 90745
Intel Corporation
Intel Corporation employs approximately 85,000 people in over 120 different locations in 50 different countries spanning the globe.
The company's research and development campus at Intel Folsom in Northern California is home to 7,000 employees and four
major divisions: Intel's North and South Americas Sales and Marketing Operation, Information Technology, Intel Architecture Group
and Flash Products Group. Intel has a strong commitment to protecting the environment and giving back to the communities where
they work and live. Intel has been recognized by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency for developing energy efficient
technology. The Folsom Site donated over 2,700 pieces of electronic equipment to local schools and charities, sponsored a "Bike to
Work Day" event featuring over 300 participants, and are involved in cross-site environmental programs, which educate and
encourage employee involvement in recycling. To conserve energy, all Intel facilities in California voluntarily reduced their office
lighting by 50% and adjusted their heating, ventilation, and air conditioning use. In Folsom, the resulting conservation savings is
enough to power 500 homes each day in the Sacramento area. The California Technology Trade and Commerce Agency formally
recognized Intel for its leadership in voluntarily energy conservation in California and shares its conservation measures with other
employers on the Agency's web site. In the year 2000, Intel recycled 79% domestically and 40% internationally for their solid waste
material and the Folsom campus recycled 65% of its solid waste. Over 1,000 tons of waste has been diverted which saved the
corporation over $250,000.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999
1900 Prairie City Road FM 3-23
Folsom, CA 95630
Intel Corporation
Intel, the world's largest chip maker and leading manufacturer of personal computer, networking and communications products,
continues to focus on recycling efforts at its Santa Clara site location. FY00 Intel Santa Clara has recycled 63.7% of its solid waste,
and has donated to K-12 teachers, community centers and local community colleges approximately 85,000 pounds of computers
and other electronic equipments. Every year Intel's employees look forward to Earth Day activities and Spring-cleaning. These
activities provide their employees with an opportunity to be involved and to meet the company's vendors and partners in recycling.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996
2200 Mission College Blvd
Santa Clara, CA 95052
Interior Network, Inc.
Since 1979, Interior Network Inc. has been serving the Inland Empire by offering a full line of decorating services. Their services
range from kitchen and bath remodeling by professional designers to a full line of decorating products for the home, office, or
reconstruction project. Interior Network, Inc. is very committed to environmental conservation and participates in a number of waste
diversion activities including reusing pallets instead of discarding them, and recycling cardboard boxes, aluminum cans, and plastic
beverage containers. The company estimates that it will reuse or recycle almost three tons of materials annually from its business
operation.
Years Awarded: 2001
24735-C Redlands Blvd
Loma Linda, CA 92354-4024
Interior Removal Specialist, Inc.
Interior Removal Specialists, Inc. (IRS) is a demolition company that specializes exclusively in tenant improvement demolition for
Class "A" office buildings. Interior Removal Specialists, Inc. pioneers the effective segregation of construction and demolition
materials at the job site so that less than 40% are transported to local landfills. Over 2,000 tons of recyclable materials that are

annually diverted from landfills are made available as reusable products. Interior Removal Specialists, Inc. is rapidly developing as
one of the youngest and most generous leaders in its industry providing its services to its customers, the community and the
environment.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001
9309 Rayo Ave
South Gate, CA 90280-3612
International Paper dba Pluswood
International Paper is the world's largest forest and forest products company. Carson Container Plant, located in Carson, CA, is part
of the container division of the Industrial Packaging Group. The facility recycles 18,000 tons of paper, 23 tons of scrap metal, and
7,000 pounds of plastic per year. Also, it reuses over 1,500, 000 pounds in wooden pallets per year.
Years Awarded: 2010, 2001, 2000, 1995
1350 E 223rd St
Carson, CA 90745
Ivy Hill Corporation/A Cinram Company
Ivy Hill Packaging Los Angeles is a Time Warner-owned printing company which produces "Paperboard Packaging." With regard to
their recycling program, the company believes that all of their various efforts contribute to the ultimate goal of waste reduction and
energy conservation. This year, Ivy Hill has made a sizable investment with the purchase and installation of a second Cyclone and
wire-tie baler. This equipment is crucial in the collection and baling of one of their largest recycled waste stream, waste paperboard.
In the past year, thousands of tons of paper waste were collected. On an average, $7000 is saved each month in waste paper
alone. This waste is then recycled and reused as paperboard. The Ivy Hill Corporation strives to produce the best packaging
products manufactured in all of the paper industry. Equally important is the fact that they have not lost sight of their continuing
responsibility for the well-being of the employees and that of their neighboring community. Ivy Hill recognizes the delicate
environmental issues associated with manufacturing and promises to conduct their operations as a company with this pledge in
mind.
Years Awarded: 2006, 2005, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999
4800 S Santa Fe Ave
Vernon, CA 90058-2104
Jamestown Veterinary Hospital
Jamestown Veterinary Hospital is a facility dedicated to caring and treating its clients' pets. Recycling is a part of business, from
donating Styrofoam shipping boxes to the local meals on wheels organization to using cat litter made from recycled newspaper. The
money generated is negligible for their small hospital, but some of the money goes towards the employee break area. Reusing ice
packs that are used to ship cold goods eliminates the use of ice cubes in ice chests during field work, and they have been donated
to a local food program, used in shipping samples and sent with clients to keep medicine cold on their drive home. Buying recycled
paper towels not only helps Jamestown Veterinary Hospital keep clean and sterile without guilt, but also continues to provide a
market for materials that are recycled by consumers.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995
9915 Victoria Way
Jamestown, CA 95327
JC Penney
J.C. Penney is a retail department store. J.C. Penney recycles 110,000 pounds of office paper and cardboard each year. In addition,
they recycle 23,000 pounds of metal annually. The store also recycles, repairs and reuses over 20,000 pounds of pallets per year.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1998
20700 Avalon Blvd Ste 500
Carson, CA 90746
JC Penney Company, Inc.
JCPenney of Woodland, CA is a retailer of soft apparel merchandise. The store is able to recycle significant amounts of cardboard,
plastic and plastic hangers, and has developed an energy savings plan for 2001. In 2000, JCPenney of Woodland reduced its waste
management charges by 10% through the recycling of cardboard. For the year 2000, the store reduced energy costs by 30%. This
savings has been accomplished though a total re-lamping of the store by its corporate office and the implementation of a mandatory
lights-off policy when lights are not necessary.
Years Awarded: 2001
1260 E. Gibson Rd./ County Fair Mall
Woodland, CA 95776
JC Produce, Inc.
JC Produce, Inc. is in the business of purchasing and distributing fresh fruits and vegetables to customers located throughout

California. The company's customers consist primarily of retail grocery outlets, hospitals, education institutions, hotels, and
restaurants. In the world of produce, freshness is a must. Even with the best purchasing practices, there are times when edible
product should not be delivered. In these instances, JC Produce donates the produce to local charities to feed those in need.
Additionally, JC Produce has instituted a recycling program that cut solid waste landfill by 35%, resulting in a savings of over
$10,000 annually.
Years Awarded: 2001
3880 Seaport Blvd
West Sacramento, CA 95691-3449
JDSU - Flex Products Group
Flex Products, Inc., a subsidiary of JDS Uniphase, manufactures a color shifting pigment used in security and decorative
applications. Flex recycles all of the materials used in the production of their products. Some of these materials are recycled and
returned for reuse, while others are recycled to be used for other products. This effort has reduced the amount of waste that used to
be landfilled by over 500,000 lbs. per year. The total recycling/reuse program since its inception has reduced disposal costs by over
$400,000 a year.
Years Awarded: 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995, 1994
1402 Mariner Way
Santa Rosa, CA 95407
Multiple locations for this applicant
Jet Abrasives, Inc.
Jet Abrasives recognizes environmental management as one of their highest priorities. They will continue to establish programs and
practices for conducting operations in an environmentally responsible manner. Jet Abrasives will strive to continue to improve
environmental performance through recycling and reuse.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000
4383 Fruitland Avenue
Vernon, CA 90058
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
The Jet Propulsion Laboratory, managed by the California Institute of Technology, is NASA's lead center for robotic exploration of
the solar system. Their spacecraft have visited all the planets in our solar system except Pluto. JPL telescopes are observing distant
galaxies in the universe to study how our solar system was formed. JPL's main 72-hectare (177 acre) site is at the foot of the San
Gabriel Mountains near Pasadena, California, 19 kilometers northeast of Los Angeles. JPL also manages the worldwide Deep
Space Network, which communicates with spacecraft and conducts scientific investigations from its complexes in California's
Mojave Desert near Goldstone, near Madrid, Spain, and near Canberra, Australia. JPL cameras and sensors are aboard satellites
circling Earth to study the ozone, oceans, and other earth sciences. To support our continued exploration, JPL is making advances
in technology with new instruments and computer programs to help our spaceships travel further and our telescopes see farther
than ever before.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2006, 2005, 2003, 2001
4800 Oak Grove Dr
Pasadena, CA 91109-8099
Johns Manville
Johns Manville is a leading manufacturer and marketer of premium-quality building products. The 142-year old Denver-based
company had sales of $2.2 billion in 1999 with approximately 75 percent of its sales in the commercial and industrial segment. JM is
number one or number two in every key in which it participates. Johns Manville employs approximately 9,700 people and operates
56 manufacturing facilities in North America, Europe and China. The Johns Manville facility in Willows has an aggressive recycling
program. The plant has recently entered into an agreement to dispose of a portion of its waste a at local energy cogeneration plant
in Anderson, California. In addition, most of the plant's suppliers accept returned packaging for reuse. As a result, the facility is able
to divert over one million pounds of material from the local landfill annually. The fiberglass insulation produced at the plant contains
30% recycled glass. In fact, when comparing recycled material input to waste generated, the facility uses more waste material in its
production of fiberglass than overall waste generated, making the plant a net consumer of waste. The plant is always actively
searching for other ways to divert its waste from the landfill and keep the Willows community cleaner.
Years Awarded: 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1998
5916 County Road 49
Willows, CA 95988-9703
Johnson Controls, Inc.
Johnson Controls Inc. is a large company that manufactures automobile seat products. In regards to waste reduction program,
Johnson Controls donates its old computers for charity, including food donation. It has reduced excess amount of resources by not
using any packaging materials, replacing paper towels with rags, switching from folded to oversize roll paper towels, and by making
a high intensive usage of its intranet and internet online network system to reduce the amount of paper. Also, the company reuses a

large amount of cardboard boxes, plastic totes, and plastic pallets as resource conservation. In addition, the company also sells all
of its recyclable materials such as office paper, scrap metals, automobile seat cushion foam, and cardboard boxes. As a result of
these practices, Johnson Controls diverted 329 tons of waste from going to the landfill in 2000.
Years Awarded: 2001
6383 Las Positas Rd
Livermore, CA 94550
JVC Disc America Company
JVC Disc America Company is considered one of the premier manufacturers of compact discs, CD-ROMs, and DVD replication in
the world. JVC is dedicated to responsible environmental stewardship and commits itself to: exceeding environmental regulations,
demonstrating continuous environmental improvement, and promoting pollution prevention. Employees successfully eliminate
recyclable wastes from landfill disposal by segregating waste streams, re-using materials, and participating in recycling programs. In
2000, JVC reduced waste destined for landfill by over 175.03 tons, saving thousands of dollars.
Years Awarded: 2001
3443 Laguna Blvd
Elk Grove, CA 95758
Kaiser Permanente - Roseville Service Area
Kaiser Permanente is the world's largest non-governmental system for delivering health care, serving more than 7.4 million
voluntarily enrolled members in eight divisions and market areas nationwide (5.8 million members in California). Kaiser has
operated five clinics in Roseville since 1994, opening the 116-bed hospital in 1998 (serving 500,000 members in their area). Due to
the efforts of the Roseville Green Team, paper and cardboard recycling alone has diverted over 60 tons from the landfill in 2000.
Other waste reduction efforts include: donating obsolete medical supplies and equipment to developing countries, reusing medical
supplies when appropriate instead of utilizing disposable supplies, recycling aluminum cans, books, magazines, and batteries,
sponsoring "Trash to Treasure" office supply swap, donating construction supplies to Habitat for Humanity, and recycling and
donating office equipment. Earth Day 2001 was celebrated with vendors, refreshments, and prizes available to the public as well as
staff. In 2001, Kaiser/Roseville will participate with the Department of Health Services in a Pollution Prevention Project that targets
the elimination of Mercury at the facilities.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1997, 1996, 1995, 1994, 1993
1600 Eureka Rd
Roseville, CA 95661
Kaiser Permanente - Sacramento Medical Center
The Kaiser Permanente Sacramento Medical Center, a large hospital and medical office campus, is committed to reducing, reusing,
and recycling their resources without compromising patient care. With an active "Green Team" chaired by a physician, every
opportunity to engage in resource conservation is explored. In addition to recycling paper waste, unused patient food and medical
equipment is donated to appropriate organizations. Each potential waste stream is evaluated to identify improvements as part of
Kaiser Permanente's efforts to provide the highest quality healthcare, be good stewards of the environment, and reap the economic
benefits of resource conservation.
Years Awarded: 2001
2025 Morse Ave
Sacramento, CA 95825
Kaiser Permanente - South Sacramento Medical Center
Kaiser Permanente is the largest non-profit health maintenance organization in the nation. Whenever possible, Kaiser Permanente
South Sacramento Medical Center, donates outdated equipment and materials to a local charity for overseas distribution. This
facility implemented recycling program focuses on reducing the amount of landfill waste by recycling cardboard, waste paper,
aluminum and plastic products in co-mingled containers. In addition, this facility hosted an Earth Day Event in conjunction with the
City of Sacramento, SMUD and local vendors to promote energy conservation and recycling efforts.
Years Awarded: 2001
6600 Bruceville Road
Sacramento, CA 95823
Keebler
Keebler Company in West Sacramento is a distribution center that is an example of management at its best, both environmentally
and operationally. This facility operates virtually paperless. Several thousand boxes are shipped daily and only generate about 3
pieces of paper! Any remaining office paper is recycled and amounts to over 2,500 pounds annually. In addition over 18,000 pounds
per year of cardboard are recycled. Energy efficiency, reduction in packaging, food donation and material reuse are additional
activities which demonstrate that Keebler knows how to manage its resources.
Years Awarded: 2001
820 Riverside Parkway

West Sacramento, CA 95605
Keysor-Century Corporation
Keysor-Century Corporation based in Santa Clarita, has been in business since 1946. Keysor is a manufacturer of plastic resins,
which are used in many consumer products. These products include floor tiles, credit cards, food/non-food grade bottles,
phonograph records and much more. As a result of Keysor's active participation in the Waste Management Program, they were able
to reduce their waste another 4.5% in 2000. In addition, they recycled 32 tons of cardboard, 23 tons of paper, 18 tons of green
waste, 23 tons of scrap metal, 4529 wooden pallets, 3463 super sacks, 1472 pounds of rubber gaskets, 130 drums, 800 gallons of
oil, 66 toner cartridges, and 880 gallons of popcorn packing. Keysor has made a commitment to reduce waste through recycling and
waste prevention in all plant operations. Protecting the environment is one of their highest priorities.
Years Awarded: 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998
26000 Springbrook Ave
Saugus, CA 91350
Kikkoman Foods, Inc.
Kikkoman Foods, Inc. is a medium-sized company located in Wisconsin, with a satellite facility in Folsom, California, which
manufactures food products for retail and commercial uses. In 2000-2001, Kikkoman reduced waste destined to be landfilled by
several tons and changed out all tank room lighting for more energy efficient systems. The company is especially proud of the fact
that they were able to find an outlet for one of their largest waste streams, wheat chaff, by recycling it to a local feed provider for
farm animals. Whenever possible, Kikkoman donates surplus equipment and materials to nonprofit organizations and schools,
which included computer components to the Folsom-Cordova School District and Bright Horizons Elementary School this year.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 1999
1000 Glenn Dr
Folsom, CA 95630
Kimes Ace Hardware
Kimes Hardware is a retail hardware store. The store recycles over 31,000 pounds of cardboard and 14,500 pounds of pallets per
year. By using totes, 2,300 pounds of cardboard is conserved annually.
Years Awarded: 2001
803 Apricot Ave
Winters, CA 95694-1612
King Meat Inc.
King Meat Inc. recognizes environmental management as one of their highest priorities. They will continue to establish programs
and practices for conducting operations in an environmentally responsible manner. King Meat Inc. will strive to continue to improve
environmental performance through recycling and waste reduction programs.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1999
4215 Exchange Ave
Vernon, CA 90058
Kmart #9746
Kmart store #9746 in Grass Valley takes pride in being an environmentally responsible member of the business community. Kmart
makes waste minimization and resource efficiency a priority by reusing cardboard boxes, approximately 150 per day, until they wear
out and are then recycled. This saves money and resources, reducing the procurement of new boxes. Recycling and reuse includes
cardboard, pallets, paper, scrap metal, food waste, and tires. Additionally, Kmart's ceiling lights were fitted with reflectors enabling
the store to achieve a 40% increase in brightness with fewer lights.
Years Awarded: 2002, 2001
111 West McKnight Way
Grass Valley, CA 95949
Kraft & AmeriCold Ontario Refrigerated Mixing Center
The Kraft and Americold Ontario Refrigerated Mixing Center distributes Kraft Cheese and Oscar Mayer products to southern
California and 22 Export countries along the Pacific Rim, committed to reducing the environmental impact of its activities. When
food cannot be sold to customers because of code date requirements, the mixing center will donate the product to the Second
Harvest Food Bank instead of taking it to the landfill. If product cannot be donated, the mixing center will send it to a feedmill to be
used for animal feed instead of going to the landfill. The mixing center has donated about 475,000 during 2000 and has saved
$25,000 in recycling.
Years Awarded: 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995
102 Wanamaker Ave
Ontario, CA 91761

Kraft Foods
The Kraft Foods plant in San Leandro manufactures and distributes the following consumer food products: Maxwell House Coffee,
Yuban, Nabob Coffee (Canadian), dry packaged Jell-O gelatins and puddings, and General Foods International Coffee. The plant
has been in operation for over 50 years, and continually achieves recognition for waste reduction efforts. From raw materials, to
packaging materials and energy usage, Kraft Foods San Leandro has made significant improvements with the past 12 months. Kraft
Foods takes 100% of the coffee process byproduct and uses it for animal feed, whereas in the past, 10-15% of they byproduct
waste was being sent to landfill. This resulted in an average monthly reduction in landfill waste of over 17,000 lbs. Also, last year
Kraft created 3 lb. coffee cases that were redesigned from a full wrap-around corrugated case to a corrugated tray with over-wrap.
This reduced the corrugate usage on the 3 lb. coffee products by approximately 60%, yielding a projected annual savings in packing
materials of $300.000. To adapt to the energy crisis in California, Kraft Foods, San Leandro has redesigned their production
schedule to operated during non-peak hours during the summer, saving 200,000 kW and over $345,000 in energy costs.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2001, 2000, 1996, 1995, 1994, 1993
100 Halcyon Dr
San Leandro, CA 94578
Kraft Foods Capri Sun
Kraft-Capri Sun in Fresno has 360 employees and makes CAPRI SUN ALL NATURAL Juice Drinks, KOOL-AID BURST soft drinks
and TANG soft drinks in pouches. Products are shipped via truck to customers throughout twelve Western states. Some beverage
products are shipped to other Kraft Plants for inclusion in OSCAR MAYER LUNCHABLES Lunch Combinations. More than half of
the juice in the plant's beverages is received from West Coast suppliers. The Fresno facility has a recycling committee that meets
regularly and has the goal of reducing waste sent to landfill. In the year 2000, the plant's ration of recycled waste to total waste
increased by 2 1/2 times.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2001, 2000
2494 S Orange Ave
Fresno, CA 93725-1328
Kraft Foods Global Inc. - Tulare
Kraft Foods, Tulare is a medium sized facility that manufactures bulk Parmesan Cheese and Whey Powder. The facility annually
sets waste reduction goals against pounds of product produced. Because the facility is a bulk product manufacture, waste reduction
is more difficult due to lack of packaging waste reduction opportunities. To accomplish its annual reduction goals, the facility works
as a team to explore new recycling avenues, creative waste reduction ideas, and to generate methods of implementation. This hard
work paid off through a minimum of a 2% reduction in landfill annually.
Years Awarded: 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000
10800 Ave 184
Tulare, CA 93274
Kraft Foods Global, Inc. - Knudsen Dairy Products
Knudsen Dairy Products, a division of Kraft Foods North America, Inc., is the largest cottage cheese plant in the world. It produces
over 48,000,000 lbs. of cottage cheese, 42,000,000 lbs. of sour cream, producing powdered milk and butter per year. Team
members are dedicated to recycling and waste minimization. An Energy Conservation Team composed of hourly and management
team members was established this year with a mission to reduce energy consumption. The facilities chemically usage has been
reduced by $50,000 per year, which also reduces the amount of effluents to the city sewer while reducing sewer costs. Knudsen's
motto is "The Very Best" and will continue to be a good neighbor in the community in a green, environmentally friendly manner.
Years Awarded: 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1993
715 N Divisadero St
Visalia, CA 93291
Kronfli Spundale Mills Inc
Kronfli Spundale Mills Inc. recognizes environmental management as one of their highest priorities. They will continue to establish
programs and practices for conducting operations in an environmentally responsible manner. Kronfli Spundale Mills Inc. will strive to
continue to improve environmental performance through recycling and waste reduction programs.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1999
4440 E 26 St
Vernon, CA 90023
Kurt True Value
Kurt True Value is a retail hardware store. The facility recycles 7800 lbs of cardboard per year . Cardboard boxes are reused. They
conserve 6400 lbs of paper per year.
Years Awarded: 2001
2404 Artesia Blvd
Redondo Beach, CA 90278

Kyocera America, Inc.
Kyocera America, Inc. is a manufacturing company that produces electronic packages and packaging solutions for the
Semiconductor and Telecommunications Industry. Kyocera America, Inc. received ISO 14001 certification and registered in August
1997. Kyocera America, Inc. has been promoting resource conservation, reuse and recycling efforts throughout the business
activity. They received the 1997 Waste Reduction and Recycling Award, the 1998 Recycler of the Year Award, and the 1999 and
2000 Waste Reduction and Recycling Award from the City of San Diego. In addition, Kyocera America, Inc. was also recognized as
a 1999 and 2000 year winner of the Waste Reduction Awards Program (WRAP). Kyocera America, Inc. increased its manufacturing
shipment by 42% over the previous year; however, they reduced the waste sent to landfill by increasing the recycle ratio to 67.6%.
Years Awarded: 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999
8611 Balboa Ave
San Diego, CA 92123
Kyocera Communications, Inc.
Kyocera Wireless Corp. (KWC) is a wholly owned subsidiary of Kyocera International, Inc. (KII), the North American headquarters
and holding company of Kyocera Corporation. KWC incorporates UALCOMMS's CDMA technology in the development and
manufacturing of wireless phones and accessories for customers worldwide. In line with Kyocera's corporate commitment to
environmental protection, KWC continually strives to minimize environmental impacts from business operations by recycling and
reducing waste. KWC has reduced landfill waste by recycling over 931 tons of paper, plastic, electronic, and other waste, which
produced $43,784 savings in 2000. Over 3,167 tons were recycled to save $161,463 since 1996. Through product packaging
reduction and optimization, KWC reduced consumer packaging unit volume by 450% and saved $3.4 million in 1999 and $3.5
million in 2000.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001
9520 Towne Centre Drive
San Diego, CA 92121
L.A. Arena Land Company, LLC
L.A. Arena Land Company (LAALC) is the ownership and development entity of downtown Los Angeles' Staples Center, the premier
sports and entertainment arena in the country. During the construction of the one million square foot Staples Center, LAALC
partnered with the city of Los Angeles and diverted over 98 percent (more than 16,000 tons) of waste debris from the landfill from
the razed L.A. Convention Center North Hall, which was formerly on the arena site. Through this recycling program, cost savings of
approximately $190,000 was realized. Currently, LAALC uses recycled paper for all their documentation and individual employees
recycle the paper, aluminum glass, and plastic waste that they generate in their office, as well as cut energy use through individual
conservation measures.
Years Awarded: 2002, 2001
1100 S Flower Street, Ste 3100
Los Angeles, CA 90015
La Jolla Beach & Tennis Club, Inc.
The La Jolla Beach & Tennis Club, Inc. is a medium-sized company consisting of the following properties: La Jolla Beach & Tennis
Club, Sea Lodge Hotel, Playa del Oro apartments and the world famous Marine Room restaurant. Whenever possible, La Jolla
Beach & Tennis Club, Inc. donates surplus appliances, furniture, and computers to local non-profit organizations as well as
employees. The La Jolla Beach & Tennis Club, Inc. recycled over 115 tons of cardboard, paper, glass, and metals in 2000.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000
2000 Spindrift Drive
La Jolla, CA 92037
La Verne Nursery
La Verne Nursery has a wide variety of plants, flowers, trees and shrubs. They prefer to hire employees who are environmentally
thoughtful and aware. People at the La Verne nursery share waste reduction tips with landscapers and other nurseries. The La
Verne Nursery also recycles 100% of their paper products, and composts their green waste.
Years Awarded: 2001
642 East Baseline Rd.
San Dimas, CA 91773
Larson Pallet Company
Larson Pallet Company is both a leading manufacturer of new and reclaimed custom wood pallets and also a recycler of
reconditioned pallets. In addition to returning repaired pallets to users, Larson Pallet dismantles non-repairable pallets, recovers the
usable materials and manufactures reclaimed products. Non-usable boards are reduced to chips through a grinding process and
sold to companies that will recycle them into other wood products. All material that will meet customers' quality requirements is used
repeatedly, lowering the demand upon forests and benefiting customers with lower-cost products that meet their materials handling
needs. In 1999, Larson Pallet Company once again upgraded its Milpitas facility, this time adding more grinding capacity and

allocating more personnel and real estate resources to its recycling operation. Management estimates that their cost savings now
exceed $1,100,000 per year before calculating the beneficial impact upon the environment.
Years Awarded: 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996
1000 Yosemite Dr
Milpitas, CA 95035
Laser Recharge
Laser Recharge explains their remanufacturing process to all potential customers so they know how the end product is put together.
They encourage all customers to use removable stickers to identify on the box when a toner is empty and ready for recycling. That
way, the sticker can be removed and the box reused to send the remanufactured toner the following year.
Years Awarded: 2001
9935 Horn Road Ste A
Sacramento, CA 95827
Lawry's Foods, Inc.
Lawry's Foods Inc. in Monrovia is a corporate office for researching and developing flavors. Lawry's Foods is a progressive and
diversified food company that is committed to growth marketing of superior quality products and services as well as reducing their
impact on the environment. Lawry's Foods Inc. in Monrovia works with parent companies Unilever and Lipton to present a united
environmental front. This unique company contributes to the local community while reducing waste by donating any extra food or
office supplies to local charities and schools. The recycling program at Lawry's is also unique because the company does a portion
of its own recycling.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000
222 East Huntington Drive
Monrovia, CA 91016
Levitz Furniture
Levitz Furniture is a retail furniture store. The facility recycles 24,000 pounds of cardboard per year while electronic systems
conserve 2,600 pounds of paper per year .
Years Awarded: 2001
1601 Kingsdale Ave
Redondo Beach, CA 90278
Liberate Technologies
Liberate Technologies is the leading provider of a complete software platform for delivering Internet-enhanced content and
applications to information appliances, such as television set-top boxes and game consoles. Liberate's Internet-based client and
server software allows network operators, such as telecommunications companies, cable and satellite television operators and
Internet service providers to provide consumers access to network operator-branded applications and services. Headquartered in
San Carlos the company has sales offices in the U.S., Canada, Japan and the U.K.
Years Awarded: 2001
2655 Campus Dr. Suite 250
San Mateo, CA 94403-2546
LifeScan, Inc.
LifeScan, a wholly owned subsidiary of Johnson and Johnson Corporation, is the leading maker of blood glucose monitoring
systems for home and hospital use and is dedicated to improving the quality of life for people with diabetes. LifeScan is actively
involved in many international and local environmental partnerships with organizations such as the Nature Conservancy and the
City of Milpitas Recycling and Source Reduction Advisory Committee. During 2000, LifeScan Inc. again renewed its commitment as
a company to protecting the environment and natural resources in all their business activities. Consistent with Johnson and
Johnson's Credo values; environmental protection and sustainable development are central tenets to a business philosophy what
will never change.
Years Awarded: 2010, 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1998
1000 Gibraltar Dr MS 3J
Milpitas, CA 95035
Local Government Commission
The Local Government Commission (LGC) is a nonprofit membership organization based in Sacramento with the mission of making
California communities more sustainable. The LGC exists inspire and promote the leadership of local elected officials and others in
addressing community issues though the implementation of innovative policies and programs leading to the efficient use of
environmental, economic and civic resources. While LGC has an internally successful waste reduction and energy efficiency
program, the organization's real progress has come through assisting local governments and businesses adopt sustainable
practices. Over the last decade, the LGC has managed several statewide sustainability programs, such as the Local Energy

Assistance Program (LEAP), Second Chance Week, and CalMAX, and as a result, helped hundreds of communities to use their
precious resources.
Years Awarded: 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998
1414 K St Ste 600
Sacramento, CA 95814
Longs Drugs Store #142
Longs Drugs Store in East Davis has served the Davis community for nearly 23 years. Whenever possible, Longs recycles or
reuses materials. The employee lounge is stocked with washable dishes and utensils as well as a dishwasher and garbage
disposal. Longs is proud of its conservation program.
Years Awarded: 2001
1550 Covell Blvd
Davis, CA 95616
Longs Drugs Store #243
Longs Drugs Store, located in Lodi, strives to educate its employees on recycling and waste reduction. In addition to recycling
cardboard at 72,800 pounds per year, Longs has eliminated paper use by tote and cardboard tray reuse amounting to over 8,000
pounds of displaced cardboard annually. Donations exceed 500 pounds per year and Longs is always looking for ways to reduce its
waste at the source.
Years Awarded: 2001
1000 West Kettleman Lane
Lodi, CA 95240
Longs Drugs Stores, Inc. #155
Longs Drugs Store, Grass Valley is a retail store which sells general merchandise and has a pharmacy. This store has implemented
substantial resource conservation efforts both through donations to local non-profit organizations, and in-store reduction and
recycling. Longs Drugs Store, Grass Valley has created a community network of over ten organizations to which they donate over
11,300 pounds per year of materials. The implementation of utilizing durable reusable plastic totes has source reduced over 26,000
pounds per year of cardboard. The use of a baler for recycling cardboard results in an amazing 364,000 pounds per year in saved
resources.
Years Awarded: 2002, 2001
12005 Sutton Way
Grass Valley, CA 95945
Looney Bins, Inc.
Looney Bins, Inc., a California corporation, caters largely to studios and construction companies in the rubbish and recycling
industry and stands alone by providing unsurpassed service, competitive pricing and specialized recycling services. Looney Bins
collects and separates materials such as metal, wood and cardboard which are recycled, while salvageable materials are recovered
and resold. Looney Bins also donates materials to the Special Olympics, schools, non-profit organizations and low budget
productions in the community. Looney Bins has a staff recycling coordinator that participates in recycling seminars and is a member
of many chambers of commerce, which keeps Looney Bins informed and on the forefront of new industry ideas and challenges.
Since 1996, Looney Bins has typically maintained a consistent diversion rate of over 65% company wide. That's over 10,000 tons
diverted from California landfills annually.
Years Awarded: 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999
12153 Montague St
Pacoima, CA 91331-2210
Los Altos Garbage Company
Los Altos Garbage Company provides recycling and disposal services to communities in Santa Clara county. They continue to
educate communities, motivate employees, and lead by example with the "Practice What You Preach" program. Los Altos Garbage
Company also strives to provide top service while controlling costs. Recycling programs are strongly supported and publicized
through public outreach efforts to conserve natural resources, extend the lives of landfills, and protect the environment.
Years Awarded: 2006, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999
650 Martin Ave
Santa Clara, CA 95050
Los Angeles Fiber Company Inc.
The goal of Los Angeles Fiber Company Inc. is to be the leading recycler of textile and carpet by products west of the Mississippi.
They manufacture fibers that are used in carpet padding, decorative pillows, plush animals, paper and currency, re-spinning of yarn,
mattress padding, and plastic products. Ten months ago they added post consumer carpet to their list of recycled products. They
are the only company that is collecting, sorting, processing, and manufacturing a finished product from used carpeting. For the last

two years, their processing goal was to reduce their landfill waste by 15%. Their new goal is to find markets for all of their waste: soil
manufactures, asphalt manufactures, and roofing manufactures.
Years Awarded: 2001, 1999
5190 S Santa Fe Ave
Vernon, CA 90058
Los Angeles Zoo and Botanical Gardens
The Zoo has participated in a comprehensive diversion program for over seven years and self-hauls waste to the landfill. During
2000, the Zoo disposed 130 tons of waste and recycled 4,230 tons of materials reaching a 76% diversion rate. Target materials for
recycling include paper (white and mixed), beverage containers, cardboard, plastics, construction and demolition, food, grease,
manure and green waste. Various sustainable development projects have been implemented including a water pressure regulation
and reduction system saving an estimated $180,000 in operation cost per year, a computerized landscape water management
system saving 18,000 HCF of water and an estimated $120,000 annually, and an alternative fuel vehicles program.
Years Awarded: 2004, 2001
5333 Zoo Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90027
LP Red Bluff I-Joist
Louisiana Pacific Corporation, Red Bluff Engineered Wood Products facility manufactures I-Joists. In the year 2000, environmental
programs at the plant diverted over 13,000 pounds of waste that could have ended up in landfill. Instead of costing them over
$230,000 to dispose of the material, they sold, recycled, reused, or donated that waste for a net gain of over $200,000.
Years Awarded: 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998
11500 Reading Rd
Red Bluff, CA 96080-9745
Luggage and Handbag
Luggage and Handbag is dedicated to bringing high quality products to the consumer while promoting a high quality living and
working environment. Waste reduction practices at Luggage and Handbag include reusing boxes, basic recycling, and requiring
employees to bring reusable mugs to work.
Years Awarded: 2001
284 East Arrow Highway
San Dimas, CA 91773
Lustre-Cal Nameplate
Lustre-Cal Manufactures metallic labels. The facility recycles 34,000 pounds per year of cardboard and mixed paper. 8,000 pounds
per year of mixed metals are recycled and electronic systems conserve 5,200 pounds per year of office and computer paper.
Years Awarded: 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001
715 S Guild Ave
Lodi, CA 95240-3453
M & H Realty Partners IV, LP
M & H Realty Partners IV, LP, as managed under the direction of M & H Property Management LLC, is a San Francisco based
private investment firm that exclusively focuses on the acquisition and redevelopment of undervalued shopping center properties in
California. M & H is currently developing the Esplanade Mall in the City of Oxnard. M & H has institutionalized source reduction and
recycling practices in its design and construction of projects by making reuse and recycling part of its design and construction
specifications. Existing buildings are deconstructed rather than demolished. M & H recovers, reuses, recycles, and sells materials
such as glass, air conditioners, construction wood, asphalt, concrete, rebar, scrap metal, and other recovered useful materials as
standard operating practice. During the year 2000 construction of the Esplanade Mall, M & H reused and recycled over 110,000
tons of recovered materials while disposing of only 2,200 tons into local landfills for a diversion rate of over 98%.
Years Awarded: 2001
195 Esplanade Drive
Oxnard, CA 93030
MacCallum House Restaurant, Grey Whale Bar & Cafe
The MacCallum House Restaurant is a fine dining establishment in the remote and beautiful village of Mendocino on the redwood
coast of northern California. The consequences of local environmental programs have a big impact in such a small community.
Helping provide insulation for a local family, who is building a sustainable home by saving Styrofoam boxes, was an exciting project
for 2001. One ingenious local organic farmer reuses egg crates in his crop rows where the earwigs climb into them. The farmer then
feeds the plant-eating earwigs to his delighted chickens, providing food and pest management in one. Chef/owner Alan Kantor
strives to set an example in recycling and reusing materials. The MacCallum House Restaurant again averaged around 38% of
waste being recycled verses disposed waste when you compare the amount of dumpsters of waste per year versus the equivalent

amount of materials being recycled or reused, for an annual savings of around $2000. Because sustainability is key to the survival
of a business that relies on healthy food, there was a thorough waste reduction program in place from the start of ownership, so an
increase in percentage is more difficult to attain but this creates a challenge. The WRAP award provides acknowledgement of these
efforts and increases to implement new ideas and greater waste reduction each year.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000
45020 Albion Street
Mendocino, CA 95460
Mad River Brewing Co., Inc.
Mad River Brewing Company makes world-class beer. For the past 11 years, the Mad River Brewing Company has led the way in
waste reduction and recycling in California's manufacturing sector. Their 98% waste reduction and recycling program has served as
a model for numerous businesses and is proof that any business can save resources and money by eschewing a "throw-it-away"
mentality. Mad River Brewing Company avoids buying new equipment when possible. They reuse whenever possible and offer most
of their waste for use and reuse by ranchers, farmers, schools and local businesses. The company recycles what little is left, or, as
a last resort, an increment is guiltily placed in our lonely trash can. Each year, Mad River Brewing Company diverts over 2000 yards
of waste at a net savings of over $28,000.
Years Awarded: 2006, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995
195 Taylor Way
Blue Lake, CA 95525
Mail Boxes Etc.
Mail Boxes Etc. is a mail service facility with 120 post office boxes. The business reuses 10-15 boxes per week for shipping and
paper is duplexed and used for scratch paper. Bubble wrap and peanuts are also reused.
Years Awarded: 2001
1874 South Pacific Coast Highway
Redondo Beach, CA 90277
Manchester Grand Hyatt San Diego
Hyatt Regency San Diego is a hotel committed to waste reduction and environmental preservation. In addition to an advanced water
reuse system, which helps preserve one of the most precious resources, and saves over 3,000 gallons of water a day, the Hyatt
Regency San Diego focuses on recycling cardboard, aluminum, paper and glass. The Hyatt Regency San Diego collected 86,300
pounds of cardboard, 530 pounds of aluminum 57,133 pounds of paper, and 70,241 pounds of glass. This program diverted
214,204 pounds of trash in 2000-2001 and resulted in $7,347.81 revenue for the hotel.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2009, 2008, 2007, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998
1 Market Place
San Diego, CA 92101
Marian Medical Center
Marian Medical Center (Marian) is a locally integrated system of health care providing a continuum of quality, compassionate care
from the birth of a baby through a lifetime of heath care needs. Founded in 1940 by the Sisters of St. Francis, Marian is a member of
Catholic Healthcare West, a mission, not-for-profit health system, co-sponsored by many congregations of religious women.
Because hospitals account for over 2% of all waste nationally, Marian developed a Partners for the Environment Program which
promotes reduction of waste, reuse, recycling, and conservation within Marian's health care facilities. Through the efforts of
employees, volunteers, and community members, Marian continues to reduce its waste to the landfill. Additionally, Marian opened a
Franciscan store, which offers free items from throughout the organization for reuse before recycling. As a healthcare provider,
Marian continues to do all it can to ensure a healthy environment.
Years Awarded: 2002, 2001, 2000
1400 E Church St
Santa Maria, CA 93454
Marian Residence
Marian Residence is a residential care facility for the elderly that is owned by the Sisters of St. Francis of Penance and Christian
Charity. It is a licensed facility for fifty-six people and has forty-six employees. Marian Residence believes that it is responsible for all
that God has created, therefore, this facility makes a concentrated effort to protect the environment. Our more unique projects
toward this end are the collection of eyeglasses to give to the Lion's Club for refurbishing and distributing to third world countries
and the collection of pop-tops that are sent to the local McDonald's house for recycling. This program supports the Ronald
McDonald House of Los Angeles that houses families of critically ill children. Marian Residence is recycling approximately seventy
five percent of its waste.
Years Awarded: 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998
124 S College Dr
Santa Maria, CA 93454

Mazda North American Operations Sacramento PDC
Mazda North America is a parts distribution center located in Woodland. Mazda's commitment to the environment is evident
throughout this facility. Cardboard, paper, wood and metal are recycled by the tons. Moreover, hundreds of tons of resources are
conserved by Mazda's reuse practices, including totes, pallets, wire cages, packaging, and even transforming old uniforms into rags.
Years Awarded: 2001
531 Quality Circle
Woodland, CA 95776
McClintock Metal Fabricators, Inc.
McClintock Metal has been manufacturing quality products since 1966. The company produces Securrr animal-proof trash, food,
and recycling containers, Cart-Away ready-mix concrete equipment and a variety of custom projects. The Securrr Recycling product
line assists parks and campgrounds by encouraging visitors to recycle and as they enjoy our natural resources. An important part of
the manufacturing process of the company is the use of recycle-content steel in many of the products they produce. In addition,
McClintock gives back regularly to the community of Woodland. Last year, the unused computers and monitors were donated to
local schools and a woman's outreach center. An ongoing scrap metal and paper recycling system reduces waste and encourages
employees to be thrifty with their resources. All programs are reviewed regularly to measure efficiency and reduce waste. One of the
eleven core values stated in McClintock Metals mission statement best explains the commitment to these programs; "We will leave
things far better than we found them, in our workplace, in our community, and in our world".
Years Awarded: 2001
455 Harter Ave
Woodland, CA 95776-6105
McDonald's - Whittier Market Place
McDonald's believes it has a special responsibility to protect the environment for future generations. This responsibility is derived
from the unique relationship with millions of consumers worldwide whose quality of life tomorrow will be affected by their
stewardship of the environment today. They share the belief that the right to exist in an environment of clean air, clean earth, and
clean water is fundamental and unwavering. McDonald's realizes that in today's world, a business leader must be an environmental
leader as well. U. S. EPA noted several examples of McDonald's environmental leadership. McDonald’s conserved 3,200 tons of
paper and cardboard by eliminating sandwich containers and replacing them with single-layer, flexible sandwich wraps. By switching
to lighter drink cups, McDonald’s eliminated 1,100 tons of cardboard materials that would have been used for shipping. McDonald’s
spent more than $355 million on recycled-content products. This includes the purchase of nearly 100,000 tons of paper made from
recycled office paper waste. McDonald's will lead, both in word and in deed.
Years Awarded: 2001
11755 Whittier Blvd.
Whittier, CA 90601
McDonald's of Grass Valley
Is it possible to take a great program and make it better? It is for McDonald's of Grass Valley. McDonald's U. S.A. has taken steps to
reduce the weight and/or volume of the packaging used and has incorporated numerous reuse and recycling programs nation-wide.
Yet McDonald's of Grass Valley has been able to improve on corporate policy by reducing select packaging even further (by 25%),
eliminating hundreds of soda syrup "bag in a box" packaging which takes up significant space in the trash dumpsters, and they have
plans to reduce their waste even further. The added bonus of these programs result in labor, time, and cost savings, which are all
vital to this very busy restaurant!
Years Awarded: 2002, 2001
11954 Nevada City Highway
Grass Valley, CA 95945-9302
Media Lithographics, Inc.
Media Lithographics, listed as one of the "Top 500 Printers" by the national trade publication "Printing Impressions", produces color
printed products specializing in educational materials. Media Lithographics recycles 100% of its paper waste and aluminum
lithographic printing plates. Over 71 tons of paper are recycled monthly. Paper waste reduction policies instituted over this last fiscal
year netted savings of 13.7 tons of paper monthly, valued at approximately $12,000.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000
6080 Triangle Drive
City of Commerce, CA 90040
Memorial Medical Center
For the past seven years, Memorial Hospitals Association has been recognized and awarded by the State of California's Integrated
Waste Management Board for its excellence in waste reduction. Memorial Hospitals Association, a non-profit community hospital
and Sutter Health affiliate, has donated medical products to needy areas, including Russian children's clinics in Chernoble, and to
Mexican missions. Memorial's recycling committee, the "Green Team", has successfully implemented a hospital-wide reduction

education program, which has been approved by its Administration and reflected in the hospital's policies and procedures. The
actions by Memorial through its waste reduction program have resulted in greatly reduced waste and considerable savings of funds
and materials. The State of California's Integrated Waste Management Board has awarded Memorial Hospitals Association with the
coveted Waste Reduction Awards Program (WRAP) Award for six consecutive years since 1994, and awarded MHA with the
"Business Of The Year Award" in 1999. Memorial has also been the recipient of the City of Modesto's Recycling Award every year
since 1997 for its outstanding recycling program and contributes to the community of Modesto.
Years Awarded: 2010, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1994
Facilities Management
1700 Coffee Rd
Modesto, CA 95355
Mercedes-Benz USA, LLC
Mercedes-Benz of North America is a vehicle preparation center. The facility recycles 45,000 lbs. per year of cardboard. They also
recycle 10,000 lbs. per year of metal and 80,000 lbs. per year of pallets are repaired, reused and recycled.
Years Awarded: 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999
22707 Wilmington Ave
Carson, CA 90745-4321
Mesa Systems, Inc.
Mesa Systems, Inc. is a small-sized company that provides commercial repair service on electro-mechanical components. In
regards to its waste reduction program, Mesa Systems reduces excess amounts of resources by double-siding paper on its test
prints, and makes use of its online system and bulletin board as a paper conserver. Mesa Systems also reuses all of its shipping
materials such as cardboard boxes, foam-inserts, plastic bubble-wraps, and repairing wood pallets for reusing again. The company
sells all of its recyclable materials like office paper, scrap metals, and cardboard boxes. By doing these things, in the year 2000
Mesa Systems diverted 32 tons of waste from the landfill.
Years Awarded: 2001
5573 Brisa Street, Ste A
Livermore, CA 94550
Moore Recycling Associates, Inc.
Moore Recycling Associates, Inc. (MRA) is an environmental consulting and management firm specializing in waste assessment,
strategic planning, and program implementation. In the past year, MRA has recruited its neighboring businesses to participate in
office paper recycling, diverting 23 cubic yards of office paper from the landfill. Moore Recycling also diverts from the landfill
approximately one half ton of organic material (through vermi-composting) and other recyclables yearly. These conservation
measures result in company savings of up to $1,500 for the year.
Years Awarded: 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997
772 West Napa Street
Sonoma, CA 95476
Narbonne Animal Clinic
The Narbonne Animal Clinic (NAC) in Lomita provides quality medical care for all animals while respecting and protecting the
environment. The NAC reduces, recycles, and reuses all materials. They have strived to eliminate color paper all together to make
the separation of black and white paper from color not necessary. This hand separation has been very time consuming in the past.
At the NAC, even discarded x-rays are recycled. By decreasing the amount of paper they use and recycling of all paper products,
they have been able to drastically reduce the amount of trash, resulting in a monthly savings.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995, 1994
25445 Narbonne Ave
Lomita, CA 90717
Nasco Modesto
Nasco Modesto is a catalog business that sells educational and agricultural supplies. Nasco Modesto purchases misprinted foodpackaging wrappers that were previously going into landfills, to package most or their shipments. All packing materials and
approximately fifteen percent of the cardboard boxes sent to Nasco are reused in outgoing shipments. Nasco's waste reduction
program annually keeps more than 30,000 pounds of otherwise discarded waste out of landfills. In addition to helping our
environment, these efforts have saved Nasco thousands of dollars.
Years Awarded: 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996
4825 Stoddard Road
Modesto, CA 95356
National Catholic AIDS Network
The National Catholic AIDS Network provides technical support, referrals, resources and programs for over five thousand

individuals and organizations in the Catholic Church who are involved in HIV/AIDS education and outreach. In the Network's effort to
encourage respect for all life and precious human resources, it also takes pride in making full use of paper resources to eliminate
waste and unnecessary expense. The Network posts the Wrap award in its newsletter to encourage colleagues around the country
to practice waste reduction and recycling. The National Catholic AIDS network continues to use a small shredder to create packing
materials for shipping in order to eliminate use of Styrofoam and has asked its supplies to do the same. The Network saves about
$500 per year in packing materials and does not add this filler to landfills. The Network also uses recycled containers provided by
the US Postal Service for their Priority Mail shipping.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996
,
National Emblem Inc.
National Emblem Inc. manufactures fabric emblems for clothing and clients such as Universal Studios, Los Angeles Lakers and the
Chicago Bulls. The facility recycles 9800 lbs per year of cardboard and office paper. National Emblem also reuses 1,000 cardboard
thread spools per week and 1,000 plastic thread spools per week.
Years Awarded: 2001
17036 South Avalon Blvd.
Carson, CA 90746
NCR Corporation
The NCR Corporation's facility in San Diego is a 500,000 square foot facility that employs 950 associates and is responsible for the
research and development for the world's largest parallel processing computer solution. NCR recycles paper, cardboard, toner
cartridges, plastic, glass, metal scrap, computers, test equipment, circuit boards, florescent lamps, light ballasts, concrete, asphalt,
oil, aluminum cans, and wood pallets. In addition, usable furniture and obsolete equipment is donated to local schools and non-profit
organizations. NCR has diverted more than 1275 tons (75% of its total trash) from landfills to the reuse markets during the past six
years. NCR has also generated an on-going revenue stream totaling $780,000 for the same period.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996
17095 Via Del Campo
San Diego, CA 92127-1711
New United Motor Manufacturing Inc. (NUMMI)
NUMMI is an automobile assembly plant located in Fremont. Five thousand NUMMI team members manufacture Chevrolet Prizms,
Toyota Corollas and Toyota Tacoma Trucks. NUMMI's most unique waste reduction is plastic returnable containers, eliminating the
use of cardboard containers. Since 1995 NUMMI has reduced cardboard parts containers by 95%, resulting in a $15,000,000 cost
savings per year.
Years Awarded: 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995, 1994, 1993
45500 Fremont Blvd
Fremont, CA 94538
New-Tec Circuit Sales, Inc.
Profile not available
Years Awarded: 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1995
1125 Coleman Ave Gate # 2
San Jose, CA 95110
Nissan North America, Inc.
Nissan North America, Inc. Los Angeles is the sales, marketing and distribution arm for Nissan automobiles in the United States,
Canada, and Mexico. This facility includes corporate offices and a Part Distribution Center. Nissan recycles, reuses and source
reduces approximately 664,290 pounds of office paper and materials annually. With regards to other annual recycling milestones,
Nissan also recycles 528,000 pounds of metal parts, 7,260 pounds of plastic by reusing plastic totes, and 93, 940 pounds of
wooden pallets through repairs, reuse and recycle.
Years Awarded: 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1994, 1993
18510 S Figueroa St MS A-1-N
Gardena, CA 90248
Norcal Waste Systems, Inc.
Norcal Waste Systems, Inc. is the largest employee-owned company in the solid waste industry, providing waste management
services to residential and commercial customers. We represent a dedicated team of refuse management professionals who deliver
the highest quality of customer service, and who emphasize recycling of the materials collected through our many operations. The
Norcal corporate office is parent to two-dozen subsidiaries providing solid waste services to more than 50 communities. Recycling
office paper, reusing surplus supplies and donating office equipment has drastically reduced disposal waste generated by the office.
Years Awarded: 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2004, 2003, 2001

160 Pacific Ave Suite 200
San Francisco, CA 94111
Nordstrom South Bay Galleria
Nordstrom South Bay Galleria is a retail department store. The store recycles over 117,00 lbs per year of cardboard and 32,000 lbs
per year of plastic sheeting and plastic hangers. Totes and electronic systems conserve over 36,000 lbs per year of paper. Over
1000 plastic hangers per week are reused throughout the store for displays and clothing goes from the main store to Nordstrom
Rack to Last Chance.
Years Awarded: 2001
1835 Hawthorne Blvd
Redondo Beach, CA 90278
Nortel Networks, Inc.
Nortel Networks, Inc. is a global company which designs, manufactures, distributes and installs telecommunications and network
solutions for business. In an effort to reduce waste, Nortel Networks redesigned their packaging to be reused by their internal
operations and outside vendors. In one example, Nortel eliminated polystyrene packaging by changing to a shock absorbent
polyurethane film. By switching to the film, Nortel Networks not only reduced its use of hard to recycle Styrofoam, but it also created
a reusable packaging container which was more sanitary and could be used for many additional shipments. It is estimated that
Nortel Networks saved well over $100,000 in landfill costs, packing costs and equipment damage claims.
Years Awarded: 2009, 2008, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2002, 2001, 1999
4655 Great America Parkway
Santa Clara, CA 95054
North Bay Cabinets & Countertops
North Bay Cabinets is a fabricator of laminate (Formica) countertops and installs cabinets and countertops. They promote the
advantages of recycling to their customers and try to include a recycling cabinet in all kitchen designs. North Bay Cabinets has their
own recycling program also. They recycle approximately 2 cubic yards of cardboard a week, collect all plastic and cans that can be
recycled, take old appliances to the local steel scrap yard, and turn used and scrap wood into firewood.
Years Awarded: 2006, 2004, 2002, 2001
1515 Solano Ave
Vallejo, CA 94590
North Coast Cooperative, Inc.
The North Coast Co-op presently incorporates a waste reduction program that diverts most of the waste produced at both the
Arcata and Eureka stores. The program includes recycling white and mixed papers, newspaper, cardboard, plastics, cans, glass
and compostable materials. The Co-op is also an avid supporter of local recycling centers and efforts. Through donations at the
register and bag rebates, the Co-op and the Cooperative Community Foundation have been able to award over $25,000 to local
recycling efforts.
Years Awarded: 2006, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1998, 1997
811 I St
Arcata, CA 95521
Multiple locations for this applicant
Northland Food International
Northland Food International is a medium to large business operating in Woodland. Northland Food donates and sells unwanted
foods for animal feed and food banks, reuses wood boxes and recycles cardboard boxes. These practices and more reduce waste
destined for landfills by over 15 tons per year and saves thousands of dollars in waste removal costs.
Years Awarded: 2001
1500 E. Kentucky Ave
Woodland, CA 95776
Northrop Grumman Aerospace Systems (NGAS)
Northrop Grumman Integrated Systems Sector, Western Region manufactures aircraft for military and commercial applications.
During the past 5 years many recycling programs have been implemented with great success. One program with substantial impact
has been their toner cartridge-recycling program. Northrop Grumman has realized a cost savings in excess of one million dollars
due to their aggressive recycling efforts. Northrop Grumman surplus and waste division program continues to donate excess office
supplies, chemicals, and paints to non-profit organizations throughout the Los Angeles area. In the past two years Northrop
Grumman donated thousands of dollars worth of lab glassware to local high school laboratories.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1996
Mail stop PA12/W2
One Hornet Way

El Segundo, CA 90245-2804
Northrop Grumman Mission Systems
TRW Systems performs system engineering and integration for both government agencies and commercial companies at the
Carson site. With more than 800 employees, this facility continues to recycle over 30 tons of paper and cardboard annually. "Green
building" practices include the use of re-locatable drywall-- modular drywall which comes in 21 sections and can be used again as
offices are remodeled for different workstation configurations. Over 200 lineal feet of drywall is put up each year.
Years Awarded: 2008, 2006, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1998
1800 Glenn Curtiss St
Carson, CA 90746
Northrop Grumman Space Technology Capistrano Test Site
The TRW Capistrano Test Site (CTS) performs research and development activities on high-energy lasers and small rocket engines
for TRW Space & Electronics. The test site is spread over 2,700 acres with 9 miles of roadway. The successful recycling program is
made possible by the dedicated efforts of the CTS employees. CTS diverted from landfill approximately 124 tons of scrap metals,
broken asphalt, and failed road base in the year 2000.
Years Awarded: 2003, 2001, 1999
33000 Ave Pico
San Clemente, CA 92673
Northrop Grumman, Space Systems Division
Aerojet, a segment of GenCorp, is a major aerospace/defense contractor specializing in propulsion, smart munitions, electronic
systems, and fine chemicals. Since the company was founded in 1942, it has led the way in the development of crucial technology
and products that have kept America strong and furthered man's exploration of space. Aerojet has contributed to many of the
nation's most important aerospace and defense projects including Titan, Minuteman, Polaris, Apollo, Gemini, Space Shuttle, TOW,
SADARM, the Defense Support Program, and the Space Based Infrared System. With a tradition of success and a dedication to
excellence, Aerojet remains competitive in several product sectors: Electronic and Weapon Systems; Strategic and Space
Propulsion; and Fine Chemicals. Customer, product, and common processes and technologies group Aerojet's Integrated Product
Sectors. Integrated product teams within each sector are responsible for ensuring customer satisfaction regarding performance,
cost, schedule and quality.
Years Awarded: 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1994, 1993
1100 West Hollyvale St
Azusa, CA 91702
Northstar-at-Tahoe Resort
Northstar-at-Tahoe is a ski and summer resort located in the Sierra Nevada mountain range near Lake Tahoe. In an effort to reduce
erosion into the local watershed and enhance the appearance of the ski runs in the summer, Northstar composts horse manure from
its stables and uses that manure for fertilizer in the re-vegetation of its ski runs. In addition to using pine needles for erosion control,
the compost produces healthy native grasses on the ski runs, which limits runoff. Northstar composts approximately 6200 cubic feet
of horse manure annually. The cost of fertilizer is $0.30 a pound, which results in a savings of approximately $9,300 annually by
using composted manure for fertilizer.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997
100 Northstar Drive
Truckee, CA 96161
Nypro San Diego
Nypro San Diego is an ISO 9002 certified plastics manufacturer that uses a precision injection molding process to manufacture
plastic products for the telecommunications, health care and automotive industries. Nypro's waste reduction success has been
achieved through a reuse, reduce and recycle approach that involves their practice of on site re-grinding of plastic bi-products and
their reintroduction into the manufacturing process, the employment of a system that utilizes reusable cardboard gaylords for
shipping raw materials to their facility and lastly, the implementation of an office/break room/warehouse recycling program that
recycles all mixed paper, beverage containers and cardboard boxes throughout their facility. This practice has saved the company
labor, energy and transportation costs and has diverted approximately 268,000 pounds of waste per year from the local landfills.
Years Awarded: 2001
550 Main Street
Chula Vista, CA 91911
Ocean Beach People's Organic Food Co-op
Ocean Beach People's Organic Food Co-op is a customer-owned California Cooperative and retail vegetarian food store
specializing in organic produce and natural foods. They pride themselves on being San Diego's "best in organic produce and
customer service" where "anyone can join". Their most successful waste reduction activity is the recycling of all cardboard boxes
received in daily shipments. Other reduction activities include the "free food box" available to employees and the reuse of all office

paper products, plastic buckets, and packaging materials. O.B. People's Co-op recycles absolutely everything that the City will
accept, mixed papers, selected plastic, cardboard, glass bottles, tin cans, aluminum cans, and newspaper. As the cost for waste
collection is partly determined by weight, their waste reduction efforts help keep their monthly cost for collection low, under $650 per
month. O.B. People's Co-op exercises their commitment to environmental stewardship by supporting local and global organic
agriculture and by reducing, reusing, and recycling approximately 85% of the waste generated in the store.
Years Awarded: 2003, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998
4765 Voltaire St
San Diego, CA 92107
Ocean View Farms, Inc.
Ocean View Farms, Inc., is a Los Angeles organic community garden with 295 gardening families cultivating 500 vegetable/flower
garden plots on 7.5 acres of scenic land. Members work and grow their product within a green belt oasis in the midst of an urban
area setting. They recycle, help the environment, and organically grow and eat those wonderful vegetables. The gardens 25 H.P.
chipper machine handles 100% of all the green and brown waste, which is then composted and recycled back into the soil. This
operation produces an annual cost savings of $18,000 for the members and a waste reduction of 340 tons that would have been
destined to the landfill.
Years Awarded: 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995
3305 Grand View Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90066
Omnidesign
In 1977, Omnidesign, a contemporary home furnishings store, pioneered recycling and conservation among retailers. Every year
they made improvements, including the challenge of creating awareness among staff and customers. Their innovations include
offering recycled shopping bags, recycling packing materials and cardboard and composting newspaper. In 2000-2001 Omnidesign
moved to a location 1/7 of the size of their previous site after twenty-four years. They were able to donate, recycle, sell, compost or
readapt all materials except 1 cubic yard, which was trashed. The extra labor cost was about sixty hours and the savings was about
fifty-four cubic yards of potential landfill space.
Years Awarded: 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998
4211 Piedmont Ave
Oakland, CA 94611
Orchard Supply Hardware
Orchard Supply Hardware is a large retail company that sells hardware, tools and plants to homeowners and businesses. Outdated
or damaged goods are donated or sent back to "DC" at an average of 52,000 pounds a year. All cardboard is recycled at 78,000
pounds per year. Plastic pots/flats are returned for reuse at 4,340 pounds per year, and pallets are reused at over 55,000 pounds
per year. Osh/Orchards Hardware Store just started a recycling program for stretch wrap. The retail store has reduced waste, and
because of the reuse of certain items, they have been able to save thousands of dollars in waste hauling fees.
Years Awarded: 2001
1350 E. Main Street
Woodland, CA 95659
Organic Milling
Organic Milling manufactures cereal and is continually looking for new recycling and reusing ideas. This company goes above and
beyond just recycling by incorporating environmental awareness into every day activities and giving to the community. For example,
Organic Milling donates extra standard grain to churches and has begun implementing ISO 14000 standards.
Years Awarded: 2001
505 West Allen Avenue
San Dimas, CA 91773-1487
OrthoSource, Inc.
OrthoSource is a small wholesale distributor of medical orthopedic soft goods and devices and has established a unique program to
protect the environment and conserve valuable materials and resources. Since the city does not provide sanitation services to the
small building which houses OrthoSource, the employees actually transport recyclables and the small amount of material destined
for land waste to their homes for proper disposal. Although it is feasible for the company to hire a private disposal business to
remove waste, OrthoSource generates only a small amount of waste and its employees consider their practice of transporting waste
to be good business and ecological practice. Additionally, whenever possible, OrthoSource donates surplus equipment and
materials to schools and non-profit organizations.
Years Awarded: 2002, 2001, 1998
17374 W Sunset Blvd
Pacific Palisades, CA 90272-4180

Orval Kent Food Company
The Vernon plant is a large volume food processor that puts out over 50 million ready to eat, chilled food items annually. They have
maintained an aggressive recycling campaign to reuse all bulk packaging materials (cardboard, metal, wood pallets, plastic and
paper) as well as food scraps. Over 80,000 pounds of food is donated to the L.A. Food Bank and the Little Sisters Convalescent
Homes annually. The company and its employees are committed to continuing the process.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000
5001 South Soto Street
Vernon, CA 90058
Overhill Farms, Inc.
Overhill Farms, Inc. produces frozen entrees. The facility recycles 1,180,000 lbs. per year of cardboard and 20,000 lbs. per year of
plastic is recycled. The company donates 1,200 lbs. per year of finished product, and renders 26,000 lbs. per year. Overhill Farms
also repairs, reuses, and recycles 650,000 lbs. per year of pallets.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1999
2727 E Vernon Ave
Vernon, CA 90058
Overhill Farms, Inc. Plant #2
Overhill Farms Inc. processes poultry, meat, and fish. The facility recycles 109,200 lbs. per year of cardboard and renders
1,300,000 lbs. per year of food edibles. Overhill Farms also repairs, reuses, and recycles 1,500,000 lbs. per year of pallets.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000
3055 East 44th Street
Vernon, CA 90058
Owens & Minor
Owens & Minor is a large-size company that distributes medical supplies. In regards to waste reduction program, Owens & Minor
reduces excess amount of resources by extensively making use of its intranet and Internet online network system including
electronic timecards, and reuses a great amount of plastic totes to replace already- reusable cardboard boxes. Owens & Minor
reuses its packaging materials as well. Additionally, wood pallets are also repaired for reusing purposes. The company sells its
recyclable materials like office paper, wood pallets, and cardboard boxes too. By doing these, in the year 2000 Owens & Minor
diverted 833 tons of waste from going to the landfill.
Years Awarded: 2001
6150 Las Positas Road
Livermore, CA 94551
Owens-Brockway Glass Containers
Owens Brockway is a Fortune 500 Company that manufactures glass bottles. The bottles are made up primarily of recycled glass
containers that would have formerly been disposed of. In these efforts, approximately 100,000 tons of recycled glass are used
annually that would have previously gone to the landfill.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1999
2923 Fruitland St
Vernon, CA 90058
P.H. Woods
P.H. Woods is an all-American diner and brewery located in Moreno Valley, offerening some of the finest brews in Southern
California. P.H. Woods donates approximately 25 tons per year of "spent" grain from the brewery to a local cattle rancher. This cuts
down on overgrazing and eliminates all landfill issues. P.H. Woods also recycles cardboard and glass, in addition to donating food
waste in order to be more environmentally friendly.
Years Awarded: 2001
23060 Alessandro Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92583
Pace Brothers Industries
Pace Brothers Industries is an injection molding and mold making company in affiliation with A and B Enterprises. Pace Bros. is an
environmentally motivated company. From the latest energy saving equipment to donating to community causes, Pace Bros. is
continually seeking new ways to reduce, reuse, and recycle. For example, they have replaced paper cups with washable cups and
are cutting back on the amount of junk mail received. The ultimate goal is to produce zero waste.
Years Awarded: 2001
2239 First Street
La Verne, CA 91750

Pacific Coast Producers
Del Monte Foods Company, with net sales of $1.5 billion in fiscal 2000, is the largest producer and distributor of premium quality
branded processed fruit, vegetable and tomato products in the United States. The Del Monte brand was introduced in 1892 and is
one of the best-known brands in the United States. Del Monte products are sold through national grocery chains, independent
grocery stores, warehouse club stores, mass merchandisers, drug stores and convenience stores. The company also sells its
products to the U.S. Military; certain export markets, the foodservice industry and food processors. The company operates twelve
production facilities in California, the Midwest, Washington and Texas and seven distribution centers.
Years Awarded: 2001
1376 Lemen Ave
Woodland, CA 95776
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) is a major utility company serving millions of customers in Northern California. PG&E's
headquarters located at 245 Market Street and 77 Beale Street in San Francisco are committed to sound solid waste practices.
PG&E separates out all its paper, cardboard and bottles and cans out of its waste stream. In addition, all electronic equipment and
freestanding furniture are recycled through vendors who resell or salvage such items. PG&E is proud to be recycling over 50% of its
waste stream and saving thousands of dollars per month in diverted garbage costs.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2007, 2004, 2003, 2001, 1999, 1994
Mail Code B24A
77 Beale St Room 2475
San Francisco, CA 94105
Multiple locations for this applicant
Pacific International Rice Mills Inc.
Pacific International Rice Mills, Inc. processes rice for Busch Agricultural Resources an Anheuser-Busch company. Forty-five
percent of the rice processed is used for 150 private label rices for retail consumption and 55% is used at Anheuser Busch
breweries for beer manufacturing. The company recycles 47,000 lbs of cardboard and paper per year, and 157,800 lbs of metal per
year is also recycled. Tremendous diversion is realized with the company's excellent reuse programs for mill and dryer trash, bran
and water grass. These materials are used in livestock feed and bird food, and as a soil additive for agricultural fields in the area.
PIRMI also biomasses over 65,000 tons of rice hulls per year for Waste to Energy.
Years Awarded: 2010, 2001
845 Kentucky Avenue
Woodland, CA 95695
Pacific Storage Company
The Pacific Storage Company is a moving and record management company that stores and manages records for personal and
professional businesses. The Pacific Storage Company offers on-site shredding for all personal and professional needs. In the near
future, the Pacific Storage Company will be implementing a mobile shred unit to better serve its customers, old and new. The Pacific
Storage Company has reduced waste destined for landfill by approximately 140,000 pounds last year alone!
Years Awarded: 2002, 2001, 2000, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995, 1994, 1993
523 N Hunter St
Stockton, CA 95202-0334
Packaging Advantage Corp
Packaging Advantage Corporation, PAC, is a contract manufacturing company that makes shampoos and conditioners for such
companies as Clairol, Helene Curtis, and Neutrogena. This manufacturing company recycles everything possible including
corrugate, plastic, pallets, drums, pails, and soft drink containers. In 2000, this manufacturing company has saved well over
$100,000 per year and has earned over $100,000 by doing this recycling. This money goes directly to the bottom line as profits.
Years Awarded: 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999
4633 Downey Rd
Los Angeles, CA 90058-2511
Packaging Corporation of America
Profile not available.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000
4240 Bandini Blvd.
Vernon, CA 90023
PALCO
The Pacific Lumber Company produces high quality redwood and Douglas fir lumber, electricity and steam power, gardening soil
products, and cement blocks. The Company's Scotia power plant, which burns wood waste from logging and milling operations,

produces energy for the lumber mill and the town, and sells power to help the state of California deal with the energy crises. Recent
energy conservation by Pacific Lumber employees and Scotia residents has allowed the power plant to supply more energy to the
state. 100% of the ash byproduct from the power plant is reused. Some is made into charcoal briquettes, some is used for water
filtration systems, and some is applied to local agricultural fields as a soil amendment. Pacific Lumber has begun buying waterbased solvents and using water-based cleaning machines for logging equipment and milling parts. Recycling waste oil, antifreeze
and solvents has diverted over 22,000 gallons from landfill disposal. Burning wood waste in their power plant consumes
approximately 430,000 green tons annually. Landfill disposal costs for that amount of material would be in excess of $32 million! In
addition, The Pacific Lumber Company derives revenue from power sold to the state and from sales of the gardening soil products.
Years Awarded: 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1996, 1995, 1994
125 Main St
Scotia, CA 95565
Pasadena Waldorf School
The Pasadena Waldorf School is a private school in Altadena, servicing children from kindergarten through grade eight. The school
is committed to both reusing and reducing waste generated from their facility. The school is proud of the fact that, although their
student body and facility size has doubled over the last five years, the amount of waste generated has not. Through community
awareness programs, a recycling program run by students, and efforts to compost, they have only slightly increased the amount of
material sent to the landfill. In addition, the school has increased its participation in programs designed to recycle corporate surplus
for school use.
Years Awarded: 2003, 2001, 1999
209 E Mariposa St
Altadena, CA 91001
PayStar Communications Corporation
PayStar Communications Corporation is the premier distributor of telecom and financial services to retail merchants. PayStar
currently owns and operates 10 fully integrated divisions throughout the United States. Products include Cashless Teller Machines,
Info *Station Kiosks, Lucent Switch Services, and many more. Most of PayStar's cooperate office waste comes in the form of
paperwork and food containers. "This past year, PayStar had implemented recycling at individual employee stations through
recycling attachments on their trash cans and through recycling bins located in common areas - copy areas and lunch rooms,"
stated Kevin Stevens, Director of IT and head of PayStar's recycling efforts. "Since beginning our recycling program, we have tripled
the amount we recycle each week," further stated Stevens. PayStar will continue to increase the amount recycled through the
continued education of all of its employees
Years Awarded: 2001
1330 S Ham Ln Ste 101
Lodi, CA 95240
Peach Hill Organic Recycling, Inc.
Peach Hills Soils, Inc is an organic recycling company and has been doing business for 17 years. Their recycling consists of aging
manure and green waste. It is Peach Hill Soils' belief that educating the public on uses of soil amendments, water conservation, and
weed control is key in maintaining a market for finished product. Peach Hill Soils has been successful in recycling over 18,000 cubic
yards per year of organic material and converted it into sellable product.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1994
10765 Los Angeles Ave.
Moorpark, CA 93021
Peet's Coffee & Tea
Peet's Coffee & Tea is committed to having an environmentally friendly business. Customers are involved in the company's waste
prevention process through incentives which offer money back for the reuse of bags and cups. The environment is important to
Peet's Coffee & Tea, which is why all coffee is shipped in reusable totes as opposed to burlap bags which are generally disposed.
The recycling of OCC, paper and plastic is a common practice at Peet's. In addition, 400 pounds of coffee grounds and 25 pounds
of used tea leaves are given to UC Davis weekly, along with other community food donations.
Years Awarded: 2001
1411 West Covell Blvd. #114B
Davis, CA 95616
Pennzoil - Quaker State Company
The Pennzoil-Quaker State Company has been in the city of Vernon since 1928 and produces the leading brand of motor oil and
many leading car care products. They recycle 85,000 lbs. of oil, 22,000 lbs. of plastics, 20,000 lbs. of metal, 185,000 lbs. of
cardboard and recycle 7,500 pallets per year. Also, they have reduced landfill disposal by 65% and have used the Cal-MAX
Exchange program.
Years Awarded: 2002, 2001, 2000

3430 East 26th Street
Vernon, CA 90023
Pep Boys Distribution Center
The Pep Boys L.A. Distribution Center is a large warehouse and distribution operation of retail automotive supplies. Pep Boys
operates as an environmentally conscience establishment. In 2001, the L.A. Distribution Center reduced waste destined to be
landfill by 346 tons of corrugated cardboard and 2,529,097 pounds of scrap metal. The corrugated material is destined for recycling,
as is the scrap metal. This type of program not only helps the environment but also benefits the company's bottom line. Pep Boys
profited an estimated $40,000 so far this year just by appropriately designating their daily cardboard and metal waste. The labor
investment far outweighs the benefits of such a program. Pep Boys is committed to doing its part in maintaining and improving the
environment by recycling.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000
2640 East 45th Street
Los Angeles, CA 90058
Pepsi Cola Nor-Cal Woodland Division
PepsiCo's environmental commitment is evident at the Pepsi-Cola Bottling of Northern California facility. Recycled materials include
cardboard, office paper, stretch wrap and other plastics, and broken pallets. Reuse activities include cardboard reuse, use of totes
and soda shells (cans to liter bottle sizes), toner cartridge recycling, mug use, and donationis. Most of all, PepsiCo promotes
programs which educate, train, and motivate its employees to act in an environmentally responsible manner. This includes allowing
them to develop their own approaches when appropriate.
Years Awarded: 2001
1311 Bluegrass Place
Woodland, CA 95776
Performance Nursery
Performance Nursery is a wholesale nursery, contract grower, and plant broker. In December 2000, the facility implemented a
Green Materials Recycling Pilot Program with their hauler Waste Management. The facility currently diverts over 38,000 lbs of green
materials with this new program. Performance Nursery also recycles 2,600 lbs of plastic gallon pots per year that are reground to
make new pots. Over 100 gallon plastic pots per week are reused at the nursery.
Years Awarded: 2001
2501 Manhattan Beach Blvd
Redondo Beach, CA 90278
Personal Financial Consultants, Inc.
Personal Financial Consultants provides comprehensive financial solutions to individuals and businesses. As the premier innovator
of The Paperless Office, Personal Financial Consultants has successfully converted all historical and ongoing records to electronic
images instead of maintaining hard copy. Personal Financial Consultants has reduced the need, over the past year alone, for
several hundred pounds of paper and has saved over $40,000 on expenses relating to the business, such as rent, office supplies
and personal, thus increasing profits.
Years Awarded: 2001
7172 Regional Street, #363
Dublin, CA 94568
Philips Lumileds Lighting Company
The Agilent Technologies facility in San Jose is the largest campus within the Semiconductor Products Group in California. This
facility has many recycling programs in place to minimize the use of landfills. To aid the local community, Agilent has donated
usable computers and peripherals to local schools and churches, along with excess furniture and supplies. New this year is the
addition of the RAFT program (Resource Area For Teachers) for excess materials and equipment. This facility was recently
awarded an ISO 14001 certification for the performance of its environmental management system.
Years Awarded: 2006, 2005, 2004, 2002, 2001
370 W Trimble Rd
San Jose, CA 95131
Philips Semiconductors Inc. - San Jose
Philips Semiconductors, of San Jose, is part of Philips Electronics N.V., an international electronics manufacturing firm
headquartered in Amsterdam, the Netherlands. San Jose operations involve semiconductor research & development and testing.
Since 1998, Philips Electronics N.V., has distinguished itself through the adoption of the "Philips Global Environmental Policy",
committing the entire Philips family of companies to sustainability, waste minimization, and pollution prevention. Each operating
company within the Philips family adopts environmental policies specific to their line of business. In 1998, Philips San Jose
established their Environmental Management Systems recycling program and pursued ISO 14000 certification. Both programs
consist of cross-functional teams that set environmental goals that require participation from eight different departments within

Philips San Jose. In February 2001 the San Jose facility achieved ISO 14000 certification. Over the last three years Philips
Semiconductors, San Jose facility, successfully improved its environmental performance. In 2001, the facility started to implement
the ISO 14000 standard into their Environmental Management System. It includes numerous programs such as recycling, that have
aggressive goals to improve our commitment to the environment.
Years Awarded: 2001
1109 McKay Drive MS 108
San Jose, CA 95131
Philips Semiconductors Inc. - Sunnyvale
Philips Semiconductors Inc., of Sunnyvale, is part of Philips Electronics N.V., an international electronics-manufacturing firm that
has headquarters in the Netherlands. Sunnyvale operations include semiconductor device design, testing, research and
development laboratories. Since 1992, Philips Electronics N.V. has distinguished itself through adoption of the "Philips Global
Environmental Policy", committing the entire Philips family of companies to sustainability and pollution prevention. Each operating
company within the Philips family adopts environmental policies specific to their line of business. Philips Semiconductors Inc. of
Sunnyvale established the Envision program (Solid Waste Recycling Team) in 1998 and Helping the Environment by Revising the
Operations System (H.E.R.O.S.) in 1996. These two teams helped in building the foundation of their "3 R" program (reducing,
recycling and reusing activities). Since 1998, the facility achieved their goal to reach above a 70% recycling rate. For the year 2000,
the facility increased its recycling efforts by 40,000 pounds and saved approximately $200,000, compared to 1999, by not sending
materials to the landfill.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000
811 East Arques Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA 94088
Pioneer Electronics Service, Inc.
Pioneer Electronics Service, Inc. (PSE), a subsidiary of Pioneer North America, ensures total customer satisfaction after the sale of
a product. PSE provides this service to Pioneer Electronics (USA) Inc., Pioneer New Media Technology, and Pioneer Industrial
Components. To do this, PSE must manage all the service and technical support of every Pioneer product sold and used in the
United States of America. PSE's goal is to ensure customer satisfaction with all aspects of their Pioneer product. They operate their
business with a commitment to the protection and preservation of the environment in the manufacture, repair and sales of all
Pioneer products.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1998
1925 E Dominiguez St
Carson, CA 90810
Pisani's Auto Parts
Pisani's Auto Parts is a retail auto parts store. The store recycles 10,500 pounds of cardboard, 7,050 pounds of metal, 5,280 pounds
of wooden pallets and 144,000 pounds of heavy equipment batteries each year.
Years Awarded: 2001
5 Abbey Street
Winters, CA 95694
Planet Hair Studio
Planet Hair Studio knows the importance of environmental consciousness in all aspects of running a successful business; it is one
of the highest priorities. Programs that have been implemented are created to establish protection of the environment and to
conserve, when at all possible, precious materials. Planet Hair is committed to improve the environment through the continuation of
applying new and better ways to improve current practices.
Years Awarded: 2001
3052 S. Hacienda Blvd.
Hacienda Heights, CA 91745
Planet Squared, Inc.
Planet Squared Inc. is a small company that developed an innovative manufacturing process to produce the patent-pending line,
"Resourceful Living Arrangements", for the home and office furniture market. The line is made up of a series of Ecological furniture
modules that are designed, engineered and produced in a closed loop system. The company's manufacturing process utilizes a
precision-cut method to produce a consistent specified sized product. The minimal waste material that is left over from producing
each product is taken to a local recycling center. In reference to closing the loop, not only are the materials to produce their products
and packaging made from recycled materials, but the products as well as the packaging, are also recyclable. Compared to
conventional materials, Planet Squared's modular products are made with high-content recycled materials that typically save 25% of
the energy used to manufacture it. For example, every ton of recycled fibers they use saves 53.2 million BTU's. To that of
conventional materials, their approach also preserved clean air and water! They substantially helps to reduce the amount of air
pollution and water pollution when they produce their products made with the specified recycled materials. Using recycled paper

fibers, for example, cuts the emission of sulfur dioxide. Their approach also saves landfill space! For every ton of recycled fibers that
they used, they saved 17 trees, 6,953 gallons of water, 463 gallons of oil and 9 cubic yards of landfill space.
Years Awarded: 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000
17421 Wild Rose Ln
Huntington Beach, CA 92649
PolyOne - Long Beach Plant
The GEON Company's Carson Plant is a medium sized facility that produces Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) Compounds used by
customers in the production of numerous consumer and industrial products including piping and fittings, siding, wire and cable
jacketing and window profiles. In 2000, the plant produced over 90 million pounds of PVC cubes and pellets, recycling nearly
500,000 pounds back into the production stream. It also recycled 200,000 pounds of wood, 130,000 pounds of cardboard, 40,000
pounds of metal and reduced waste to landfill to only 120,000 pounds, a decrease from 1999 of 30,000 pounds. These recycling
and waste reduction efforts saved the plant approximately $50,000.
Years Awarded: 2002, 2001, 2000
2104 E 223rd St
Carson, CA 90745
Porterville Sheltered Workshop
The Porterville Sheltered Workshop's entire business is creating work activity for developmentally disabled adults. Through recycling
programs the Porterville Sheltered Workshop is able to employ and offer jobs to over 500 disabled adults. Recycling is the key
component to their industry. The Porterville Sheltered Workshop runs a recycling center and has a Value Village Thrift Store where
the majority of the merchandise is used. The company also has a Log Project that is based on using wax corrugate to generate fire
logs. The Porterville Sheltered Workshop is currently participating in an alternative energy program and has diverted over 100,000
pounds of waxed corrugated from the waste stream. In addition, they are still producing wax corrugate fire logs, which consist of
four pounds of wax corrugate per log. These fire logs are currently being supplied to all Save Mart Supermarkets throughout the
state of California as well as Morris Levin & Son hardware chains.
Years Awarded: 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1997
187 West Olive Ave
Porterville, CA 93257-3449
Multiple locations for this applicant
Portola Hotel and Spa
Doubletree Hotel at Fisherman's Wharf is a 380-room, full service hotel. The hotel, adjacent to the Monterey Conference Center,
recycles, reuses, donates, or sells nearly every type of waste item that is generated. From bottles and cans to cooking oil and wire
hangers, Double Tree Hotel believes that almost everything has a second life. Last year, they established an area called the "Green
Mile" where items such as used light fixtures and old carpet are placed for the taking by the staff. The hotel estimates that their
waste reduction efforts divert nearly 150 tons of waste from the landfill on an annual basis, saving over $10,000 in disposal costs
each year.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995, 1994
2 Portola Plaza
Monterey, CA 93940
Portola Packaging, Inc.
Portola Packaging is the global leader in proprietary liquid packaging systems. For over 30 years with a reputation for high quality
products, Portola offers customer's worldwide innovative closure and packaging systems through a combination of leading edge
technology, outstanding quality and superior customer service and support. With the recycling and waste reduction programs
established over the last 10 years, Portola recycles or diverts from its San Jose facility approximately 200 tons of material each year
resulting in a savings of over $50,000 a year. The program with the most lasting effect is the donation of materials to Resource Area
for Teachers (RAFT) that offers the materials to local schools, who use the materials for science and educational programs,
benefiting over 550,000 school children in the San Jose/South San Francisco Bay Area.
Years Awarded: 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995, 1994, 1993
898 Faulstich Court
San Jose, CA 95112
Power Logistics
Power Logistics is a large distributor of various meats and cheese. Power Logistics donates to local food banks and donates old
computers and printers to schools. Power Logistics has reduced waste designated for landfill by 20 tons by way of their recycling
program such as scrap metal, cardboard, aluminum cans, broken white pallets, old printers and computers that are donated to local
schools.
Years Awarded: 2002, 2001, 1998, 1997, 1995, 1994
3735 Imperial Way

Stockton, CA 95215
Prime Wheel
Prime Wheel is the second largest wheel manufacturer in the United States. The company recycles over 137,000 lbs of mixed office
paper and cardboard per year . By implementing a plastic pallet program the facility now uses only 10% wooden pallets and has
been able to use 90% less plastic shrink wrap when shipping its product. Prime Wheel also recycles 16,000 lbs per year of metal
scrap.
Years Awarded: 2001
17705 South Main Street
Gardena, CA 90248
Princess Paper, Inc.
Princess Paper, Inc. produces tissue and towel products used in retail grocery markets, janitorial and cleaning, and food service
applications. Material used is from 100% post consumer/post industrial fibers. All the products produced are designed to offer high
quality with competitive price advantage to the consumers. The company has grown over the past three years at a rate of 300%
annually. With an extensive product line, during the past fiscal year (Jan - Dec 2000), the company consumed over 1,600 tons of
raw material used to manufacture finished goods like Napkins, Towels, Bathroom Tissue and Facial Tissue. The waste generated
from production (approximately 50 tons), was sent back to the mills for recycling.
Years Awarded: 2001
3055 East Fruitland Ave
Vernon, CA 90058
Puzzle People
Puzzle People is a small business that manufactures thousands of children's name puzzles each year and ships them to homes
across the country. Owners Michael and Pat Smith devised a use for surplus thin wooden letters created as a by product of their
manufacturing process by inviting elementary students to tour the wood ship, then decorate letters with colors and glitter glue to
create name signs and coat racks. This spring, over 1500 students and adults learned how the Puzzle People turn sheets of wood
into puzzles plus waste-diverting by-products such as sawdust into compost for the company's strawberry beds, wood scraps into
kindling for the employees, surplus letters into name signs. The business estimates annual savings in waste reduction at a few
hundred dollars, income from increased sales at several thousand dollars, and the education of youngsters as invaluable.
Years Awarded: 2004, 2002, 2001, 2000
21235 Canyon Way
Weimar, CA 95736
Radio Shack Distribution Center
Radio Shack's Distribution Center, located in Woodland, is a large sized facility which handles materials for resale to Northern and
Southern California stores. Unused or damaged materials/goods are sold in outlet stores to reduce waste. Cardboard boxes are
reused whenever possible saving money. Unwanted or damaged cardboard boxes not reused are recycled at over 75 tons a year.
Since Radio Shack recycles and reuses materials, costs are less by thousands of dollars, money is gained and profits rise.
Years Awarded: 2001
660 N Pioneer Ave
Woodland, CA 95776
Rainforest Preservation Foundation
The Rainforest Preservation Foundation, as a non-profit organization, does everything they can to reduce waste by source reduction
or "reuse" and recycling of materials whenever possible. Any materials left over from construction of the Reclaimed Office Project,
mostly wood, are donated. This year with CalMax's help, they have been able to reclaim and reuse over 1 ton of materials.
Generated materials like sawdust and wood chips are donated for landscaping or garden projects. They have little or no waste due
to all these reuse and recycling efforts, which save money, reduce waste to landfills and makes the Earth happy.
Years Awarded: 2008, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996
3633 Military Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90034-7005
Raley's Store #448
Raley's Store #448 reflects the corporation's commitment to providing the highest quality products and services. The employees at
the store are continally reminded that energy and even "trash" is valuable. The staff is supported by programs and resources which
enable them to make a difference in their community and in the environment. Raley's Store #448 recycles over 150 tons of
cardboard, paper, plastic and compostables annually. They have saved thousands of dollars this year using various energy saving
programs with more programs yet to come.
Years Awarded: 2001
1601 West Capitol Ave

West Sacramento, CA 95691
Ralph's Grocery Company #55
Ralph's of La Canada/Flintridge reuses and recycles for the benefit of the community and environment. Ralph's recycles 65,000
pounds of produce and 339,300 pounds of cardboard per year. The store donates 6,825 pounds of bread per year and composts all
remaining produce. Ralph's also strives to reduce waste at the source by reusing totes, which diverts 7,150 pounds of cardboard per
year. Ralph's extends their environmental management practices to customers by recyling shopping bags and offering a five cent
rebate for every bag brought back to the store for reuse.
Years Awarded: 2001
521 Foothill Blvd.
La Canada Flintridge, CA 91011
Randall Foods Inc
Randall Foods, Inc. is a meat processing plant that produces quality products for several major supermarkets. Their various
recycling and reuse activities include a rendering program in which animal waste products are turned into useful commercial goods,
cardboard and metal are recycled and pallets are reused. Through these programs, they have diverted at least 3000 tons from the
landfill in 2000. Their dedication to waste reduction activities is evidence of their pride and pleasure in serving their community.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1999
2905 East 50th Street
Vernon, CA 90058
Raytheon Company
Raytheon Company is a world-class leader in developing defense technologies and in converting those technologies for use in
commercial markets. Raytheon Company, Electronics Systems in El Segundo has taken a very aggressive approach to diverting the
amount of solid waste it sends to landfill. Raytheon has increased its solid waste diversion from a baseline of 6% in 1996, to over
50% in 2001and in the process saved over 1 million dollars by selling recyclable materials such as paper, cardboard, scrap metal,
and surplus electronic equipment and calculating the cost advance from disposing these materials in a solid waste landfill.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998
E0/E04/N169
2000 E El Segundo Blvd.
El Segundo, CA 90245
Red and White Fleet
Red and White Fleet is the premier cruise operator on the San Francisco Bay since 1892. This is the first bay cruise company in
San Francisco to reduce, reuse, and recycle all products generated by their vessels, offices, and employees. As a previous 1999
and 2000 WRAP winner, the Red and White Fleet continues to manage waste in the most responsible environmental manner
possible. Using stringent fueling procedures in case of any accidental spillage, the company has comprehensive regulations and
also emergency procedures in case of any accidental spillage. This improvement and others like these are estimated to save Red
and White Fleet huge spending costs in long-term maintenance fees. Their ongoing goal is to ensure San Francisco strives toward a
greener and cleaner environment.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999
Pier 43 1/2
San Francisco, CA 94133
Multiple locations for this applicant
Rehrig Pacific Company
Rehrig Pacific Company manufactures garbage containers and totes of post-consumer plastics for the City of Los Angeles. In
addition, they provided the trash containers at the Atlanta Olympic Games. The company also manufactures beverage crates for
CocaCola and Pepsi. 93% of post-consumer plastics received are manufactured into a new product.
Years Awarded: 2001
4010 East 26th Street
Vernon, CA 90023
Reitman Physical Therapy
Reitman Physical Therapy is a small company which provides physical rehabilitation for spine, orthopedic and sports injuries.
Reitman Physical Therapy believes that to save the resources of the earth everyone must partake in waste management and
reduction. By recycling almost everything used in the office, they have cut their garbage by at least 90% and they continually
encourage others to recycle. Reitman Physical Therapy is responsible for bringing recycling efforts to their office building and they
have been a six-time winner of the WRAP award!
Years Awarded: 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996
885 Oak Grove Ave Suite 101

Menlo Park, CA 94025
Remo, Inc.
Remo Inc., the world's largest manufacturer of percussion instruments, is wholeheartedly involved in a waste reduction and
recycling program, recycling fifteen categories of scrap metals. In 2000, Remo Inc. achieved a new milestone by recycling 1.02
million pounds, which is 60% of the total waste stream, while earning an income of $30,300, and saving trash disposal costs of
$18,000, for a total bottom-line benefit of $48,300. The beneficial environmental impact of the recycling program is substantial,
saving 900 cubic yards of landfill space, more than 5,200 barrels of oil, 1.4 million gallons of water, and 3,500 trees or approximately
18 acres of forestland. Even though Remo Inc.'s total waste stream has been increasing due to business growth, the recycling rate
has steadily increased over the last three years from 45% in 1998, 54% in 1999 to 60% in 2000.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998
28101 Industry Dr
Valencia, CA 91355
RICOH Electronics, Inc.
Machine Parts Division (MPD), part of Office Machine Group, Ricoh Electronics, Inc. is a medium sized manufacturer, which
produces plastic and metal parts for the assembly lines of copier cabinets, sorter and large tray products. It also provides parts for
the copier, cleaning toner magazine and printed circuit board assembly lines at other Ricoh facilities. In fiscal year 2000, the facility
recycled 821 tons of material or 95.2% of their total waste. These materials include metals, plastics, papers, pallets and CRV
materials, which accounted for a savings of $18,850. The recycling percentage climbed to 100% in February 2001, with 1.5% of
waste (2335 lbs.) sent to Southeast Resource Recovery Facility in Long Beach for generation of electricity by combustion (waste to
energy).
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1999
17482 Pullman Street
Irvine, CA 92614
RICOH Electronics, Inc.
Equipment Product Division (EPD) is one division of Office Machine Group (OMG), Ricoh Electronics Inc. (REI). EPD manufactures
digital copy machines under Ricoh and other OEM names for North America continent as its current main product. EPD has been
ISO 14000 certified since early 1998 and has made a commitment to protect the environment under REI policy. EPD's major
supplier is Ricoh Company Limited (RCL) in Japan. Thanks to environmental consciousness of management, staffs and employees,
in 2000 fiscal, EPD recycled 93.9% of solid waste generated. In October 2000, EPD completely eliminated solid wastes sent to the
landfill by sending these non-recycle materials to Waste to Energy Facility.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1995
1100 Valencia Ave
Tustin, CA 92680
RICOH Electronics, Inc. - Special Products Division - Office Machine
Special Products Division (SPD) is one Division of Office Machine Group (OMG), Ricoh Electronics Inc. (REI). Currently SPD
manufactures customized Facsimile machines, Remanufactures Copiers and peripherals under the Ricoh name for the North
American market. Additional products include customized Scanner Rebadge. SPD has been ISO 14000 certified since early 1998
and has made a commitment to protect the environment through our REI Policy. Through the environmental consciousness of
management, staff and employees in the 2000 fiscal year, SPD recycled 13.6 tons of cardboard, 1.6 tons of plastic, 1.5 tons of
polystyrene foam and 1 ton of office and testing paper. SPD also saved 27.1 tons of material from going into landfills by
remanufacturing copier machines and peripherals.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000
1101 Bell Ave
Tustin, CA 92780
RICOH Electronics, Inc. P.P.D.
Ricoh Electronics, Inc. PCB Division assembles PCBA"s for both OEM and internal Copy Machine manufacturing. Through
continuous waste reduction (i.e. sorting, monitoring, recycling, etc.), the PCB Division was able to eliminate all waste going to landfill
by October 2000 and has diverted approximately 32.5 tons of material in the past year. The material comprised 97.2% of the total
waste generated. The outstanding efforts by all Ricoh employees to focus on achieving the "Zero Waste to Landfill" target, showed
an outstanding commitment to improving the environment and has established Ricoh Electronics, Inc. as a leader in waste
management.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1999
1101 Bell Ave
Tustin, CA 92680
Rite Aid #5529
At Rite Aid of La Canada-Flintridge, practical and effective waste management is standard practice. Plastic totes are continuously

reused, displacing nearly 1,100 pounds of cardboard per year. Pallets are also reused, amounting to just above 13,500 pounds per
year. Along with the recycling of paper and plastic containers, also 15,600 pounds per year of cardboard are recycled. Rite Aid
believes that waste reduction should benefit the surrounding community environment and donates a minimum of 500 pounds per
year of food, books, and candy.
Years Awarded: 2001
647 Foothill Blvd.
La Canada-Flintridge, CA 91011
Rite Aid Distribution Center
The Rite Aid Distribution Center in Woodland California is a large size business that distributes goods and materials throughout
California. These goods and materials consist of soft and hard lines plus medical materials. This distribution center donates
thousands of pounds of good/materials including food every year. The facility recycles cardboard from incoming goods and
materials at 3.5 million pounds a year. They also reuse and repair reusable plastic totes that come and go to stores throughout
California, which displaces cardboard boxes at 190,000 pounds per year. Also, they recycle all white ledger paper and computer
paper at 130,000 pounds. Because of reduced waste, reuse and recycling, the Rite Aid distribution center saves tens of thousands
of dollars a year and brings in profit from the sale of recycled material.
Years Awarded: 2001
1755 E Beamer St
Woodland, CA 95776
Robinsons May
Robinsons May is a retail department store. The store recycles 312,000 lbs per year of cardboard, 41,000 lbs per year of metal
scrap, and 52,000 lbs per year of plastic sheeting. Reuse of cardboard boxes and electronic systems conserve over 14,000 lbs per
year.
Years Awarded: 2001
1801 Hawthorne Blvd
Redondo Beach, CA 90278
Rolls-Royce Engine Services - Oakland Inc.
Rolls-Royce Engine Services - Oakland Inc. undertakes the repair of a range of aero-engine components and complete engines.
From recycling cardboard, paper, wood, bottles and cans, and even construction debris to reducing their energy consumption by
20% to finding ways to reducing the toxicity of oils and solvents, Rolls-Royce Engine Services has incorporated an environmental
conscience as an integrated part of their business activities. But not only do their efforts make environmental sense, their efforts
make business sense. They've saved at least $5,000 a month from avoided disposal costs alone!
Years Awarded: 2003, 2001
7200 Earhart Rd
Oakland, CA 94621
RR Donnelley
R.R. Donnelley's Los Angeles Division prints and distributes magazines, periodiclas, and newspaper inserts for major publications in
the western United States. In 2000, R.R. Donnelley's Los Angeles Division diverted approximately 60 tons of materials destined to
be land filled and saved approximately $15,000-$30,000 by recycling metals and cardboard, modifying the manufacturing process
for greater efficiency to use fewer materials, and reducing their product related wastes and overage.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997
19681 Pacific Gateway Dr
Torrance, CA 90502-1164
RREEF
RREEF Real Estate Investment Managers manages several multi tenant office buildings in Newport Beach, California while
Integrated Recycling Systems manages the recycling program and have been very successful. They have successfully removed
paper from their waste stream, which has made a huge difference. They have gained respect from their peers as they continue
assisting the environment and gaining WRAP-winning status. Locally, then regionally, RREEF Real Estate Investment Managers
won a "Building of the Year" award. They plan to win this award on an international level as well.
Years Awarded: 2002, 2001, 2000
101 Enterprise, Suite 150
Aliso Viejo, CA 92656-2607
Multiple locations for this applicant
S.C.R.A.P. Gallery
The S.C.R.A.P Gallery is the place where students create, innovate and experiment with what others want to throw away. It's where
more than 20,000 students, in grades Kindergarten through high school, are trained to see how useful "scraps" can be when you

look at it differently. S.C.R.A.P. collects or diverts materials from manufacturers and businesses, destined for the landfill, and reuses
the items for art and science projects. Youth who participate in the S.C.R.A.P. Gallery's innovative programs develop a greater
understanding of the environment and their responsibility as partners in their communities and their world.
Years Awarded: 2003, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997
46-350 Arabia Street
Indio, CA 92201
Sacramento Zoological Society
The Sacramento Zoo is a 14-acre botanical and animal park located in the heart of Sacramento. In line with the zoo's mission of
"inspiring appreciation, understanding and respect for all living things," the zoo is actively involved in promoting waste reduction and
recycling. In 2001, the Sacramento Zoo's on-site recycling program prevented over 15,131 pounds of cardboard, glass, aluminum
and tin from entering landfills. Funds raised for the zoo's recycling program are used both to augment recycling on zoo grounds and
to benefit other wildlife conservation organizations.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997
3930 West Land Park Dr
Sacramento, CA 95822
Safeway Inc
Safeway is one of the largest retail grocery companies in North America. It operates 524 California stores in its Vons and Northern
California Divisions. Vons has implemented a composting program for green waste at its stores since 1995 that converts material
that was previously a waste into a valuable product, compost. This program has been expanded into Safeway's Northern California
Division. Cost savings result as a reduction in waste disposal and landfilling costs. Last year the two divisions diverted 81,600 tons
from landfill disposal. In addition, Safeway's two California divisions diverted 147,000 tons of other materials from landfills including
corrugated cardboard, plastic, meat waste, metal, paper, and glass through recycling programs.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999
5918 Stoneridge Mall Rd
Pleasanton, CA 94588-3229
Multiple locations for this applicant
Saint Gobain Containers
Saint Gobain Container's major commitment to recycling includes the utilization of cullet at 80%. Cullet is recycled glass and when it
is used it reduces the amount of other raw materials necessary for the glass making process. This increased cullet emphasis is
shared to their employees via the companys planet newsletter and periodic memos. Maywood plant has a partnership with a
neighbor elementary school, which includes tours and poster drawing contest. The posters constructed under the theme " What
Recycling Means To Me" are posted throughout the facility and serves as a constant reminder to their employees regarding the
importance.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1999
2600 Stanford Ct
Fairfield, CA 94533
Sambrailo Packaging
Sambrailo Packaging has been in the manufacturing, packaging and distribution business for 78 years. As a third generation family
run business, they emphasize the importance of recyclabilty to ensure a quality environment for not only their children, but also the
community. All company locations have compacters to bundle paper for recycling. The companys MIXIM line of clamshell packaging
that they designed and patented is made from #1 recyclable plastic material. The City of Watsonville suggested that they submit an
application to WRAP based on their contribution toward their achievement of the 50% recyclable goal.
Years Awarded: 2001
800 Walker St
Watsonville, CA 95076
San Bruno Garbage Company
San Bruno Garbage Co., Inc., a Norcal Waste Systems Company, has served the community of San Bruno for over 50 years. They
take great pride in their recycling programs and outreach to the schools, residents and businesses. Their employees recycle daily
and have mixed-paper recycling receptacles at each desk and copier. They provide reusable dishware for the employees to use at
work. They recycle all of their cardboard and also have recycling bins in place for their plastic, glass and aluminum.
Years Awarded: 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001
1356 Marsten Rd
Burlingame, CA 94010-2406
San Dimas Lock-Up
San Dimas Lock-Up is a storage company that is very interested in environmental protection. They are very conscious of the waste

they generate. At San Dimas Lock-Up, employees are encouraged to use reusable mugs and they also donate computers, TV
monitors and more to be reused or recycled. Their remodeling process incorporated solar powered lighting in an effort to reduce
energy expenditure.
Years Awarded: 2001
409 West Allen Ave.
San Dimas, CA 91773
San Francisco Food Bank
The San Francisco Food Bank is a critical link between available food and people in need. By securing donations of food from a
variety of sources, including growers, manufacturers, packers and supermarkets, the San Francisco Food Bank can distribute food
to thousands of low-income people through a network of more than 400 human service agencies. Although the San Francisco Food
Bank distributes food as quickly as possible, some food will go bad in their warehouse. The San Francisco Food Bank has been
fortunate to partner with local livestock farmers who happily pick up discarded produce and grain products and feet it to their cattle
and pigs. This has been one of the most successful recycling programs to date. During 1999-2000, the San Francisco Food Bank
successfully kept nearly 2,000,000 pounds of food in the food chain.
Years Awarded: 2001
900 Pennsylvania Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94117
Sandberg Furniture
Sandberg Furniture manufactures bedroom furnishings and was established in 1918. The facility recycles 40,000 lbs of cardboard
and over 13,000 lbs of paper per year. Over 32,000,000 lbs of wood scrap is recycled per year. The particle board is all postconsumer wood materials.
Years Awarded: 2001
5685 Alcoa Avenue
Vernon, CA 90058
Sanford/Paper Mate
Sanford - Paper Mate, located in Santa Monica, manufactures ball point pens, felt tip pens, markers, and pencils under the PAPER
MATE brand name and is committed to conserve natural resources and to minimize the impact of manufacturing processes on the
environment as a whole. Paper Mate has provided leadership in environmental protection, recycling, water and energy
conservation, and employee safety programs. The facility is active in re-use and recycling, reducing 82% of waste to landfill. Some
recycling activities include: paper, newspaper, computers, cardboard, cans, glass, plastic, wood, steel, brass, stainless steel,
electrical wire, construction materials, steel drums and wood pallets. Materials recycled on-site include plastic, cutting oil and
hydraulic oil. Usable items are donated to schools or charities such as computers, furniture, aluminum cans or writing supplies.
Years Awarded: 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995, 1994
1681 26th St
Santa Monica, CA 90404
Santa Anita Park
Santa Anita Park is one of the world's premier Thoroughbred racetracks. As a renowned sports venue and Thoroughbred training
facility, Santa Anita is home to thousands of the sport's leading horses, jockeys and trainers and attracts millions of visitors annually.
Faced with the challenge of protecting the environment and conserving resources while providing proper facilities for the horses and
horsemen who stable at Santa Anita, the company developed state-of-the-art programs to implement major recycling of used equine
bedding material, which is composed of straw and wood shavings. The used material is collected and delivered to area vegetable
and fruit farms and then converted to fertilizer or ground mulch. In 2000, Santa Anita diverted more than 35,000 tons of used
bedding material and realized a cost savings of more than $500,000. This program is part of Santa Anita's overall recycling efforts
which achieved a record of between 90 and 99 percent.
Years Awarded: 2001
285 West Huntington Drive
Arcadia, CA 91066-6014
Santa Cruz Seaside Company
The Santa Cruz Seaside Company is a private corporation formed in 1915 to own and operate its major holding, the Santa Cruz
Beach Boardwalk amusement park. It has received a number of recognitions and awards for its environmental effectiveness and
ecotourism efforts. The company supports and maintains a variety of waste reduction measures, including a company-wide
recycling program that features the recycling or reuse of an estimated 186,000 lbs. of cardboard annually. The company's water
reclamation program reuses over 1.7 million gallons of water annually for landscaping and other non-potable water applications.
Waste reduction awareness and actions have resulted in better use of employee time (such as less trash pickup), savings in a
variety of areas (less hauling and less wasteful product purchase) and in improved sense of community (including local involvement
such as aluminum can recycling and Coastal Cleanup Day).
Years Awarded: 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995

400 Beach St
Santa Cruz, CA 95060-5416
Santa Rosa Community Market
Santa Rosa Community Market has been providing natural foods to their community in an environmentally responsible manner for
over twenty-five years. The Market has always had environmental stewardship at the top of their list of policies and priorities.
Community Market donates damaged produce to their customers and provides a free recycling service of glass, paper, plastic,
metal, egg cartons, and other items to their customers.
Years Awarded: 2001
1899 Mendocino Ave
Santa Rosa, CA 95401
Sara Lee
Sara Lee Fresh is a large sized bakery that manufactures bagels, various types of breads and sweet goods. Sara Lee Fresh
recycled cardboard waste destined to be land filled by 70 tons and reused approximately 10,000 plastic trays to store on product.
Substandard product and dough scraps are sold as animal feed.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1999
5200 S Alameda St
Vernon, CA 90058
Save Mart Supermarkets
Save Mart Supermarkets is a retail chain comprised of 83 conventional supermarkets and 14 warehouse-style markets. Save Mart
has two very successful closed-loop recycling operations. Bakery and produce trim are collected from each site and converted to
compost that is sold in Save Mart Garden Shops. In addition, tons of compost has been donated to schools, churches, and city
parks. In a cooperative program with Enviro-Bag, customer's plastic carry-home bags are collected by school children for
fundraising. Bags are recycled in Enviro-Bag brand trash and kitchen bags and subsequently sold on retail shelves. In 2001, this
recycling teamwork recaptured 235,000 plastic bags and paid $2,900 to schools. This is a 30% increase over the previous year.
Save Mart's multi-faceted recycling efforts have reduced waste sent to landfills by over 70%.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000
1800 Standiford Ave
Modesto, CA 95350
Multiple locations for this applicant
Scapa Converted Products
Scapa Converted Products, part of Scapa Tapes N.A., is a contract adhesive products converter for the medical device industry.
The company's waste reduction program includes recycling paper, cardboard, pallets, HDPE, packaging materials, scrap steel,
toner cartridges, and CRV containers. Surplus materials are donated to various non-profit organizations in the area. Reuse,
recycling and donations have diverted 63.5% or 125 tons of waste from landfills.
Years Awarded: 2010, 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999
540 N Oak St
Inglewood, CA 90302-2942
Schurter, Inc.
Schurter, Inc. is a wholesale distributor of electronic components. They are fully committed to effective recycling and reuse
programs. They have reduced their solid waste stream by 60% over the last two years. They are compliant with the ISO 14000
environmental management system. Schurter, Inc. uses a "Green Clover" environmental rating system to give customers product
information on material use, energy consumption, and packaging. On a local level, Schurter has hosted a sustainability workshop
which included participants from neighboring businesses. The company is making its reduce/reuse/recycle plan available to other
local companies who are interested in starting or maintaining their own programs.
Years Awarded: 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1996, 1994
447 Aviation Blvd
Santa Rosa, CA 95403
SCPMG Regional Reference Laboratories
Southern California Permanente Medical Group (SCPMG) Regional Reference Laboratories performs clinical diagnostic laboratory
testing for each of the twelve Kaiser Permanente hospitals and over 90 associated medical clinics throughout Southern California.
Kaiser Permanente Regional Reference Laboratories process over thirteen million specimens each year which results in the
generation of a significant amount of bio hazardous, chemical, medical, and solid wastes. Maximum waste reduction strategy
includes solvent re-distillation and recycling, plastic recycling, glass recycling, paper and newspaper recycling, cardboard recycling,
packing material recycling and multiple process oriented reuse methodologies. These programs have resulted in over $175,000 in
savings in the year 2000 and significantly reduced the amount of waste produced annually. The SCPMG Regional Reference

Laboratories is committed to environmental protection and conservation of natural resources which includes the elimination of all
waste types. This places a strong emphasis on pursuing technologies and processes which will achieve this goal.
Years Awarded: 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995, 1994
11668 Sherman Way
North Hollywood, CA 91605
SeaWorld San Diego
SeaWorld is committed to providing guests the highest quality experience in the world's pre-eminent marine zoological park,
balancing family entertainment, research, education, and conservation. Committed to recycling and waste reduction, SeaWorld
diverted 1,187 tons of trash from landfills, this yielded savings and revenue of $99, 813. Whenever possible, SeaWorld donates
surplus equipment, computers, food, clothing, and materials to nonprofit organizations and schools. In 2000, SeaWorld expanded
it's food waste recycling program, recycled over a half million pounds each of green waste, horse manure, paper/cardboard, made
their own note pads from used recycled office paper and purchased almost $600,000 dollars worth of products made with recycled
content materials.
Years Awarded: 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995, 1994
500 SeaWorld Dr
San Diego, CA 92109
SEMA
SEMA is a trade association that provides information to its members. When the trade shows are over, they have a surplus of
brochures, booklets and forms that need to be destroyed. SEMA chooses to recycle all of their extra materials. SEMA started
recycling in November 1998 to present. In 2000, SEMA diverted 66,408 lbs. of paper and saved $1700 in landfill fees.
Years Awarded: 2002, 2001
1575 S Valley Vista Dr
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Seminis Vegetable Seeds
Seminis Vegetable Seeds is a research station for melon, cucumber, tomato, squash, onion, corn and broccoli seeds. The facility
has a research staff, greenhouses and growing fields where the vegetables are grown for their seed. Seminis uses and reuses
packaging peanuts that are made of potato starch. They recycle over 22,000 lbs. per year of office paper and cardboard and re-sell
over 2,000 cubic yards of red and black soils that have been removed from the greenhouses. When the growing fields are passable
(in the dry season) Seminis is able to compost trimming and prunings.
Years Awarded: 2001
37437 State Highway 16
Woodland, CA 95695
Seton Medical Center
Seton Medical Center is a 357-bed acute care hospital located in Daly City, California. The hospital has increased its recycling
efforts through an aggressive waste segregation campaign, staff education and decreasing its use of disposables, resulting in a 5%
reduction (100,000 pounds) in solid waste in FY 2001. This, coupled with its new waste compacting system, has resulted in a cost
savings of $80,000. Seton's goal for 2002 is a 10% reduction in solid waste.
Years Awarded: 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2002, 2001
1900 Sullivan Ave
Daly City, CA 94015-2229
Seven-Up/RC Bottling Co of Southern California
Seven-Up/RC Bottling Company of Southern California is a beverage manufacturing company. In 2000, the company recycled
cardboard, paper, metal, PET bottles, Aluminum cans, wood pallets and oil related waste of more than 21,500,000 pounds. The
company saved money by doing so and also helped protecting environments. They are committed to environmental management
as one of their highest priorities. Seven-Up/RC Bottling Company is always looking for the opportunities to upgrade thier recycling
program to further reduce waste.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1999
3220 E 26 St
Vernon, CA 90023
Shallow Creek Ranch
Shallow Creek Ranch is a small family owned business that raises Red Wiggler and European Night Crawler worms which produce
worm castings. Everything from composted grass, leaves, old hay and weeds to manure from dairy farms and horse stables to
barley waste from breweries and coffee grounds from local businesses, all provide food for worms. Approximately 240 tons of
discarded material is composted, screened and recycled, then fed to the worms, which in turn produce the worm castings. Worm
castings are used as soil amendment by landscapers, nurseries, organic farmers, master gardeners and of course, by many

homeowners, thus completing the cycle. What comes from the earth is returned through vermiculture.
Years Awarded: 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000
21835 Sandstone Way
Foresthill, CA 95631
Sheri's Sonshine Nutrition
Sheri's Sonshine Nutrition requested a cardboard recycling program from their waste hauler and now recycles over 20,000 pounds
per year. Electronic systems and the reuse of cardboard boxes conserve 1200 pounds per year of paper. The company also uses
expired vitamins to fertilize home gardens.
Years Awarded: 2001
6 North School St
Lodi, CA 95240
Sierra at Tahoe
Sierra-at-Tahoe, located in the beautiful El Dorado National Forest, is a winter snow sports facility offering a wide variety of
activities: Alpine and telemark skiing, snowboarding, tubing, and their new collection of snow toys including bikes on skis, sno
scoots, and other toys you have to see for yourself. The motto "THE ENVIRONMENT IS OUR LIVELIHOOD", at Sierra-at-Tahoe is
expressed to all their guests along with the 700 plus employees, encouraging them to recycle at work and at home through a
collection program at Sierra. In the past 5 ski seasons Sierra-at-Tahoe has recycled 158 tons of cardboard and glass! Through
Sierra-at-Tahoe's long standing dedication to recycling and the environment, generated waste at Sierra has decreased by at least
50% since the resort was acquired in 1993. Sierra-at-Tahoe is also committed to giving back to the community and donates all
recycling to local organizations to use the profit as they choose.
Years Awarded: 2008, 2007, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996
1111 Sierra at Tahoe Rd
Twin Bridges, CA 95735
Sierra Nevada Brewing Company
The Sierra Nevada Brewing Company is the ninth largest brewer in the United States and produces ales and lagers of the highest
quality. At every stage of the brewing and packaging process, the company attempts to reduce waste generation. This includes
recycling cardboard, plastics, metals and other materials, utilizing spent brewing grains, hops and yeast for cattle feed, reducing
water use and operating its own water purification plant. In 2001, the company will reduce waste sent to the landfill in the
approximate amounts: 35 million pounds of grain and hops, 10 million pounds of yeast, 300,000 pounds of cardboard, 200,000
pounds of brown glass, 12,000 pounds of white paper, and a significant amount of various other materials. In this same time period,
the brewery will save in excess of 1.5 million dollars by reducing high strength water treatment charges, selling recyclable materials,
and reusing surplus supplies and equipment.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001
1075 E 20th St
Chico, CA 95928-6722
SierraPine LTD
With multi-plant operations in three states, SierraPine Limited has grown since 1992 to become the third largest producer of MDF
and particleboard in North America. In addition to the Company headquarters in Roseville, the California facilities, which employ 467
people, include an MDF plant in Rocklin, a particleboard plant in Martell and a moulding plant in Sacramento. MDF and
particleboard products are produced from waste wood residuals such as sawmill sawdust, shavings, chips, etc. The wood material
is carefully milled, screened and refined to produce suitable particles that, when combined with glue and pressed under heat, result
in durable solid wood panels that are used to manufacture cabinets and furniture. SierraPine's motto is "composite solutions" and
the employees at their California plants work hard every day to deliver value to their customers.
Years Awarded: 2002, 2001
3010 Lava Ridge Ct Ste 220
Roseville, CA 95661-3063
Multiple locations for this applicant
Silicon Recycling Services, Inc.
Silicon recycling Services, Inc. (SRS) has recognized the need for environmental and recycling management since 1994. SRS has
established its reputation as the premier supplier of recyclable materials for the solar power industry. SRS will continue to find new
and exciting ways to reclaim all kinds of materials for reuse. They will also continue to conduct their operation in a responsible
manner to help conserve and protect society's valuable natural resources. SRS uses 100% of recycled products and will strive to
continue these practices while improving ther own as well as their customer's environmental awareness.
Years Awarded: 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000
322 N Aviador Street
Camarillo, CA 93010

SMG - The Moscone Center
As San Francisco's premier convention facility, the 1.3 million square foot Moscone Center hosts nearly three million visitors and
over 85 trade shows, meetings and conventions annually. SMG, a private facility, has managed The Moscone Center for the City
and County of San Francisco since construction in 1981. Prior to recycling, the Moscone Center disposed of over 2,000 tons of
waste in 719 bin compactors and debris box pulls at a cost of nearly $525,000 annually. Through the implementation of waste
reduction programs and the cooperation of various unions, SMG reduced the Moscone Center's waste stream by over 65%
(volume), diverting 800 tons of materials. This diversion included a donation of 200 tons of goods, and cut garbage costs
significantly, despite a 12% rate increase.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1999
747 Howard St
San Francisco, CA 94103
Smith-Cooper International
Smith - Cooper International has over 75 years of experience in piping products as a master distributor. Smith - Cooper International
encourages its employees to recycle with incentives, such as providing employees with lunch. This year, Smith - Cooper
International has reduced waste going to the landfill by 597.98 tons and saved more than $37,000 by reusing boxes to ship out
orders, fixing pallets, recycling cardboard that can no be reused, and recycling all scrap metals and lumber.
Years Awarded: 2001
2867 South Vail Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90040
Smucker Natural Foods, Inc.
Smucker Quality Beverages, Inc. is a wholly owned subsidiary of the J.M. Smucker Company. The company is a processor, packer,
and distributor of natural and organic fruit juices and juice blends. Smucker Quality Beverages, Inc. has saved over $300,000 in
packaging costs since redesigning its packaging to a tray pack from the old full cardboard case carton. The company has reduced
its landfill costs $10,000 a year since starting to recycle back in 1994. The company's recycling revenues increase yearly as the
company sets new recycling goals. In 2000, the company's recycle revenue was $39,047 or $22,366 after disposal and landfill cost.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000
37 Speedway Ave
Chico, CA 95927
Smurfit Newsprint Corporation
Smurfit Newsprint Corporation of California is California's only newsprint producer. They produce newsprint from 100% old
newspapers. Smurfit Newsprint purchases from recyclers and waste companies. Their main waste, dewatered residual fiber, is also
recycled and used in land spreading applications as well as horse/cow bedding and dust control projects. Residual wood fiber and
old newspaper consists of 250 thousand tons per year of diverted waste. In addition, 225 tons per year of otherwise discarded trash
and cardboard is also diverted from the landfill. Reclaimed water for their process water is also used. Total cost savings is
approximately $1.1 million.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995
2205 W Mt Vernon Ave
Pomona, CA 91769
Socket Communications, Inc.
Socket Communications, Inc. manufactures and sells plug in connectivity and data collection products. Incorporated in the business
practices of this company are recycling and reuse programs that not only help the environment, but also make business sense. By
recycling cardboard, paper, bottles and cans and reusing packaging material among many other programs, Socket alone has
helped divert 8 tons from the landfills and reduced expenses through averted disposal costs.
Years Awarded: 2001
39700 Eureka Dr.
Newark, CA 94560-4808
Solectron Global Services
Artesyn Solutions is a company involved in receiving, repairing, warehousing and shipping various computer parts and systems.
The engineering staff constantly strive to reduce the percentage of garbage taken to the landfill. Artesyn Solutions recycles
aluminum, steel, metallic computer components, many plastics, wood, foams, paper, cardboard, peanuts, instapak and bubble
wrap. Some of the more unique waste packaging goes to specialized processes established by the engineering staff. Polyurethane
waste is sorted, bagged and sold to a recovery facility in the Bay area that converts it into carpet padding. Polystyrene waste is
sorted, bagged, and then trucked to another facility where it is densified in a special machine. The densified material is sold to
Timberon, a company that mills the materials down to make alternative wood products. These "green" products can be purchased at
"The Home Depot." Some employees at Artesyn Solutions have already installed the Timberon crown molding and baseboards in
their homes. Polyethylene is sorted, bagged, bailed and shipped to a Dixon processing facility when possible. After the material has

been shredded, it is sold for bean bag chair filling. Artesyn Solutions continues to be on the cutting edge of reducing waste. On
average, the company diverts 94% of all waste to reuse programs or recycling. With high production schedules, that percentage
equates to nearly one million pounds of garbage saved from the landfill per month! With new ideas for densifing Expanded
Polyethylene and Expanded Polypropylene, the recycle percentage will surely grow in the future.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997
3390 Venture Drive
Lincoln, CA 95648
South Coast Plaza Village
South Coast Plaza is considered the premier shopping and dining destination in Orange County. As part of South Coast Plaza, the
Village is home to seven restaurants in addition to specialty retail and services. In 2000 the high volume restaurants at the Village
created 76.9 tons of cardboard and paper, and 25.68 tons of glass and metal for recycling. The recycled material generated $8,048
while lower dump costs saved an additional $4,440. The total savings of $12,488 is an incentive to continue aggressive recycling
programs as well as to continue to identify and implement additional waste prevention measures wherever possible.
Years Awarded: 2004, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999
3851 S. Bear Street
Santa Ana, CA 92704
Southcoast Cabinet Inc.
Southcoast Cabinet Inc. was established in 1983 by Dante Senese and has been in their current location in Diamond Bar for the last
17 years. They are proud to have been the first cabinet company in Southern California to use 100% environmentally friendly acrylic
finishes and remain so today. They have also been involved in the recycling of their solid wood waste products and sawdust
products by contracting local companies to haul away and convert to environmentally friendly products for use in landscaping, etc.
In the year 2000 alone, they recycled 600 tons of sawdust products and 1,713.40 tons of solid wood waste products.
Years Awarded: 2001
755 Pinefalls Ave
Diamond Bar, CA 91789
Southern California Edison
Southern California Edison is the nation's second-largest investor-owned utility company and has provided reliable electric service
for over 110 years. In 2000 and 2001, 12,600 SCE employees served over 4.3 million homes and businesses in a 50,000 square
mile service area in coastal, central and southern California. In 1993, Edison initiated its first recycling pilot. The "Waste-Not"
recycling pilot grew into a trademarked company-wide program that focuses on waste prevention, green purchasing, reuse and
recycling. Edison recycles paper, cardboard, compostables, glass, plastic, metal and wood. In 2000, Edison generated over 17,000
tons of waste materials. Over 90% of these materials were recycled. Last year SCE's recycling efforts reduced enough greenhouse
gas emissions to provide power to 6400 California households for one year. SCE saved over $4.3 million in solid waste hauling fees
at 112 California facilities by recycling.
Years Awarded: 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1994
25625 West Rye Canyon Rd
Valencia, CA 91355
Multiple locations for this applicant
Southern California Gas Company
Southern California Gas Company's Resource Recovery department in Pico Rivera is responsible for coordinating all company
related recycling programs. Resource Recovery also handles the day-to-day segregation of materials and the actual recycling
process. Last year, Southern California Gas Company diverted over 4.6 million pounds of materials from landfill. Additionally,
through the sales of unneeded assets, and the money derived from recycling paper, cardboard, plastic and metal, Southern
California Gas Company received over $1.7 million dollars. For Southern California Gas Company, recycling just makes good
sense. Their employees are fully engaged in the recycling process. Through company newsletters and informal tailgate meetings,
employees are reminded on a regular basis to recycle and to make "green" purchases when the opportunity presents itself.
Years Awarded: 2005, 2004, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998
8180 S Rosemead Blvd
Pico Rivera, CA 90660-5100
SPD
With two locations, SPD does not have the corporate infrastructure that most grocery stores with extensive environmental programs
have. However, SPD has managed to recycle more than 167 tons of cardboard, 1.4 tons of mixed paper, 1500 pounds of glass, 150
pounds of aluminum cans and 9 tons of food waste annually. According to one of the assistant managers, "our customers keep us
on our toes!" And these customers are aware of waste prevention since approximately 20% of them reuse their own bags!
Years Awarded: 2001
129 W McKnight Way

Grass Valley, CA 95949
Multiple locations for this applicant
Spectrum/West
Spectrum/West is a Service Disabled Veteran Business Enterprise that retrains and hires disabled veterans and handicapped. It is
owned by and operated by disabled veterans and Vietnam disabled government personnel. They remanufacture used toner
cartridges and rebuild donated computers which they then donate, or provide at low cost, to local schools, day care centers, head
start programs and after-school programs. What started as a way to provide jobs for service disabled veterans has grown to be an
avenue for companies to dispose of their out-dated computers and equipment, and place this equipment in the hands of those
children that need it the most, the low income and minority children. Spectrum/West was awarded a Letter of Commendation from
the state of California for the high proportion of disabled veterans it has trained and hired. "Not only are we recycling materials"
stated owner George B. Robinson, "We are recycling people."
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1997, 1996, 1995, 1994, 1993
7125 Foothill Blvd
Tujunga, CA 91042
St. John's Pleasant Valley Hospital
St. John's Regional Medical Center and St. John's Pleasant Valley Hospital are involved with the City of Camarillo's Waste
Reduction Program. The philosophy of "reducing at the source" also impacts solid waste, hazardous waste and energy issues. Both
facilities continue to recycle cardboard and paper, donate equipment and supplies, and recently changed out engines running at 10
horsepower or more. They continue to educate their staff, the public, vendors and other hospitals regarding their activities and the
need to operate in an environmentally conscious manner.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995, 1994, 1993
2309 Antonio Ave
Camarillo, CA 93010
Multiple locations for this applicant
St. Louise De Marillac School
St. Louise de Marillac School believes that it is important to practice the basic principals that are taught. The school actively
participates in recycling and is always looking for new and better ways to improve the current programs implemented. Working
together both students and staff will continue to improve the place we call home.
Years Awarded: 2001
1728 E. Covina Blvd.
Covina, CA 91724
St. Mary's Center
Located in downtown Oakland, California, St. Mary's Center serves at risk seniors (including homeless persons), families and
preschoolers. St. Mary's offers case management opportunities for seniors and preschool families, daily 'Recovery 55' classes for
seniors needing drug/alcohol rehabilitation, money management services and a comprehensive food/nutrition program. Meals are
served on pottery plates and coffee is provided in ceramic mugs, the entire staff reuses/recycles paper, and East Bay Conservation
Corps and Alameda County Waste Management pick up recyclables. Repairing rather than automatically discarding items has also
saved St. Mary's hundreds of dollars. The new Community Garden boasts benches made from recycled plastic.
Years Awarded: 2001
625 - 22nd Street
Oakland, CA 94612
St. Mary's Medical Center
St. Mary Medical Center is a general medical and surgical hospital located in Long Beach. St. Mary makes every attempt to
minimize the amount of waste generated while providing the highest quality patient care. St. Mary's recycles its cardboard, donates
supplies and equipment to third world missions, donates old computers, furniture etc. to charity and other materials whenever
possible. Recently, St. Mary's hit the news with its new program to use soy fuel which potentially can save them over $100,000 in
fuel costs annually, saving both money and the environment.
Years Awarded: 2001
1050 Linden Ave
Long Beach, CA 90813
St. Vincent de Paul - Humboldt County
St. Vincent de Paul is a non-profit corporation whose mission is to help those in need, with an emphasis on feeding the hungry and
homeless. St. Vincent de Paul has long been a leader in the field of recycling and currently operates 4 thrift stores, an appliance
reconditioning shop, a mattress remanufacturing facility, the Hawthorne Street Recycling Center and a metal and freon recycling
business. In 2000, St. Vincent de Paul improved its recycling efforts and reduced waste destined for landfill by almost 70 tons and
saving more than $6,800 in landfill and transportation fees.

Years Awarded: 2001
528 2nd Street
Eureka, CA 95501
Standard Paper Box Corporation
Standard Paper Box Corp manufactures boxes and containers. The facility recycles 925,000 lbs per year of oil. Standard Paper Box
Corp also repairs, reuses and recycles 1,100,000 lbs per year of pallets.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1999
2301 E Vernon Ave
Vernon, CA 900058-160
Standard Register
Standard Register's Porterville facility prints continuous business forms and negotiable documents. In 2000 they achieved an
outstanding 97% rate of recycling. With a total waste stream of 2,339 tons, 2,258 tons were recycled and only 81 tons, or 3%, went
to landfill for disposal. The 2000 recycling rate of 97% is a significant increase over the 85% rate achieved in 1999 when 2,196 tons
were recycled, and 388 tons were disposed of by land filling, from a total waste stream of 2,584 tons. The majority of the 2000
improvement was accounted for by the label matrix and the commercial form waste totaling 306 tons, or 14% of the waste stream.
Although this material brought in little or no income, recycling it did result in a substantial savings in waste disposal costs estimated
at $12,873 (306 tons x 42.07, the average disposal cost per ton). The recycling program worked so well that in only four months, no
trash pickups were required. Using published waste engineering statistics; the environmental impact benefits of the Standard
Register recycling program were calculated for the results in 2000. The 2,258 tons recycled saved 3,928 cubic yards of landfill
space that would have otherwise been occupied. A total of 4,459 barrels of oil worth of energy, 15.3 million gallons of water, and
37,177 average type pulp trees (loblolly pines) were saved due to recycling this material as opposed to use of virgin pulp.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997
90 W Poplar Ave
Porterville, CA 93257
STAPLES Center
STAPLES Center, the 2000 Pollstar Arena of the Year, is a one million square foot sports and entertainment arena in Los Angeles
that is home the Los Angeles Lakers, Kings and Clippers, as well as a venue for numerous concerts, family shows and other major
attractions. Through the implementation of their waste management and recycling plan, STAPLES Center has been able to divert
thousands of tons of materials from landfills and realize significant cost savings during its construction and operation phases. For
example, over 98 percent (more than 16,000 tons) of waste debris from the demolition of the L.A. Convention Center's North Hall,
which was formally the arena site, was diverted from the landfill, resulting in cost savings of approximately $190,000. Over the past
year, STAPLES Center has diverted over 50 percent of its operational waste from landfills, recycling more than 1,700 tons of
material and realizing cost savings of over $13,000.
Years Awarded: 2003, 2002, 2001
1100 South Figueroa St Suite 3100
Los Angeles, CA 90015
State Compensation Insurance Fund
State Compensation Insurance Fund is California's leading workers' compensation expert, insuring 50% of the businesses in the
Golden State. State Fund's Home Office building was awarded BOMA-San Francisco's 2000 Commercial Office Recycler of the
Year (CORY) Award for 'Best in the Single Tenant Building' category. Eighty-one percent of the building's waste stream was
diverted from the landfill in 2000.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996
1275 Market St, Room 1275
San Francisco, CA 94103-1410
State Farm Insurance
State Farm Insurance Companies is the world's largest personal lines insurance company. Through their recycling efforts, State
Farm has drastically reduced the amount of paper products that are sent to landfills. Recycling efforts target materials such as
computer paper, office paper, cardboard, aluminum, glass and plastic. Through the year 2000, an average of 12.7 tons of products
were sent for recycling each month. Combined revenues from these recycling efforts and the reduced monthly waste removal costs,
produced a savings of $12,646 in 2000 for the Rohnert Park office. As a WRAP award recipient every year since 1994, State Farm
continues to work hard at improving recycling efforts.
Years Awarded: 2010, 2009, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995, 1994
6400 State Farm Dr
Rohnert Park, CA 94926
State Farm Insurance Bakersfield OC

Profile not available.
Years Awarded: 2003, 2002, 2001
900 Old River Road
Bakersfield, CA 93312
State Farm Insurance Companies - San Dimas Facility
State Farm Insurance Company is dedicated to finding customers the lowest rates for the highest return, and like a good neighbor
State Farm is there to do as much as possible for the environment. This is an ever-changing world and State Farm is up to the task
of changing along with it.
Years Awarded: 2001
167 N. San Dimas Canyon Rd.
San Dimas, CA 91773-2762
Stone-Quarre, Medical Claims Management
Stone-Quarre, Medical Claims Management provides direct assistance to families facing health insurance and medical claims
problems. The service manages all medical financial information and processes medical claims for individuals and families. The
business is very paper intensive. All papers are recycled including the reuse of client file binders. Office products purchased are
made from recycled material. The business has virtually no garbage each week although there are at least three bags of papers to
be recycled! In additions, the business helps clients recycle their old claims and paper so there is less waste and more recycling.
Years Awarded: 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996
780 Magnolia Street
Menlo Park, CA 94025-5731
Straus Family Creamery
Straus Family Creamery produces high quality certified organic dairy products. Straus packages their milk in reusable glass bottles,
thus mainstreaming an "old" concept in the modern marketplace. By placing a $1 deposit on all bottles, Straus encourages their
customers to return bottles for reuse. Californians are throwing away more than 55 million one-way containers into landfills each
month. Straus, which averages 7 reuses per container, estimates that their glass bottle program has prevented over 4 million
pounds of one-way milk containers from going into the landfill. Straus Family Creamery has been nationally recognized as
environmental pioneers, combining ecologically sensitive manufacturing and farming practices.
Years Awarded: 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995
5600 Marshall-Petaluma Rd
Petaluma, CA 94952
Sunset Scavenger Company
Sunset Scavenger Company, a subsidiary of Norcal Waste Systems, Inc., is an employee owned garbage and recycling collecting
company. Sunset Scavenger is committed to protecting the environment through an application of stringent standards and by
innovatively recycling more materials than other hauling companies. They recycle the basics (cans, bottles and paper) as well as all
food waste and non-recyclable paper (i.e. food soiled paper, milk cartons, etc.). Reusing one-sided used paper for draft fax paper,
recycling batteries, and providing ceramic mugs for employees is the company's standard practice. To reduce waste, Sunset
Scavenger replaced bathroom paper towel dispensers with reusable cloth towel rollers. An industrial service supplier, who also
exchanges their cloth kitchen hand towels, services these pull down cloth rolls. Participating in these easy to follow programs has
allowed Sunset Scavenger Company to achieve an amazing 63% diversion rate!
Years Awarded: 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 1998, 1997
Tunnel Ave & Beatty Rd
San Francisco, CA 94134
Superior Lithographics
Superior Lithographics performs large format printing and produces video covers and boxes for games, toys, and other consumer
packaging. The facility recycles 2,210,000 lbs. per year including 2,080,000 lbs. of paper, 77,560 lbs. of metals and 9,100 lbs. of oil.
The company also reused and recycled 42,100 lbs. of pallets last year.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000
3055 Bandini Blvd
Vernon, CA 90023
SureWest Communications
Roseville Telephone Company began operations in 1914 with just 160 subscribers, and today is California's third largest local
exchange company and the nation's 18th largest incumbent local exchange carrier. Roseville Telephone actively promotes
company-wide recycling by equipping all facilities with recycling containers. With the help of C&C Recycling, RTC recycles more
than a ton and a half of each of both white ledger paper and cardboard per month.
Years Awarded: 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996

PO Box 969
Roseville, CA 95678
Multiple locations for this applicant
Sutter West Medical Group/Sutter Medical Foundation
Sutter West Medical Group is a doctors' office with three physicians and five staff members. The small office recycles 3,600 pounds
of office paper per year.
Years Awarded: 2001
111 East Grant Avenue
Winters, CA 95694
Swinerton Builders
Swinerton Builders is a 113-year-old employee-owned general contracting organization headquartered in San Francisco, with
offices throughout the Western United States. They provide construction, construction management and design/build services for
office towers and campuses, hotels and entertainment facilities, health care facilities, academia and other institutional facilities, retail
and residential and heavy civic projects. All of their offices are proud to be part of a focused effort to reduce the impact the
construction industry has on the environment and to be good citizens in the communities in which they live and work. Swinerton
Builders is especially proud to be implementing aggressive waste reduction and recycling programs throughout its family of
companies. Swinerton Builders recognizes their responsibility as the premier builder in the West to promote, not only the reduction
of construction wastes, but also the standardization of green building practices.
Years Awarded: 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999
260 Townsend St
San Francisco, CA 94107
TABC, Inc.
TABC provides truck bodies, truck parts, steering columns, and catalytic substrates and converters to downstream Toyota
manufacturing plants. Its two main waste streams that are recycled are the paint sludges and the purge solvents produced from
cleaning processes. TABC has recently installed an oil/water separation unit that eliminates the disposal of oil/water waste, saving
$50,000 per yr. The small amount of oil contamination is recovered and sent out for recycling. Currently, TABC sends 20% of its
NHSW to an energy recovery facility (CERF). In the near future TABC will increase this percentage for recycling, at a small cost
increase to the company.
Years Awarded: 2010, 2006, 2003, 2002, 2001, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995, 1994
6375 Paramount Blvd
Long Beach, CA 90805
Tandem Properties, Inc.
Tandem Properties, Inc. is a large Real Estate Development and Property Management Company. Operating in the City of Davis for
30 years, the company has won several environmental awards including the prestigious WRAP award and an award from the City of
Davis (Partners for a Cleaner Davis). Tandem prides itself on its comprehensive and successful waste reduction program. Tandem
recycles and re-uses items by donating various items to many charitable groups, including, among other things, refrigerators,
furniture, cardboard, wood products, solar panels, grass clippings, cans and bottles, and the list goes on. This past year they started
a new program of recycling. They joined many other apartment complexes in Davis and had an apartment property garage sale at
each site. Any and all residents could display and sell their items on a given day. This proved to be very beneficial! Tandem
estimates about a $25,000 savings in hauling and dumping fees alone in its waste reduction efforts.
Years Awarded: 2005, 2004, 2001, 2000, 1998, 1996, 1995, 1994
3500 Anderson Rd
Davis, CA 95616-7519
Multiple locations for this applicant
Target
Target Corporation is the umbrella for quality department store chains, including Mervyns's, dedicated to improving the quality of life
for its team members and guests. In 2000, the Target Corporation recycled more than 278,000 tons of materials nationwide, which
equates to 77% in waste reduction. This has been accomplished through efforts such as intensive recycling and salvage programs
and donations of un-saleable items to charitable organizations and humane societies.
Years Awarded: 2007, 2006, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1997
Suite 400, TP3-1035
50 South Tenth St
Minneapolis, MN 55402
Multiple locations for this applicant
TDC Environmental, LLC
TDC Environmental LLC s a small San Mateo business that provides environmental consulting services to public, private, and non-

profit clients. Known as a leader in pollution prevention, TDC Environmental's services also include environmental technical
assistance, environmental impact analysis, and training. TDC Environmental practices what it preaches -- it has integrated pollution
prevention into its own small office operations, substituting simple methods like electronic filing and e-mail for old-fashioned paperintensive systems. This saves TDC Enviornmental time (dozens of hours in the last year) and money (hundreds of dollars in the last
year).
Years Awarded: 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000
4020 Bayview Ave
San Mateo, CA 94403-4310
Teledyne Battery Products
Teledyne Continental Motors, Battery Products, located in Redlands, California manufactures specialty batteries for distribution and
use worldwide. The effort of all Teledyne employees to reduce, reuse, and recycle cardboard, white paper, plastics, and many other
items used in the everyday operation has resulted in a reduction of Teledyne's solid waste. This very successful program has
resulted in substantial annual savings for Teledyne, and with continued efforts by all employees, will continue to grow in the future to
become a model program for California manufacturers.
Years Awarded: 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1996
840 W Brockton Ave
Redlands, CA 92374
Thanksgiving Coffee Company
Thanksgiving Coffee Company, a leader in the specialty coffee industry, focuses on using coffee as an educational tool. The 27
year-old company purchases green coffee beans from more than 15 countries around the world, then roasts, packages, and
distributes them. In 1999, Thanksgiving Coffee undertook a self-initiated Environmental Audit which identified 8 areas that needed
improvement. Out of this audit several new company-wide initiatives were born including a reduction in propane usage, decreased
electricity consumption, an increase in recycling, and a partnership with the non-profit organization Trees for the Future. In mid1999, Thanksgiving Coffee switched to a more energy efficient model of coffee roaster. This resulted in a savings of 5396 gallons of
propane in 1999 and 7419 gallons in 2000. Thanksgiving Coffee began the switch to energy efficient bulbs and ballasts to light their
15,000 square foot plant in 2001. The program should result in energy savings of over 43,000 kilowatt hours per year. Organic
waste made up 10-20% of Thanksgiving Coffee's dumpster trash, before they started a vermiculture farm in 1999. The worms have
now produced over 2,000 pounds of finished compost from whole and ground coffee beans, coffee chaff produced in the roasting
process, and organic waste from the employee break room. Thanksgiving also began to recycle the sticker tape backing that comes
with the coffee labels. These two changes in recycling allowed the company to switch to a smaller dumpster size, reduce their
dumpster trash by 33% and as a result save over $280 per year. Along with reducing consumption and recycling waste,
Thanksgiving also tries to mitigate the consequences of its actions. A partnership with the non-profit organization Trees for the
Future helps Thanksgiving to offset the carbon that is emitted in the production, distribution and consumption of its coffee. Annual
carbon emissions were calculated by assessing the total amount of diesel fuel, gasoline, electricity, and propane gas used. The
22,500 trees that Thanksgiving will plant over the next year will help to offset more than 560 tons of carbon. These trees will be
planted in conjunction with a local community group in Ethiopia, providing them with the benefits of firewood, fruit and nuts, shade,
and reduced soil erosion.
Years Awarded: 2003, 2002, 2001
19100 South Harbor Drive
Fort Bragg, CA 95437
THARCO
THARCO is a San Lorenzo, California based manufacturer of corrugated boxes and packaging materials. Through THARCO's line
of corrugated "stock" boxes, all of which are manufactured from at least 50% recycled materials, the small to medium sized enduser of corrugated boxes is now able to make environmentally pro-active purchasing decisions. The small and medium size users
historically have not had the purchasing power to pull through the environmentally pro-active feature of recycled content in
corrugated shipping boxes. THARCO was able to bring this environmentally pro-active feature of their stock box program to the
marketplace so those purchasers would not be paying a premium for the aggressive recycled content. The product line has grown to
the point that in 2000 THARCO was able to utilize 22,198 tons of post-consumer fiber to produce the boxes in the THARCO Stock
Box catalog.
Years Awarded: 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995, 1994
2222 Grant Ave
San Lorenzo, CA 94556
The Argent Hotel
The Argent Hotel is part of a family of properties owned by Destination Hotels & Resorts. The Argent's commitment to the
environment includes continuing to reduce the amount of resources consumed, employing creative materials reuse ideas and
recycling. The Argent also has taken substantive measures to conserve energy. Most recently, they shut down entire floors and
created the eco-friendly "Green Suites" that help conserve energy.
Years Awarded: 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001

50 3rd St
San Francisco, CA 94103-3106
The Atrium Irvine LLC
Transwestern Commercial Services is the Property Management Company at The Atrium Irvine LLC. Their efforts to reduce
wastepaper, newspaper, aluminum cans, and any other recyclable products are exceptional. They have cut what goes into the
landfill by hundreds of pounds. They work with Integrated Recycling Systems to insure a consistent process for keeping their waste
out of the landfill, and to keep inventing a better way for all.
Years Awarded: 2001
19100 Von Karman Ste 260
Irvine, CA 92612
The City Market of Los Angeles
The City Market of Los Angeles is the oldest terminal produce market in continuous wholesale operation in the City of Los Angeles
with 35 wholesale merchants providing fresh fruit and vegetables to millions of people in the city, state and even internationally each
year. Thirty to fifty tons of vegetable trimmings and uneatable produce per week have begun a new life as compost since the Market
began source separating and sending this material as feed stock for a composting operation in Ventura County. Recently, the
company has been sending organic waste to a local livestock farmer for feed. The Market has achieved a remarkable diversion rate
well in excess of legislated goals. Each ton of diverted organic waste saves the Market merchants $24 of disposal costs. Each ton of
recycled cardboard saves about $36 plus whatever revenue it generates. There are costs associated with recycling, as well; but the
long-term benefits of the Market's commitment outweigh short run costs. This commitment continues to strengthen.
Years Awarded: 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998
1057 S San Pedro St Ste 201
Los Angeles, CA 90015
The Computer Factory
The Computer Factory is a retail computer store concerned with the reuse and recycling of products within their business
environment, which also impacts the community and global environment. The store recycles about 270 pounds of paper per year
and reuses just over 170 pounds of cardboard annually. In addition, almost 25 pounds of packing material is reused each year.
Aside from the retail merchandising of computers, The Computer Store also welcomes old computer parts that would otherwise be
discarded and wasted.
Years Awarded: 2001
2029 Verdugo Blvd Box 10
Montrose, CA 91020
The Fairmont Hotel San Francisco
Opened in 1907, the world-renowned Fairmont San Francisco is a luxury hotel that has recently completed an award-winning $85
million restoration to recapture its original splendor. All areas of historic importance have been painstakingly restored and the hotel's
591 guestrooms and suites have been luxuriously refurbished. Situated atop Nob Hill, The Fairmount features two restaurants and
lounges, 50,000 square feet of meeting and banquet space, and a full service health spa. Fairmont Hotels & Resorts, a collection of
38 properties throughout the United States, Canada, Mexico, and the Caribbean, details a comprehensive approach to sustainable
hospitality in its publication "The Green Partnership Guide." As the flagship property for Fairmont Hotels & Resorts, The Fairmont
San Francisco has been evaluating its performance and establishing procedures in four primary areas: waste management, energy
conservation, purchasing, and water conservation. The hotel is currently recycling almost 60 tons of bottles, cans, paper, cardboard,
and food waste each month, saving as much as $6,000 on its monthly garbage bill. An important component of the hotel's
aggressive waste diversion program is redirection of unwanted but usable materials from the hotel to community non-profit
organizations. This year alone, several tons of materials, in the form of excess food, lumber, construction materials, clothing,
furniture, and various other streams of usable goods have been donated to child care centers, women's and homeless shelters,
AIDS organizations, and employment programs throughout the city of San Francisco.
Years Awarded: 2001
950 Mason Street
San Francisco, CA 94108-2098
The Impac Companies
Impac Companies is a mortgage company dedicated to excellent customer service as well as being environmentally friendly. They
not only believe in the expression "reduce, recycle, reuse," they live it! Impac Companies can honestly say they run an office free of
waste paper. Impac Companies singlehandedly recycles over ten 50-gallon barrels of paper product each week. They continually
find new ways to reduce what is sent to the landfills by getting employee feedback and advice from their recycling experts. They
have also cut their trash hauling service in half and have diverted over 40 tons of white ledger, newspaper, and aluminum cans this
year alone.
Years Awarded: 2002, 2001, 2000

1401 Dove Street
Newport Beach, CA 92660
The Irvine Company - Spectrum Office Properties
Insignia/ESG is an international property management and brokerage company. Insignia/ESG feels it is important for everyone to
participate in a recycling program. They work with Integrated Recycling Systems to educate the tenants and to create program
participation in a simple manner.
Years Awarded: 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997
8001 Irvine Center Dr Ste 840
Irvine, CA 92618
The Orman Grubb Company
The Orman Grubb Company recognizes the finite resources they have to work with and strives to decrease waste by increasing
quality through continual product improvement and manufacturing innovation. They have successfully engineered and manufactured
a full range of bedroom furniture from previously wasted wood. About 700,000 sq. ft. (raw material value about $1m) of this wood is
recovered each year saving over 4,000 trees. Defected tree wood that is not usable in their regular line of computer desks,
entertainment centers and bedroom furniture, is now finger jointed together and made into large solid oak panels. These are
processed into their popular high volume mid-range group of bedroom furniture called Manhattan 2. Residual wood waste is
converted for soil amendment use in the local agricultural industries saving 50,000 cu. feet of landfill per week, while cardboard and
steel are recycled locally. Solar and woodburning co-generation of electricity and other innovative energy saving procedures for
manufacturing are being investigated with help from the Anaheim Public Utilities, Anaheim Advantage. The success of The Orman
Grubb Company requires everyone in all areas of the business to perform their work correctly the first time, every time to reduce
waste. The Orman Grubb Company moto is, "Do it right the first time."
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000
4930 E La Palma Ave
Anaheim, CA 92807
The Real Earth, Inc.
The Real Earth Environmental Company was started in order to provide environmental friendly product alternatives to "business as
usual" recycled and tree-free paper, recycled janitorial paper and office products and non-toxic cleaning products. As a natural and
important adjunct to this activity, the company also serves as an educational resource for the average consumer whose
understanding of critical and widespread environmental issues is often limited. The reason for this "informational component" is their
belief that a deeper understanding of environmental issues will naturally contribute to responsible "earth-friendly" purchasing; that
increasing numbers of people who want to "do the right thing" would purchase with a conscience, if they had the information, and
the choice. The Real Earth provides that choice by offering a wide selection of everyday office and paper products with a noneveryday difference; they recycled, in whole or in part, but all containing post-consumer content. The Real Earth also provides a full
line of non-toxic and biodegradable cleaning products. The Real Earth is a small company with, they hope, a large and growing
impact. As they grow, they will continue to operate in a manner that views sustainability, and not profit, as their foremost
consideration.
Years Awarded: 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000
6430 Seastar Drive
Malibu, CA 90265-3625
The Soto Company, Inc.
In 1990, The Soto Company made a philosophical decision to reduce and recycle all green waste generated from their landscape
maintenance operations. They felt it was not only environmentally prudent, but was also economically sound. The uses of grass
clippings, shrub trimmings and tree cuttings are unlimited This raw material (when dried, ground up into small particles and mixed) is
aged through the composting process and becomes an excellent "all natural" planting mix. Even before its final stage as compost,
there are several stages where these raw materials can be incorporated into the landscape. The facilities tree maintenance division
within their Arboriculture Operations generates several by-products, when natural green waste is generated. This operation includes
processing the raw material on-site through a "chipper", resulting in the material being chipped or ground down into 1"- 4" size
pieces. The combination of leaves and wood in this material makes it ideal for large open green areas or horse trails. They are
currently using this end product for the many horse trails throughout the Nellie Gail Ranch trail system. After an in-depth review of
their turf management, they felt it was the best investment to purchase "recycling" type-mowing equipment. This action reduces their
out-take to the local waste facility and permits positive benefits to the lawns. At present, The City of Orange, and locally, The City of
Dana Point are enjoying the benefits of our recycling mowing operations. The company's shrubs and groundcover maintenance
operation generates the largest amount of green waste. It becomes an infinite mixture of materials (shrubs, groundcovers, weeds
and possibly even Rose bush cuttings). This material goes to the green waste-recycling center. Once the raw material is ground-up,
aged and segregated, it becomes available to the company and the public as planting mix, groundcover mulch and even weed
control. Their commitment to recycling is such that they will not use any bagged planting material, only bulk end products from green
waste recycling operations. In closing, the residents of Dana Point take great pride in their green waste-recycling program. Their
program is integral to their City contract and to the many private homeowner associations for whom they are privileged to provide
landscape services. They commend any effort to promote the use of green waste materials by the private sector and/or public

agencies. The Soto Company saves over $600 per month using a green waste facility.
Years Awarded: 2006, 2005, 2004, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998
34275 Camino Capistrano
Capistrano Beach, CA 92624
The Union
The Union has come a long way during its 134 years in Grass Valley, outliving 25 other newspapers that sprang up in the area
before 1910. But that was then, and now The Union is taking an interest and a different type of leadership in the community. By
covering stories about recycling and waste prevention activities, and learning how they can improve their own environmental
management, The Union has been in the middle of recent enthusiasm regarding recycling and business-to-business waste
exchange. Recently, The Union has downsized the newsprint feedstock by 2.5" -- mostly affecting the amount of end scrap which
previously was cut off and recycled anyway. This decision, however, will amount to over 41.5 tons of paper savings -- resulting in
the generation of LESS recycled scrap. So if The Union recycles less paper next year it's not because they're recycling less -- it's
because they're saving more!!
Years Awarded: 2001
11464 Sutton Way
Grass Valley, CA 95945
The Walt Disney Company
The Walt Disney Company is recognized as the world's leading provider of family entertainment with business segments in theme
parks, resorts, motion picture/television production, and consumer products. Disney's company-wide "Environmentality" program
serves as an incentive to over 28,000 California Cast Members and employees, encouraging them to reduce, reuse, recycle, and
buy recycled both at work and at home. Many "Environmentality" fairs and workshops are held throughout the year to increase
employee/Cast Member awareness, and waste minimization workshops are held to educate employees/Cast Members on the
programs available to them and how they can help to minimize waste and maximize recycling both at home and at work.
Years Awarded: 2010, 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1997, 1996
500 So Buena Vista St MC 9758
Burbank, CA 91521-9758
Multiple locations for this applicant
The Westin Saint Francis Hotel
The Westin Saint Francis Hotel is the first hotel in San Francisco to begin a recycling effort on a large-scale basis. Recycling all of
the hotel's cardboard, glass, newspaper, white paper as well as composting food waste has been a major part of the Hotel's
Stewarding department for the last two years. Following this example, the Hotel's Housekeeping and Laundry-Valet departments
have followed suit by implementing the hotel wide "Green Machine" program. The department's effort gives the Saint Francis'
Guests the opportunity to save our natural resources. The Green Machine program assists the hospital in maintaining its efforts to
become San Francisco's first truly environmentally friendly hotel. The Saint Francis will continue its dedication to the environment by
continually evaluating it's operation to find new ways to reduce, reuse, and recycle, doing their part to save and preserve our natural
resources and the environment.
Years Awarded: 2001
335 Powell Street
San Francisco, CA 94102
The Westin San Francisco Airport
The Westin San Francisco Airport is a 393 room hotel with 315,000 square feet of space, including 25,000 square feet of meeting
room space. The Westin SFO has an energy and environmental action plan in place since 1994 and has made numerous
improvements in its commitment to improving the environment through recycling, reducing and reusing products. In the year 2000,
the Westin SFO added individual recycling bins to all office spaces; reduced energy consumption through lowering of heating
temperatures for the pool, spa and hot water supply, as well as turning off non-essential light fixtures.The Westin has enhanced
energy and environmental awareness through increased membership and more participation in several organizations, including the
recycled paper coalition and the sustainable San Mateo County Business Task Force.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995
1 Old Bayshore Hwy
Millbrae, CA 94030
The Wood Guys
The Wood Guys manufacture residential furniture and distribute throughout the western states. The Wood Guys sort their wood
scrap to reduce waste and recycle. The Wood Guys send all wood scrap that can be used in furniture to the co-generation plant
where it is burnt to generate electricity. The Wood Guys donate approximately 20 yards of material each week to the power plant for
fuel. The Wood Guys separate their sawdust into fine and course particles. The fine particles are used to make fuel pellets and the
coarse material is used for animal bedding. The Wood Guys post instructions for their waste reduction programs in three languages
(English, Spanish and Mong) to ensure that all employees know where to send trash. The Wood Guys promote a ride share

program and average three passengers per vehicle that commute to work. The Wood Guys programs have saved $17,000 and
reduced the amount of waste sent to the landfill by 1,600 yards.
Years Awarded: 2001
25 Matmor Rd
Woodland, CA 95776
Thornton House
Thornton House is a retail furniture store. Thornton House recycles 42,000 pounds per year of cardboard and electronic systems
conserve 2,500 pounds a year of paper. Thornton House also reuses over 1,200 pounds of Styrofoam peanuts for shipping
annually.
Years Awarded: 2001
6 South School St
Lodi, CA 95240
Tofanelli's
Tofanelli's is a popular restaurant located in historic Grass Valley, CA, whose motto is "good food, good feelings." One of the things
Tofanelli's feels good about is its recycling and waste reduction programs. Their staff self-hauls materials to a local recycling facility,
including approximately 38,146 pounds per year of glass, 5,208 pounds per year of cardboard, 2,826 pounds per year of metal (tin
and aluminum) cans, and 1,494 pounds per year of plastic containers. Because space is limited, employees flatten all boxes, cans
and plastic containers. Tofanelli's also made a conscious decision to eliminate styrofoam and switch to paper and brown bag
carryout. They reuse tin cans as flower vases, and have installed energy-efficient lighting to reduce energy consumption. Tofanelli's
continally educates its employees: good feelings come from good environmental stewardship.
Years Awarded: 2001
302 West Main Street
Grass Valley, CA 95945
Topnotch Foods Inc.
Topnotch Foods Inc. receives 300,000 lbs per month of date expired bread. The facility processes 135,000 lbs per month of white
and wheat bread into bread crumbs. Approximately 165,000 lbs per month of sweet, garlic and moldy bread is sent to another
facility where it is made into livestock feed. Topnotch Foods Inc. also recycles and reuses wooden pallets and also reuses large
cardboard boxes.
Years Awarded: 2001
1988 East 57th Street
Vernon, CA 90058
Town & Country Market
Town & Country Market is a retail grocery store. The store recycles 96,000 pounds of cardboard, 7,200 pounds of pallets and
15,600 pounds of metal scrap per year. The store also has three forty-yard containers provided by TOMRA for drop-off recycling of
ONP, bottles, cans and plastic in the Winters area.
Years Awarded: 2001
121 East Grant Avenue
Winters, CA 95694
Toyota Motor Sales, USA, Inc. North American Parts Center
Toyota Motor Sales, USA (TMS) is the marketing, sales, distribution and customer services arm of Toyota America. Toyota is
America's fourth largest carmaker and manufactures more than one million cars per year in North America. In its daily business,
Toyota is committed to waste reduction, pollution prevention and protecting the environment. At Toyota North American Parts
Center in California (NAPCC), associates have implemented programs to support these commitments. In NAPCC's efforts last year
to reduce waste, they recycled 1.4 million pounds of cardboard, thus saving trees and valuable landfill space. NAPCC is currently
implementing a program to distribute parts to other Toyota facilities on reusable pallets instead of wooden pallets, again conserving
trees.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000
1425 Toyota Way
Ontario, CA 91761-2203
Trader Joe's
Trader Joes is a mid size business located in La Canada and various other cities. Whenever possible Trader Joe's donates food
waste. These materials such as bread at 7,000 plus pounds a year and produce at 4,700 pounds per year are donated instead of
wasted. Trader Joe's reuses plastic pallets that last longer than wood pallets and can be recycled when they get old. At the La
Canada store this is approximately 83,200 pounds per year of reused pallets. Trader Joe's uses plastic totes, which displace
cardboard boxes at 8,436 pound per year. Trader Joes recycles cardboard boxes and bales them at 364,000 pounds per year. Due

to Trader Joe's recycling efforts thousands of dollars are saved in waste hauling costs, and waste is reduced that is destined to go
to landfills and help save the environment.
Years Awarded: 2001
475 Foothill Blvd. #D
La Canada-Flintridge, CA 91011
Trader Joe's #28
Trader Joe's #28 located in San Dimas promotes a healthier environment through its dedication to providing its customers with high
quality products. Trader Joe's is also making a concentrated effort to improve the state of the environment through their recycling
program. They make an effort to reduce the amount of food waste generated, donating 40-50 loaves of bread per day to a church.
They also provide reusable mugs for employees in order to reduce waste, and they recycle 250,000 lbs of cardboard per year.
Years Awarded: 2001
856 West Arrow Highway
San Dimas, CA 91773
Traditional Medicinals
Traditional Medicinals was founded in 1974. Traditional Medicinals is a socially responsible and environmentally conscious
company, providing high-quality botanical products (herbal teas) with a balance of responsible business practices as its guide. The
company strives to create a positive, healthy, and supportive working environment. Employees are encouraged to participate in
community services and the company actively donates time, products, and profits to charitable, environmental, and educational nonprofit organizations." Traditional Medicinals' commitment to the environment is reflected through their use of recycled materials
company- and product-wide, resulting in minimal contribution to landfill and increased company savings in excess of $50,000 per
year.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997
4515 Ross Rd
Sebastopol, CA 95472-2250
Trex Enterprises
Trex Enterprises specializes in government and commercial research and development in the field of applied physics, including
work with optics, lasers, electro-optic and electro-acoustic imaging systems, signal processing, CMOS active pixel image sensors
and advanced materials. They also conduct advanced medical imaging research and have developed digital x-ray mammography
sensors. From this R&D launching pad have come many innovative technologies, ranging from space-based polar ozone monitoring
systems to millimeter wave systems that see through fog, smoke, and haze. Trex Enterprises recycles everything from paper and
metals to hazardous waste and oil.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1998
10455 Pacific Center Ct
San Diego, CA 92121
Trinchero Family Estates
Trinchero Family Estates is a family-owned, Napa Valley wine company that owns the Sutter Home, Trinchero, and Montevina
wineries, as well as the Trinity Oaks, Fre, and Sutter Home Foods brands. The company has an ambitious water recycling and
composting program. Fifty million gallons of wastewater are recycled annually, and 24,000 tons of pomace and two million pounds
of diatomaceous earth are composted each year.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000
100 S St Helena Highway
St. Helena, CA 94574-0248
Multiple locations for this applicant
Trips for Kids and the Re-Cyclery
Trips for Kids Re-Cyclery is devoted to recycling used bikes parts. Their goal is to keep bikes out of landfills and to return them to
the streets as efficient, environmentally friendly modes of transportation. Their used bikes are affordable and useful for both adults
and children. They recycle about 35 bikes per week, repairing and reselling approximately 12 of those, while donating the remainder
to other bike repair programs or taking them to a scrap metal recycler. All proceeds from the sale of bikes in their thrift shop goes
toward supporting the non-profit organization's programs like taking inner-city kids on mountain bike outings and helping low-income
kids learn job skills while earning a bike of their own.
Years Awarded: 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995
610 4th St
San Rafael, CA 94901-3211
Multiple locations for this applicant
TRW Radio Systems

TRW Radio Systems Division (formerly TRW Avionics Systems Division) manufactures microelectronics devices for military aircraft
and ground communications equipment. To help reduce their waste, TRW RSD reuses all of their packaging materials, recycles all
of its cardboard, and maintains a top-notch green waste program. These programs helped TRW RSD save $16,000 in 2000 from
regular trash fees, and RSD's paper recycling program has netted $640, further offsetting waste costs.
Years Awarded: 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995, 1994, 1993
15120 Innovation Dr
San Diego, CA 92128
Tully-Wihr Corporation
Tully-Wihr Company is a business forms distributor that offers quality service to its customers at competitive prices. The company
works diligently to better its awareness regarding environmental issues, including the establishment of a program that recycles 150
lbs. of cardboard, 2,000 lbs. of paper, 20-30 toner cartridges, and 50-60 ink cartridges per month. The cartridge-recycling program
alone has saved close to $5,000 in the first six months of 2001. The company encourages its employees to present new ideas for
recycling waste, and employees practice these wherever possible.
Years Awarded: 2010, 2002, 2001
148 Whitcomb Ave
Colfax, CA 95713
Tyco Plastics
Woodland Poly, with headquarters in Woodland, began operation in 1996 after it's owners purchased the former Mobil Chemical
plant, which was closed a year earlier. The company has hired many ex-Mobil employees who on average bring more than 20 years
of experience in the plastic film industry to the operation. The success of the Northern California facility is the result of its
commitment to customer service. With quality products manufactured by state-of-the-art equipment, versatile and flexible operation,
a responsive sales staff and overall value, Woodland Poly continues to be an industry leader, satisfying the plastic film needs of its
customers. Last year alone, Woodland Poly recycled over 30 tons of paper and cardboard products and hundreds of pounds of
plastics were recycled or reused.
Years Awarded: 2001
1351 E Beamer St
Woodland, CA 95776
U.S. Borax Inc. Boron Operations
U.S. Borax, Inc. is the leading world-wide producer of borate products, including boric acid. Borates are an important part of many
products used every day, including detergents, glass, fiberglass, ceramics and agricultural products. U.S. Borax recycles a variety of
materials including tiers, antifreeze, oil filters, fluorescent bulbs, conveyor belting, aerosol and aluminum cans, cardboard, white
paper, toner cartridges, oilsorb material, wood waste, superbags, and cleaning solutions.
Years Awarded: 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1994
14486 Borax Rd
Boron, CA 93516
Unilever Best Foods North America Lipton Santa Cruz Plant
Unilever Best Foods North America is a tea manufacturing company. All employees work together to recycle tea cartons, plastics,
cardboard and tea waste. The company donates fiber drums, cores, and paper to schools and churches. They also offer a program
to the public to pick up items for reuse. Through waste reduction efforts they have reduced the amount of required trash pickup, thus
saving approximately $6000 per year.
Years Awarded: 2002, 2001, 2000, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995
2200 Delaware Ave
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
UNISYS Corporation
Unisys Corporation in Rancho Bernardo manufactures information management systems, including the mainframe computer and
the high-end server, for mission critical applications. Unisys Corporation donates, wherever possible, surplus equipment and
materials to small businesses, non-profit organizations and schools. In 2000, Unisys recycled nearly 80% of its waste destined for
landfills or 920 tons and saved nearly $209,000 in operating cost. Unisys recycles a variety of materials including packaging, glass,
aluminum, scrap metal, copper, phonebooks, pallets, light bulbs, activated carbon, surplus equipment, batteries, greenery, plastics,
office cubicles, printer cartridges, cardboard, white paper and mixed paper.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1993
9701 Jeronimo Road
Irvine, CA 92618
United Food Group, Inc
United Food Group is the biggest ground beef producer in the world under one roof! With over 300 employees at the Vernon facility,

they see millions of pounds of food products annually yet place a high priority on recycling all shipping and packaging materials. All
of the food scraps are recycled and over two million pounds of cardboard, paper, plastic and wood pallets are recycled annually.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1999
3425 E Vernon Ave
Vernon, CA 90058
United Parcel Service
Profile not available.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000
3333 Downey Road
Vernon, CA 90023
United Postal Service (UPS)
The San Gabriel hub at UPS Baldwin Park helps customers from around the world rely on UPS to ship two million packages and
documents a month. United Parcel Service has developed an elaborate network of "hubs" or central sorting facilities located
throughout the world such as the facility in Baldwin Park. The packages from the local area are picked up, unloaded, sorted by ZIP
code and consolidated on 711 conveyor belts. Packages bound for a specific geographical region are all consolidated on the same
conveyor belt and are routed to either an out-bound trailer for local delivery, or to a delivery truck serving the immediate area. UPS
reduces waste by recycling cardboard and plastic. In consolidating small packages and documents to similar destinations, UPS
uses a reusable nylon bag vs. a plastic bag. This change has helped save the company $6000 this year in supplies and waste
removal.
Years Awarded: 2006, 2001
1100 Baldwin Park Blvd
Baldwin Park, CA 91706
United States Aluminum Corporation
The Vernon facility is a large volume aluminum manufacturer with over one hundred employees. In its ongoing efforts to increase
recycling, they have implemented a comprehensive training program to source seperate aluminum, paper and cardboard wastes.
Over 300,000 lbs. of aluminum is recycled annually from this facility.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000
3663 Bandini Blvd.
Vernon, CA 90023
Vacaville Sanitary Service
Vacaville Sanitary Service is proud of its efforts in promoting and encouraging refuse, removal and recycling. Vacaville Sanitary
Service's mission is to provide and protect a safer environment for all of their citizens. Vacaville Sanitary Service is taking initiative
to make things better by promoting a clean and safe environment through community participation, marketing, quality customer
service and public relations. No job is too big or too small when it comes to providing the services that are important to their
residents. Vacaville Sanitary Service is proud of its new curbside recycling program and internal office recycling such as office
paper, newspaper and aluminum cans. Vacaville Sanitary Service is a leader in the community by educating the public of the
importance of recycling through community participation in local events, civic organizations, business expos and special community
recycling programs. Vacaville Sanitary Service encourages its employees to practice the three R's of the environment, Reduce,
Reuse and Recycle.
Years Awarded: 2002, 2001
831 Davis St
Vacaville, CA 95687
VALCORE Recycling
VALCORE Recycling is a small grassroots nonprofit recycling center managed by nine local organizations. Member groups earn
funds by operating a donation and CRV Buy Back center where they routinely salvage office supplies (three-ring binders, file
folders, computer disks, etc.) Annually, over two tons of these materials are shared with teachers and the public for reuse.
VALCORE has teamed up with local Friends of the Library. In 2000, volunteers sorted through approximately 10 tons of unwanted
books, which went to various reuse sites or were cut up for recycling.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2007, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001
38 Sheridan St
Vallejo, CA 94590-6912
Valley Media, Inc.
Valley Media, Inc. is a wholesale distributor of media CD's, cassettes, and video products. Over the last few years Valley has tried to
reduce waste in a number of ways. The most successful waste reduction happened when Valley purchased the corrugated bail
machine. Valley use to empty the unused corrugate into trash bins along with trash throughout the year. Total annual tonnage could

be as much as 900 tons per year. With the purchase of the bail money machine, Valley has reduced the waste and increased the
amount of moneys paid back to the company, which equals approximately $10,000 (ten thousand dollars) annually.
Years Awarded: 2001
1280 Santa Anita Ct
Woodland, CA 95776
Vapor Cleaners, Inc.
Vapor Cleaners offers an environmentally friendly dry cleaning service to the Monterey Peninsula. Peninsula citizens care about
their community and it was important to share this new cleaning process with an environmentally sensitive community. Vapor
Cleaners prides itself in the fact that customer's clothes are cleaned efficiently, yet toxic waste is not produced in the process. As a
result, $2,000 to $3,000 a year is saved by the elimination of the disposal of toxic materials. Vapor Cleaners has been recognized
by the Monterey Bay Unified Air Pollution Control District and "American Dry Cleaner Magazine" as well as awarded the prestigious
40th annual Plant Design Award. Vapor Cleaners has been part of the local community since 1921.
Years Awarded: 2001
1193 10th St
Monterey, CA 93940
Vasquez Delicatessen
Vasquez Delicatessen operates a fast-food business in Vacaville. Since 1992, this local business has reduced waste by more than
80%. This year’s efforts will mean a savings of 2,000. For these efforts, this business has received the WRAP award every year
from 1994 through 1999.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995, 1994
620 E Main St
Vacaville, CA 95688
Verizon
Verizon of Lakewood is a service-oriented company that has realized their potential impact on the environment. Verizon recycles all
paper, aluminum cans, batteries, tires, engine fluids and worn tools back to corporate drop-offs. Verizon of Lakewood also donates
old office supplies, furniture and toys to local schools for continued use throughout the community.
Years Awarded: 2001
3770 Industry Avenue
Lakewood, CA 90712
Virco Mfg. Corporation
Virco Mfg Corporation, with a 51-year history, is the largest manufacturer of educational furniture in the United States. It is also a
leading supplier of commercial furniture to offices, auditoriums, places of worship, auditoriums and related settings. Virco has a
highly effective waste recycling and resource manufacturing facility, including scrap metal, packaging cardboard, paper products,
and plastics are recycled or reused, rather than land filled. In 2000, Vicro diverted approximately 1,500 tons of solid waste from
landfills and saved over $330,000 through resource conservation, waste reduction and selling recyclable materials.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001
2027 Harpers Way
Torrance, CA 90501-1524
Walgreens Distribution Center
Walgreens Distribution Center is one of the largest in California. All dog food and cat litter is donated, pallets rebuilt and cardboard
boxes reused. Walgreens reduces waste in operations and saves itself tens of thousands of dollars a year in waste hauling costs.
Recovered materials are recycled which generates profits instead of loses due to waste.
Years Awarded: 2001
2370 E Main St
Woodland, CA 95776
Walser's
Walser's is a family-run art store which has been in business for over 25 years. They have over 28,000 square feet of combined
retail merchandise, imaging center and warehouse space. Walser's is fortunate to have storage space, which allows reuse of many
items such as packaging. They make displays that are no longer needed in the store free for customers to take . This helps prevent
waste and excessive trash from being dumped and gives customers new ways to store their products at home. One of Walser's
most successful waste recycling activities has been the recycling of empty plastic and glass bottles, as well as cans. These are
collected from employees, from customers that want to throw them away and even from the bushes and parking lot outside. From
the money earned from recycling these products throughout the year, Walser's is able to have a huge Christmas feast on Christmas
Eve day for all of their employees and their families. The entire lunchroom table is covered with food. Walser's does this not only to
reward their employees as good workers, but also to recognize their efforts in recycling. Since their local city instigated a larger

scale collection of recycle material, they now collect packaging, small boxes, glass bottles, etc…from both the store and employees.
This last year, Walser's brought in some plastic tote bins and asked their employees to put paper materials that are not reusable in
them for later recycling. The contribution to these bins adds up to 100 pounds a week. Employees have gone to such efforts as to
voluntarily bring in items from their homes to contribute to the program instead of disposing of them. Because there is not yet a
recycling collection available from commercial facilities in their area, the owners transport these items to their home for the city
residential recycle collection.
Years Awarded: 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008, 2007, 2006, 2005, 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999
23145 Kashiwa Ct
Torrance, CA 90505-4026
Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc.
Warner Bros., 145-acre motion picture and television studio, offers a wide array of manufacturing, construction and production
services and resembles a small city. It has its own Fire Department, a population ranging from 4,000 to 5,000 (up to 8,000 in full
production season), and it even has its own zip code. Warner Bros. is committed to conserving resources, reducing waste through
reuse, donations, recycling, and educational programs in order to benefit the economy and assist the local community in the course
of doing business. One program that fulfills all of these goals simultaneously is the "Second Time Around - A Community Reuse
Partnership" project, through which reusable materials such as furniture, computers, and office supplies are donated to non-profit
and educational organizations, using a matching database with over 800 participants. Warner Bros. also has an environmental
purchasing program, a sustainable design and construction policy, and is committed to energy conservation. Since the inception of
its recycling programs in 1992, Warner Bros. has increased its waste reduction rate more than seven-fold, from less than 7 percent
to a current diversion rate of 61 percent, exceeding the AB939 year 2000 goal of 50%. In addition to savings in waste hauling fees
of approximately $150,000 per year, Warner Bros. has also generated revenues of approximately $30,000 annually from the sale of
recyclables.
Years Awarded: 2004, 2003, 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995, 1994, 1993
Building 137- Room 1013
4000 Warner Blvd
Burbank, CA 91522
Waste Management of the Desert
Waste Management of the Desert is a company campaigning for the environment, which hauls refuse on the side. They believe in
the environmental benefits of recycling, clean fuels and energy conservation. As a day-to-day function of work they recycle and or
reuse 90% of their office waste. This results in an annual diversion of at least 30 tons of material and savings of almost $2,000. In a
recent retrofitting of all fluorescent lights for energy efficient ones, they were able to donate all of the colored copper wire removed
to a local nonprofit organization for use for "recycled art".
Years Awarded: 2001
41575 Eclectic Street
Palm Desert, CA 92260
Waste Management of the Inland Empire
Waste Management of the Inland Empire is a private trash hauler serving 12 municipalities throughout the Inland Empire. With the
computer stored data expansion, electronic mail and internal voice mail system, the paper trail generation has decreased by an
additional 10,000 forms this year. Waste Management's Recycling Coordinator has increased community awareness through
educational recycling programs, teaching children how to Reduce, Reuse and Recycle! Waste Management employees are raking
in the benefits of source reduction and internal recycling programs through bi-monthly lunches, gift certificates, and other incentives.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1998, 1997
800 South Temescal St
Corona, CA 92879
Waterfront Plaza Hotel
The Waterfront Plaza Hotel is a full service hotel and is committed to protecting the environment by implementing a variety of
recycling and waste prevention programs. They recycle the basics, cans, bottles and paper, as well as all food waste and nonrecyclable paper (i.e. food soiled paper, paper towels from the restrooms, etc.). They reuse one-sided used paper for draft fax
paper, provide ceramic dishes for employees, and compost all of the hotel's pre and post consumer organic waste. Participating in
these easy to follow programs has allowed the Waterfront Plaza Hotel to achieve an amazing 67% diversion rate!
Years Awarded: 2001
10 Washington St
Oakland, CA 94607
Waterman Industries, Foundry Division
Waterman Industries Foundry Division is a medium size company that manufactures water control systems for dams, canals,
drainage and irrigation systems. Before 1989, Waterman Industries Foundry sent over 10 tons of waste to the landfill every day. In
March 1989 they stopped going to the landfill. By the use of fewer materials, the manufacturing facility converted all remaining spent

materials into recyclable products, new products and selling recyclable materials such as cardboard and waste paper.
Years Awarded: 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995, 1994, 1993
515 South G St
Exeter, CA 93221
Web Service Company Inc.
Web Service Company Inc. is a washing machine/dryer service that provides and services washing equipment to apartment
buildings. The facility refurbishes used Maytag's for their service network. The business recycles over 18,000 lbs of cardboard and
62,000 lbs of wooden pallets each year. Motors and transmissions from machines are also recycled. Electronic systems conserve
over 5,300 lbs of paper annually.
Years Awarded: 2002, 2001, 1997
3690 Redondo Beach Ave
Redondo Beach, CA 90278-1165
Weber Metals & Supply Co.
Weber Metals is a manufacturer of heavy press open die and closed die forgings in aluminum, titanium, and nickel based alloys. On
an ongoing basis, Weber Metals employs energy efficient equipment, donates aluminum scrap to a non-profit organization for use in
art projects, sells used electronic equipment to employees, and limits the use of pallets and cardboard by using alternative
packaging methods. As a result of its efforts, Weber Metals diverts over 3,300 tons of material from landfills each year.
Years Awarded: 2001
16706 Garfield Ave
Paramount, CA 90723
Wellings & Co. CPA's
Wellings & Co. CPA's is a full service accounting firm that has served the Menlo Park community for over 27 years. Wellings & Co.
is very enthusiastic about recycling and contributing economically to cut back on how much waste is produced. Wellings & Co
recycles white and colored paper, newspapers, magazines, cardboard, aluminum cans, glass, all kinds of envelopes and junk mail,
and toner cartridges. Wellings & Co.'s recycling program has enabled the company to realize an 85% reduction in trash. They also
communicate with the neighboring business in their office building to encourage them to recycle as much as possible because
recycling does make a difference! They began offering electronic tax return filing to their clients in 2000 and about 25% of their
clients chose to E-file. During 2001 that percentage has increased to over 50%. Wellings & Co. CPA's hopes to continue that
increased trend because for every E-file return they save about 75% in paper generated.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995, 1994
770 Menlo Ave Ste 100
Menlo Park, CA 94025
West Coast Rendering
West Coast Rendering processes animal by-products into animal feed. The facility has coordinated with Disney to implement a
program which diverts between eight and nine tons of food waste per day. The company has further developed a process that
makes meal from meat scrap, which is used as an animal feed supplement.
Years Awarded: 2001
4105 Bandini Boulevard
Vernon, CA 90023
Western Environmental Equipment Corporation
Western Environmental Equipment Corporation (WEEC) is a manufacturer's representative and contractor serving California,
Arizona, Nevada, and New Mexico with primary products in air and water pollution control, combustion, and material handling selling
to heavy industry and utility accounts. In 1998, WEEC purchased another corporation, IMS, which merged into their business.
WEEC revamped and computerized all of the IMS documentation encompassing over 25 years worth of information, files and
documents, and converted to computer systems for all purchasing, billing, accounting and sales related functions. The storage and
operating space needed for the functions were assimilated into WEEC's existing data storage areas by heavy computerization,
which is more efficient, faster, easier to access, and doesn't waste natural resources. The cost of the space saved was $25,000 per
year, plus head count decreased by a full time clerical/accounting position, with the total savings of over $75,000 per year just by
dropping all the paper filling and tracking. The end result is better information that is more accurate, easier to access, and much less
wasteful. In 2000, the companies was running the combined operation successfully with the reduced head count, and have found
that they are more efficient, data retrieval is faster and they are able to better service their customers needs. The company went a
step further and took all of the document files that needed to be kept and scanned these documents into Omnipage Pro where they
can be searched for easily by either name or a single word document. As a result, their library is now primarily electronic. This
allowed the company to further reduce the paper retained and move those documents into paper recycling for reuse.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1997, 1996, 1995
147 Cypress Drive

Lake Arrowhead, CA 92352
Western Passage Express, Inc.
Western Passage Express provides truckload services for its customer's base in Oregon, Washington and California. These
services included the cross docking and distribution of dry freight and refrigerated products. The company recycles all cardboard,
white paper and pallets. This amounts to over 1 million pounds of recycled products each year. The estimated savings of this
program is in the thousands of dollars.
Years Awarded: 2001
5200 Sheila St
Los Angeles, CA 90040-3906
Western Screw Products, Inc.
Western Screw Products, Inc. is a small company that manufactures precision metal parts for various industries. Parts such as
pump shafts, brass pool heater parts, valve components and precision tooling products are just a few of the products produced. The
company recycles all steel, aluminum and brass chips in the amount of approximately 200 tons per year, saving both energy and
money in the process, since less energy is needed to produce metals from scrap. All oil used as coolant is recycled over and over
again and they have saved thousands of dollars by re-using the oil spun from the metal chips. Western Screw Products, Inc. is an
earth- and energy-friendly company.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1999
11770 E Slauson Ave
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
Westfield Shoppingtown Mission Valley
Westfield Shoppingtown Mission Valley is a super regional outdoor mall located in central San Diego. With three major department
store anchors, the Shoppingtown has over 100 tenants, an AMC 20 Screen Multiplex Theatre, many excellent full service and fast
food restaurants including a micro-brewery, and occupies 81.5 acres with 1,583,469 square feet of stores and 7,181 parking
spaces. On an average day, 26,000 people will arrive at the Shoppingtown to shop, eat and drink, see a movie, or just enjoy the
time in an exciting environment. At Westfield Shoppingtown Mission Valley, everyone is involved in the recycling program. Each
retailer participates, all the employees play a part, and every customer is requested to assist by following the simple instructions
posted throughout the Shoppingtown. They even extend their services to the customers' homes and businesses by hosting the City
of San Diego "Christmas Tree Recycling Station" in their parking lots during the busiest times of the sales year. In addition, they
host the "old telephone books" recovery program when new directories come out. In 2001, the Shoppingtown will recycle over
1,000,000 lbs. of materials, which would otherwise have gone directly to the landfills. Westfield Shoppingtown Mission Valley has
saved over $51,000 in hauling fees alone since January 1, 2000, with their recycling program. When this amount is added to what
would have been costs for dumping and rental fees for equipment to handle the storage and transport of these materials, the
savings move into the even larger 6-figure area.
Years Awarded: 2002, 2001, 1998, 1997, 1996
1640 Camino Del Rio N Ste 351
San Diego, CA 92108-1506
Westfield Shoppingtown, Plaza Bonita
Westfield Shoppingtown Plaza Bonita is a super-regional shopping center encompassing 820,000 square feet on 70.4 acres of land.
As the owner and management company, Westfield Corp. is responsible for the daily operations of the shopping center including
but not limited to environmental management. Plaza Bonita's most successful waste reduction and recycling activity is cardboard
recycling; 12 to 15 tons of cardboard are diverted monthly resulting in an almost 180 ton reduction in landfill trash and savings of
close to $15,000 annually. The success of this program is accomplished through constant communication, monitoring and providing
incentives (and when necessary, penalizing) to the 140 tenants that occupy the center. These tenants are encouraged to separate
their cardboard and other recyclable materials for the housekeeping staff that picks up these items each night. Cardboard is bailed
for the resource management company to take to local recycling facilities. Because the housekeeping staff plays such an important
role in the process, they are treated to lunches, thanking them for their efforts. Plaza Bonita also recycles its landscape greenwaste,
paper products, pallets, etc. And whenever possible materials such as wood and metal from vacant stores are either donated or
sold, instead of dumped.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1998
3030 Plaza Bonita Rd #2075
National City, CA 91950
Westrux International
Westrux International provides a one-stop parts and service dealership for all makes of trucks in Classes 5 through 8. Their
mechanics are trained and experienced and want their employees to enjoy their work, so encourage a balance between work
responsibilities, family life and community involvement. Westrux International continues to recycle over 90 tons of paper, cardboard,
metal, pallets, oil and oil filters each year. Since winning last year's WRAP award, they have computerized their inventory system
and parts can even be ordered online.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000

2009 E 223rd St
Carson, CA 90810
White Eagle
White Eagle, the world's leading manufacturers of beautiful holographic gifts for the whole family, is dedicated to handcrafting
rainbow-art pieces that blend holographic technology with images from nature. Their processes include using recycled material
whenever possible. All employees of White Eagle participate in the company's recycling awareness program, often contributing their
own ideas. In the past, White Eagle sent the material outtakes to schools in Sonoma and Contra Costa counties. This year White
Eagle is working with their local solid waste transfer station to distribute these materials closer to home. This activity helps reduce
other energy consumption such as gasoline and human resources.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998
1625 S Main St
Willits, CA 95490
Whole Foods Market Santa Rosa
Whole Foods Market offers a large selection of high-quality, great-tasting natural and organic fresh foods and products to support
wellness and a healthy lifestyle. Whole Foods Market maintains high standards when it comes to reducing and recycling. Beginning
nine years ago as Food For Thought, the company carriers on its green ways with mandated recycling for all of its ten departments,
as well as makes recycling bins available to its customers. The market primarily offers paper products made with post consumer
waste for all packaging and carry out items. Whole Foods Market is accustomed to saving money by reducing and recycling
because, for them, there is simply no other way!
Years Awarded: 2006, 2004, 2001, 1999
1181 Yulupa Ave
Santa Rosa, CA 95405
Work of Art Catering, Inc.
Work of Art is proud to be a company that composts, recycles, routes unserved food, and promotes environmental consciousness
serving as a testimonial for the community. In their initial pursuit of a recycling program, they discussed pick-up schedules, volume,
and physical storage issues with representatives from Golden Gate Disposal. They now compost on site at events as well as at their
facility. They use recyclable containers as much as possible and also try not to use any disposable products for service. In their
catering activities, their emphasis is on tabletop design where they incorporate organic products into both food and design. By
incorporating organic concepts into the food presentation, they are able to raise their clients' awareness of environmental waste and
conservation. As a result of their recycling and organic product composting efforts, they reduced their garbage amounts by half and
rerouted the balance to compost and recycling. Clients support their efforts and understand the additional costs incurred for this
service. In fact, from a marketing standpoint, having received a recycling award from the city and being a part of a progressive
approach to waste management has proved to be extremely beneficial for bringing in new business. The people of San Francisco
embrace composting and recycling and with communication, systems, and support, they are willing participants. Work of Art has
taken a great leadership role in the composting area by separating their compost and maintaining their environmental practices
strictly. The food service industry can be particularly effective in reducing waste and this company has proven that the system
works! Work of Art has proven to be highly successful in their composting and recycling programs.
Years Awarded: 2004, 2002, 2001
1226 Folsom St
San Francisco, CA 94103
WorldWise, Inc.
WorldWise is an environmentally responsible consumer products company offering home/garden/hearth products made from
recycled, reclaimed or sustainable harvested materials. They distribute their products through mass-market retail channels, making
healthier, more environmentally sound products accessible and affordable to the average American consumer. WorldWise products
employ vast quantities of recycled materials. For instance, a single 14" Eco-Planter uses the equivalent of 2,500 square feet of
plastic wrap - enough to blanket the floors of a large home. By making the choice to distribute their products through large retailers,
this allows them to sell large quantities of products, exponentially increasing the need for recycled resources.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995, 1994, 1993
160 Mitchell Blvd
San Rafael, CA 94903
Yoplait Colombo
Yoplait USA manufactures yogurt. Whenever possible, they donate limited shelf-life product to non-profit organizations. In 2000,
Yoplait donated 395 tons of such products to these organizations. In addition they received $25,000 from recycling over 700 tons of
material that would otherwise have been sent to landfill. Yoplait continually investigates possible ways to reduce packing materials,
modify manufacturing processes to use materials more efficiently, and recycle waste.
Years Awarded: 2001, 2000, 1998

1055 E Sandhill Ave
Carson, CA 90746
Yoshi's Restaurant and World Class Jazz House
Yoshi's Restaurant and World Class Jazz House is the premier jazz venue in the Bay Area. World-renowned jazz artists perform in
this intimate spot while patrons dine on sushi, sashimi and other Japanese delicacies. Yoshi's is a medium-sized restaurant with
approximately 120 employees. The restaurant has over 200 seats and the jazz club seats over 300 patrons. Multi-talented
restaurant owner Kaz Kajimura encourages employees to be environmentally conscious by enforcing a paper recycling program that
he implemented over five years ago. Sorting office paper, newspapers, and telephones books is a simple way to divert waste. It was
more challenging to sort the paper and food waste for the busy restaurant. In the past, Yoshi's was unable to recycle the restaurant
paper and napkins, since they are usually soiled with food debris. This year, with the help of Golden Gate Waste Disposal, Yoshi's
learned that compost could tolerate some paper mixed in with food waste. Kajimura spear-headed the restaurant's composting
program, reducing waste destined to be landfilled by 75%. Prior to composting, Yoshi's generated eight yards of waste per week.
Now, Yoshi's only generates two yards of waste per week and five yards of compostable material. Kajmura personally labeled and
color-coded all the waste bins for the facility and then trained restaurant, jazz club, bar and kitchen staff to use them. The
employees and safety training materials were also updated to educate new employees about composting and recycling programs at
Yoshi's. It's challenging to keep an entire organization faithfully sorting its waste. With a network of staff members committed to
waste reduction, Yoshi's has never had a pick-up rejected by the compost collection crew at Golden Gate Waste Disposal. Applying
this new method of waste reduction made it easier for servers to handle waste and diverted a much higher percentage of the
restaurant waste to recycling via composting. By adding composting to Yoshi's paper, cardboard, bottle, and oil recycling programs,
Yoshi's now recycles more that 85% of the waste it produces.
Years Awarded: 2001
510 Embarcadero West
Oakland, CA 94607
Yost Printers & Lithographers
Yost Printers & Lithographers is a 69 year-old printing and bindery company in Monrovia. They have demonstrated, by the reuse of
packaging materials and the selling of recyclable products, a few of the ways they have achieved a 94% recycle rate of their waste
at a considerable cost savings to their organization.
Years Awarded: 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999, 1998, 1997, 1996, 1995, 1994
132 East Lemon Ave
Monrovia, CA 91016
Yuba-Sutter Disposal, Inc.
Yuba-Sutter Disposal, Inc. is an employee-owned waste hauling company that serves the cities of Live Oak, Wheatland, Yuba City
and Marysville and the counties of Yuba and Sutter. The company encourages employees to practice all four R's of the
environment: Re-think [purchases that cannot be recycled], Reduce, Reuse and Recycle.
Years Awarded: 2002, 2001, 2000, 1999
3001 N Levee Rd
Marysville, CA 95901
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